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out in the open field.
“What in the world are you doing ion to pink blueberries with which to equal that of 1888. The sea will that God is in creeds and ceremonies
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she was born and brought up and in
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upheaval by revolutions, and apall- man Empire or India; everywhere
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THERE IS NO DEATH
shares become due, transfers are made from
Rights
iof sovernment; Japan and China wretchedness. So it is being re There Is no death, the stars go down
rr.e how she could possibly fail to
will be thrown Into political confu- vealed that all peoples are arousing
this department to the regular shares and the
know the names of our ordinary
To rise upon some other shore,
~
.
I sion; the throne of Spain will be va- 1 from ages of Inertia, to a quickening I And bright In heaven’s jeweled crown
trees, when she had ^ecn them every
interest is increased to
They shine forever more.
Attorney General Fellows rilled : cated and Italy will be swept by po- Ideal of a larger and fuller life of
day for sixteen years. Ruch unobSAVINGS ACCOUNT8
Central Europe progress and hnppiness.”
servlng natures miss so much out of Thursday that the Governor and ' litical revolution.
There Is no death ! the dust we tread
Shall change, beneath the summer showers.
life ! I have seen persons who have Council could not law fully authorize | _ __________________________________________________________________________
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of "wings" on our ash trees, though ment to State Prison convicts in
This makes a very attractive proposition
proved by Oov. Baxter, directing the
i There Is no death I the leaves may fall,
they lives! in the country and knew corripensation for labor performed,
I The flowers tnav fade and pasw away—■
Prison Commission “to establish a
which we will gladly explain to any one who
the tree itself. Others told me that I assrting that inmates of the State
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som of an elm tree, as they Insisted com® employes within the meaning of said pay not to exceed 50 cents per
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herein
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that it had no blossoms. Just because f >ap'
^ec- •*. public laws of 1917,
That heaven hath kindly lent
earth
for are to be paid out of the reoelpts
Prizes totaling $2,080 are offered to Are ever first to seek again
a blossom Is not flaming red and as and receive compensation
Tiie country of their birth.
“The Governor and Couileil have no from the sale of goods manufact corn farmers in Maine counties who
big as a peony they never see it, and
even when pointed out to them they legislative powers, and have no pow ured in said prison.” Oct. 24, 1924, make entries in the National Seed And all things that for growth of joy
er to authorize payments contrary t-o a supplemental order was passed in
Are worthy of our love or care.
see no beauty in it.
(he constitution and the existing sta council, and approved by Gov. Bax Corn Show to be held In Chicago Whose loss has left trs desolate,
Are
safely garnered there.
ter, whereby the warden was direct March 2 to 7 under the auspices of
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“If the Legislature intended that ed “to take from the receipts and in the
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life become a dreary waste.
Sears-Roebuck
Agricultumi
We know Its fairest, sweetest flowers,
an Inmate of the State Prison should come of the prison a sufficient sum
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re
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Into paradise,
receive compensation for labor pre to pay tho prisoners” In accordance
Adorn immortal bowers.
The show,
formed while serving sentence, It has with the order of April 1st, "the bal ceived here states.
ance of receipts and income to be which is to be held during “Seed The voice of bird like melody
failed to say so.
Corn Tewt Week,” is intended to
That we have missed and mourned so long
“Tho Prison Commissioners have transmitted to the State auditor."
mingles with the angel choir
This department has been inform drive* home the need of a high germ Now
been given no authority by the leg
In everlasting song.
ed that the manifests for October, ination seed corn policy to insure the
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pal/
country of a normal 1925 corn crop.
There Is no death! although we grieve
lations or to do any acts inconsistent November and December “pay rolls”
When beautiful, fainll’.ar forms
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If you need Glassee, I will guar
$1000 in gold is offered to the farm Although with bowed and breaking heart,
act providing for the payment to ing his payments to be made. This
With sable garb and silent tread.
er In Maine or the United States I We bear their senseless dust to rest.
antee satisfaction; if you do not
pay
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appears
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be
In
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followinmates in the State Prison not to
And say that .they are “dead.”
exceed 50 cent» per day wages to be i
amounts: October, $1750.20; No- who exhibits the nation’s champion
need them I will tell you so.
applied to the prisoner’s release j verober. $156.06; December. $1583.40. ear. Another prize of $1000 to the ' They- are not dead! they have but passed
fund and distributed to the prison-' The State auditor has declined to agricultural agent, farm bureau, ag i Beyond tho mists that blind us here
301 Main St., Opp Park St.
ricultural or community organization Into the new and larger life
ALodc to meet a Demand ~ not a Price //
era' dependents. The release fund is certify these for payment and has
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not to be subject to attachment. .
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'piIE superiority of our
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The show Is open to the entire , To put Hn4r shining raiment on :
the attorney general Is covered in ground that Section 97, Chap. 2 of United States. Any person—‘boy or
steaks Is beyond ques
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They arc not "lost or gone,
his brief to the Governor and Coun the Revised Statutes, requires “all
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tion. Your sense of taste
fees,
or
other
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may
ac

cil. reading as follows:
ear of corn. Parcel post entries will Though disenthralled and glorified.
“The hoard of Prison Commission crue to any institution, department he rp<»$ ivpd anv timn un fn tho n’uht
witl tell you of the flavor
They stUl are here and ,OVe US >Pt ’
<(egr
piev twve ,rft lbeh|nd
era was established April 6, 1917, un-l board or commission of the State be rectired an> time up to the niglit ,
The best equipped plant in this section of the
and oh ! how tender.
They
never can forget.
Ider Chapter 195 of the public laws * * • shall be paid directly to the of March 7. and each ear must have
of 1917, and wa« given authority to I treasurer of the State,” and probab- the name, address, county and State And sometimes, when our hearts grow faint
State for the manufacture of Cemetery Memorials
Chops broiled or fried to
niake and establish rules and regula-i ly on the further ground that Sec of its owner on a paper which should
Amid temptation* fierce and deep.
your liking.
tions, not inconsistent with the law, i tion 13 of Chap. 142 make« the wai - b© wrapped securely around the ear Or when the wildly raging waves
Write, phone or call now for Spring Delivery
Of grief or passion sweep,
with
the
writing
on
the
outside.
No
1 for the direction of all officers of the den accountable for all moneys
Get acquainted with our
State Prison, and for the govern granted for its maintenance or de ear wij-l be awarded a prize until We feel upon our fevtred brow
Their gentle touch, their breath of balm;
ment, discipline, instruction and rived from the manufactures or tested for vitality and disease resist Their
“Bill O’Fare’’
anus enfold u». and our hearts
ance, the judges to be selected by
general direction and control of the other concerns thereof.
Grow comforted and calm.
the
American
Society
of
Agronomy.
These
facts
evidently
gave
rise
to
Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
State Prison and the right to estabEntries should be addressed to the And ever near us, though unseen.
lish compemsation of all officers and 1 the questions submitted by the
The dear, immortal splrife tread;
Telephone Connection
i employee subject to the approval of j present Governor and Council and National Seed Corn Show, Sears- For all the boundless universe
Rockland’s Finest Bating Place
Roebuck
Agricultural
Foundation,
is life—there are no dead.
I the Governor and Council.
j answered Thursday In the attorney
T-tf
EA8T UNION, MAINE
\ L. McCrecry.
Chicago.
On April 1, 1924, an order was general’s ruling.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

STOP

LOOK

LISTEN

PREVENT BEING

KILLED

BY ONCOMING TRAIN

J

COMING

THE SEA HAWK’
L—i

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

Advance Payment Department
4 Per Cent Interest

51-2 Per Cent

The

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

Rockland
National
Bank

OREL E. DAVIES

BCM
KCIGAR

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

Newbert’s Cafeteria

12-tf
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FEBRUARY CITY

The Courier-Gazette

MEETING

Every-Other-Day

AT THC STATE CAPITOL

WANTED
SECOND HAND
RANGES

THREE TIMES A WEEK

Petrosky’s Pool Room Petition Starts a Lively Debate
Other Municipal Matters.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockkuid. Feb. 3. 1925.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie who
on oath declares that he is pressman in the
office of the Rockland Publishing Co. and
• hal of the issue of The Courier-Gazette of
Jjin. 31, 1925, there was printed a total of
6,432 copies.
Before me,

FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Seek ye the Lord while he. may be
found, call ye upon him while he is
near.—Isaiah 55:6.
THE GOVERNOR COMES

Governor Brewster’s first visit to
Knox County since his donning of
the official toga sufficiently confirms
the good opinions formed of him
when he presented himself, for the
consideration of our voters during
the midst of last autumn’s political
campaign. Our people liked him well
enough then to seal their good opin
ion by a remarkable majority of bal
lots, and those who have heard him
upon this second visit are assured
that the gentleman’s enthusiastic
confidence in Maine’s potentialities
give him a natural right to repre
sent them in the office of ^phief
executive. Upon another page is re
peated some of the things that the
Governor had to say to us. The
wider audience to whom The Cou
rier-Gazette repeats his message
will be stirred by its optimistic en
thusiasm. its high spirit of patriotism
for Maine. Let us join hands with
•* him for the success that is possible
along its suggested lines.

The lecture to be given in our city
tomorrow evening by Fred Atkins
Moore affords an opportunity for
obtaining lir^t hand information
upon the present conditions in Eu
rope of which our people may with
undoubted profit avail themselves.
What is the real state of things, so
cial, political and financial, on the
other side of the ocean? What is
the League of Nations doing?
How are these matters related to
-the United States? We are told
many things through the newspaper
columns, much of it confusing, until
it becomes difficult to form any set
tled opinion. We should be the readier
therefore to welcome a speaker of
Mr. Moore’s established reputa
tion, whose recent months spent
in England, France and Germany
and at the Geneva headquarters of
the League of Nations, opened to
him wide and in some respects un
usual fields of observation. His in
troduction to government ministers,
professors, journalists, business men
and labor leaders, social leaders,
etc., disclosed opportunities for in
vestigation that the casual visitor
looks for in vain. He came into close
contact with the people and learned
what they were thinking and feeling,
what opinions they hold with respect
to America. It is this type of speak
ers, men of practical minds and platform ability, whom we look to, not
only for entertainment but- for instruction upon matters of vital interest to every citizen and patriot.
We shall hope that Rockland gives
Mr. Moore an audience commensur
ate with the topic upon which he is
announced to speak—‘‘Present Con
ditions In Europe and Their Re
lation to the United States.”

The /February’ meeting of the City, of pool rooms seems to be not to
Government la|t night was prolonged have pool rooms,” said the Mayor.
“We have a law to the effect that
to an unseasonable hour by’ a spicy
..
.
a license shall be revoked on the first
discussion as to the relative merits offense," said Alderman Richardson,
and demerits of pool rooms. The
The motion to revoke Vetrosky's
debate was precipitated by the pe- license was defeated. He may not
tition of Leon Petrosky to operate be a man without a country but una shoe-shining parlor and pool- room tier the present conditions he is a
at 306 Main street, whither he had man without a pool room,
recently removed from 10 Park
Upon motion of Alderman De
place.
Rochemont Abraham Cassmnn’s liThls change of -base was bitterly cense as junk dealer was revoked,
opposed by the merchants near the and his bond was forfeited. He was
corner of Main and Park streets, and convicted at the last term of court
the matter was gnally referred by of receiving stolen goods, and is
-the licensing committee to the full serving a jail sentence.
Board, with Chairman Richardson's
• • • •
accompanying statement that the
Sentiment of the board was unani
change was not welcome to the tax mous in favor of accepting the snow
payers. and that general sentiment plow which has bfcen used by the
seemed to be against the granting city thus fur with the aid of the
f the permission. Mayor Snow said Mack truck. “I think it has already
that there had been an expressed paid for itself,” said Alderman Ul
opinion adverse to pool rooms on mer. The treasurer was authorized
Main street. The petition was de to pay for the machine.
nied, as was the petition of Thomas
The Sea View Garage trSks partial
Economy. who desired to locate in reimbursement for its expenditure
the building at 10 Park place, which of $1033.50 in building a retaining
wall on Main street at the Northend.
Petrosky has vacated.
This apparently ended the matter, and the matter was referred to the
hut Alderman Ik- Rochemont evident finance committee. ‘‘This work ful
ly felt that t.he ghost has not been fills something the city would have
laid, and moved that the Fetrosky to do soon,” said Alderman Richard
license be revoked. To this Aider- son. ‘and I can vouch for its being
man Richardson stoutly objected, well done.” The wall is 79M feet long
until the applicant had been given a and 10 feet high. Other sections of
Main street are going to need atten
hearing.
If Petrosky is not desirable on tion soon. Mayor Snow remarked.
The cemetery bequest of $150 for
Main street he is not desirable anythe care of the late Edna S. Porter’s
wOrere." was the retort.
Alderman De Rochemont asked lot In Bay View cemetery was re
City Marshal Davis' opinion of the ferred to the park commissioners, as
place thi t Petroeky Jiad been con- was the pro|n»sition in connection
ducting The marshal replied that with the late Woodbiby M. Burling
he had allowed younger boys to play ton’s lot.
•
Alderman Richardson’s order for
pool, but had driven out some of
the loafers who congregated there six 250-watt lamps on Park street
under previous management, and was referred to the lighting commit
That the morals had been -improved. tee. At present only tw’o lights are
He didn't think that liquor had being operated from. Main street to
been sold or drank on the premises Broadway and conditions favor only
highwaymen and lovesick couples.
while Petrosky had the |»ool room.
It was voted to have a police officer
Expressing his opinion on the sub
ject of Main street pool rooms Orel at all public entertainments, except
E. Davies said that he had seen those held in churches hereafter,
scores of women cross the* street This order led to-a debate on dances
rather than pass the crowd of loafers principally. It developed that there
which stood in front of the pool rom were six of them in t-his city Saturwhich was formerly located- where day night, and one of the aldermen
the Xewbert Cafeteria now is. The remarked that “they were dancing
ribold conversation and insulting re tTieir heads off.”
Alderman Richardson expressed the
marks made pool- rooms a disgrace
as they have been - run on Main opinion that the city was a bit too
economical about the use of sand on
street.
Wouldn’t they be a disgrace on the sidewalks, and that he never saw
inquired such slipj»ery walking as there had
the side streets also?'
been this winter.
Alderman He Rochemont.
•'Not to the same extent." replied
An order for a thftrough inventory
Mr. Davies, for the reason that the of the city property was iMtssed.
bulk of the people do not use the
The Community Food Fair was
side streets. But the marshal will granted a license.
tell you that if he wants to lind a
.1. E..Roberts was granted permiscrook Ire will go to the pooh rooms sion to operate a steam boiler.
”
Dexter Sirtffnons. James L. Curtis.
Another merchant who lias a place Rickard Babbidge, Arthur W. Marsh,
of business near the corner of Main I- C. Ames. Frank L. Xewbert and
and Park street expressed his dis- Walter Dorgan were drawn as travgust at pool rooms and said he didn't ,erse jurors f. -r the April term of Suwant any near him. "'I prefer the prerne Court.
odor of cooked onions to the odor
Marshal Davis reported 14 arrests,
of the pool room." he said.
right of which were for intoxication.
Alderman De Bochemont started The cash receipts were $1#1.
Something with the remark that he
City Treasurer Morey reported that
had iteeff told that the police had in- the month's receipts were $37,622 and
disbursements
$26,892. The month
•tructions not to see some things.
‘‘I havg given all of my men orders ended w’ith $14,773 in the till.
Tax Collector Collins’ total collec
to go into those places day and night,
and see that the laws are not being tion- were $17,063.
City Clerk Keene had a dull month,
violated,” said Marshal Davis.
Eliminate the pool rooms from his receipt, amounting to only $43.
The monthly roll of accounts
Main street.” said LUderman Ulmer,
who told of four m.ys being driven showed a total of $20,458.
Jonathan S. Gardner, Commissioner
ut of one. only to come back with
permits, alleged to 'b© signed |by ■ of Public Works, reported th^ ex
penditure of $4167 in his department
their parents.
The only way to keep boys out since Nov. JO.

Whatever our public utterances
may be, however loftily we may dis
miss any suggestion of weather lore
and old wives’ fables, there is scarce
ly one of us but indulges some
rags of belief in the potency of the
ground hog with respect to estab
liehing the point of winter’s dura
tion. Yesterday the snow fell stead
ily. No ray of the sun could by any
means win through the banks of
cloud which all day long discharged
their burden upon the already en
cumbered earth. If the ground’ hog,
filling the specifications of tradition,
ventured out of his hole, even his
merest glance was sufficient to in
dicate the impossibility of his
shadow anywhere manifesting itself.
On the strength of which triumphant
demonstration of the immediate
breaking of winter’s severity and^the
early coining of spring it is now up
to us to indulge in hearty and
unanimous self-congratulation. For
up to the present moment winter has
been (we speak after the custom of
•the man on the sidewalk—if a side
walk could be anywhere discovered)
something fierce.
A quarter century ago the coun
try was gasping in amazement at the
wonderful
monoliths which had
been shipped from Vinalhaven quar
ries for the Cathedral of St. John
the Divine on Morningside Heights
.New York. Designed as one of the
world’s greatest cathedrals it is still
far from complete, and New York
today, is witnessing a frenzied drive
for a fund of $15,000,000 which shall
bring about the desired climax
Future generations of Knox county
citizens will always have a sense of
pride in that institution, because of
YJnalhaven’s contribution.

IN SPORTING CIRCLES
Two basketball games which will
have a vital effect on the outcome
of the Knox and Lincoln League are
scheduled for this week. They will
especially tell the story of whether
Rockport High is able to make good
the promise which it has thus far
given, for Rockport is to figure iu^
both contests Tomorrow night the
Goose River lads entertain the quin
tet from Megunticook-town. and it
bids fair to l>e the most exciting
event which has taken place in
Rockport since the division of the
town. As Rockport has already beat
en the Camden outtit on a Camden
surface there is a reasonable amount
Of assurant-e in Dowville that the
country is safe.
On Friday night Rockport High
comes to Rockland with what it
fondly believes will be an unbroken
slate and there will lie a gladilovial
encounter that will shake the asbes
tos roofing off the Arcade. The
pennant mad Rockportians need this
game to fit into their cross-word
puzzle, while Rocklami must win it
in order to be in the race. Rumor
lias it that the night watch will lie
about the only person left in Rock
port that evening, while Thomas
ton fans are coming over en masse.
* * * *
The present standing of the Knox
and Lincoln League is:
Won Lost P. C.
Rockport High
2
0
1.000
Thomaston High
2
1
.750
Camden High
1
2
' .333
Lincoln Academy
1
3
.250
Rockland High
0
1
.000

♦»♦*

Work will begin on the projected
gymnasium for Lincoln Academy in
the spring. Funds amount to more
than $10,000.
The teachers and
students of the Academy have been
working for three years to accu
mulate money for the purpose and
Principal Clunie now feels that it is
safe to break ground for the build
ing.
A ski and snowshoe hike is
planned for Saturday afternoon and
a general invitation is extended for
attendance. The party will leave
Post Office Square at 3 o’clock and
after a hike of reasonable length
end up at a place where hot choco
late, sandwiches and cakes will be
in waiting. Chairman Walter
Ladd is master of arrangements and
more will be said in Thursday’s pa
per.

The ci meat work in collection with
the New England Portland Cement
& Lime (’ ».*« new time kilns has been
completed. the machinery has been
shipped back to Boston, and the lofty
tower which was used during the
Battery G, under Lieut. R. F. Sicement pouring is being taken down
The foundation for the kilns is 85x57 ville, is putting on another Danceland
feet, and M*e total height will be dance in the Armory tomorrow night
I with Polisner’s Orchestra.

abbut 80 feet.

Many Matters of Interest Relating to Knox and LincolnBridge Hearing Tomorrow.*
Augusta, Feb. 2—(Special to The
Courier-Gazette.) A Maine Publicity
radio broadcasting station to tell
the world about the Pine Tree State,
enlarging the powers of State highway
police, curtailing the contingent fund
and giving the governor and council
a direct fund, making the tenure of
the adjutant general office five
years, were some of the resolves
which found their way into the
fourth week of the 8 2d Maine Legis
lature. It looks as if the Child
Labor amendment would die a nat
ural death and as if the Maine Pub
licity plans, so closely sponsored by
Gov. Brewster, would find strong root
as result of the anticipated favorable
action to be taken upon resolves
relative to this subject.
The first injection of the K. K. K.
into the present Legislature fot^nd
expression when Deforrest H. Perk
ins of Portland, promised that the
Kian would help fight the repeal of
the primary law. “We are ready, the
light te on and 10.000 Knights of the
Ku Klux Kian will stand behind the
direct primary.” This was brought
out in the healing of the Anthoine
and Oakes bills, providing for the re
peal of the direct primary law and a
return of the convention system.
A new phase of the proposed 3
-cent tax on gasoline is that which
would exempt non-road users from
the tax.- Hamilton of Caribou, who
presented the resolve says he real
izes there must he exemptions in a
law imposing "so heavy a tax and that
when the bill comes before the tax
ation committee he will present an
amendment providing for the ex
emption of the one who uses gas and
doesn't use the road. Mr. Hamilton
is also preparing a bill requiring en
rollment of all members of political
parties at some' tiime previous to the
holding of the primaries. Voters in
towns of 2.060 imputation and under
are not now required to enroll.
It may be, if the radio broadcast
ing station for Maine’s publicity
goes into effect, every big city in
the State will be working io get it.
The hili was introduced by Maher
of Augusta and calls for the estab
lishing of such a station in Augusta
to broadcast news, fu(%, and infor
mation concerning the State. The
bill proposes that it be established
on the muster field and thus be free
of rental; also for an initial ap
propriation of $30,000 for erection
and $25,000 for each of the first two
years of its maintenance. There ap
pears to be some objection upon the
part of military men as to its erecttion on the muster field, but this-isinot
taken seriously.
The State Grange is promptly com
ing to the front and stating its views
on a number of resolves now occupy
ing the attention of the Solons. The
executive committee of the Grange
recently sent out a communication
stating that they are opposed to the
amendment to the Child Labor Fed
eral law, that the State ’should
adopt a “pay as you go” policy.in
the matter of State highway build
ing: that they are opposed to the socalled daylight saving and that they
favor a substantial increase on the
gasoline tax.

* » * »

before the Public Utilities commit
tee of the Legislature aroused no op
position, Alan L. Bird of Rockland,
the company's vice president and at
torney, stated last summer the company petitioned the Public Utilities
Commission for authority to increase
additional stock. The charter which
was granted In 1887 provided for an
issue of $600,00U stock, and in order
to clear the records so that a stock
issue i^ot exceeding $1,000,800 could
be authorized, the act was Introduced
in the Legislature. The act provides
that the stock, so authorized, may
be issued either common or prefer
red
• • • •
Maine publicity continues to hold
its share of the attention of the
lawmakers at the 82d Legislature.
A hearing on a resolve appropriating
$2o,000 for each of the next two
years to be used in compiling and
publishing data concerning Maine’s
agricultural, industrial and recre
ational resources, was given by the
committee on publicity, this past
week.
Maine may have a "Potato Day"
as Lamson of South Portland has
entered a reSolve in favor of desig
nating a day, early in January, to
l>e called after the spud. The resolve
has been referred to the Maine Pub
licity Committee.
Dwiiutl of Camden has introduced
a hill relative to the salaries of
county treasurers. It has been re
ferred along with Thompson’s coun
ty salary Increase resolves, to the
Salaries and Fees committee.
Hieh member of the Maine House
and Senate is to receive a copy of
the buok. "Maine Forts." following an
order originating in the House.
The proposed highway from Lew
iston. through Gardiner to Rock
land is meeting with highest ap
proval by Gardiner business nfen.
They are letting no grass glow under
their feet in the speeding up of their
sitare of the plans. President Front
of the Gardiner Board of Trade,
newly elected, has chosen a commit
tee to get right on the job to inves
tigate the matter and further the
cause. Judge W. C. Atkins is chair
man.
The proposed route will run from
Lewiston to Gardiner via Sahattus, Litchfield and Spear's Corner;
and from Gardiner to Rockland via
Randolph, East Pittston or Wind
sor to join the present State High
way at Cooper's Mills and continue
to Rockland through Jefferson, Wal
doboro and Thomaston.
« « * V

Among the legislative hearings
scheduled for the coming week that
give promise of interesting develop
ments, Is one which will be held be
fore the committee on ways and
bridges at 3 o’clock Wednesday af
ternoon on the resolve providing for
a commission to investigate and
make report to this session of the
Legislature relative to the construc
tion of a combinntion^ailroad and
highway bridge ovef the Kennetsec
river and the relative merits of a
location between Bath and Woolwich
and the location between Richmond
and Dresden as a site for the bridge.
It is believed that some opposition
to this resolve will be voiced by par
ties representing Bath and Richmond
for it Is understood that while there
is no direct opjiosition to such a com
mission, a feeling exists among a
number of people ^t both Richmond
and Bath that due weight should he
given to the findings of the engineers
who have already made the plans
and soundings for bridges at the two
sites inasmuch as it is practically
impossible to make these soundings
during the winter months. In other
words, it is claimed that if the com
mission is created it cannot make
these Windings and prepare its re
port during the period specified in
the resolve, and until it is known
that the commission would give due^
considerations to the findings and
estimates of the engineers the re
solve is likely to be opposed.

The sum of $5000 is asked of the
Legislature to do repair work beiween Crawford's Corner and Union
town line in Warren. Norwood of
Warren introduces the resolve. Bis
hop of Boothhay Harbor introduces
a resolve asking for $500 to construct
an abutment and approach to the
bridge betwe’en Boothhay Harbor
and
Southport,
providing
these
towns appropriate $125 for the pur
pose.
While Thompson of Rockland is
asking fur more pay for the Knox of
ficials Bishop of Boothbay Harbor
lias- introduced an act raising the
salary of the judge of probate of
Lincoln county from $500 to $800;
ilso an act increasing the salary of
the register of probate to $1,000.
The register of probate of Knox
ounty asks an increase from $1250
to $1800. and his clerk asks an in
crease from $572 to $720.
Senator Walker of Warren and
Senator Bond of Jefferson and l^ep
resent-itive Bishop of Booothbay
Harbor were members of a l-arty,
which made a tour of inspection of
the Thomaston State Prison, re
cently. They are members of the
More Power to your Dollars.
legislative committee on Prisons
The party exprr-sseil themselves as
Here's some real values for this
being highly pleased with the plafe
week:
and were much impressed by the
45 Men's Suits priced at $35 to
morale. They were shown around
by Warden Lester I), l'kiton.
$45.00: now $19.50.
Tlie salaries of the justices of the
15 Men's Overcoats priced at $25;
Superior Court may lie increased
from $4,000 to $5,000 according to a
now $18.75.
bill which Hinckley of Cumberland
8 Men’s Overcoats, all size 36,
has drawn up. Four justices would
lie affected. Another resolve affect
priced at $20; now $10.00.
ing justices is that introduced by
15 Men’s Pajamas, priced at
Curtis of Brewer, giving an additional
$25 a day Io the Justice holding
$3.50 to $4.50; now $1.95.
court not within the county where
27 Beys’ Pajamas, sizes 4 to 16,
he resides.
priced at $1.50; now 98c.
Compulsory examination by d-m
onetration of applicants for motor
16 Eoys’ Outing Flannel Pa
vehicle licenses is the basis of a Dill
jamas with feet, sizes 4 to 8, priced
presented by Martin of Augusta
Tlie applicants will have to know
at $2.CO; now $1.39.
something about operation of motor
19 Boys’ Outing Night Robes
vehicles before they ran get their li
censes if Mr. Martin's bill goes
that were $1.00, $1.50; now 69c.
through. Tills is Hut another of the
3 Men’s White Flannel Shirts,
many bills, attacking the present
day automobile accident menace.
priced at $5.00; ail size 16; now
The law would apply to new drivers
$1.95.
a.nd Is patterned after the Massachu
5 Ladies’ White Oxford Sport
setts law.
It looks more and more as if
Shirts, priced at $3.00, size 36 40;
Maine is realizing the wisdom of
now $1.98.
saving its fish and game.
Flint
of Monson, for many years a guide
8 Blue Polka Dot Railroad Shirts
artil ever the friend of the animais,
with collar to match, size 15-16*/2»
has introduced a resolve relative to
17, priced at $2.25; now 95c.
trapping of fur bearing animals.
The act requires a license fee of $10
ii. unorganized townships and $5 in
city or town limits for whoever
hunts, captures or traps any fur
bearing animal or animals except
kA
bobcats, loupcerviers. Canada lynx
or bears. A fee of $25 is required for
the trapping of beaver. Minors, ex
cept in Bangor are exempt in
the Flint resolve, from the provis
ions..
Tlie Camden & Rockland Water
Com|»any will doubileu proceed in
King Solomon's Temple Chapter its pions to increase its capital
will have work on the Royal Arch stock to an amount not exceeding
$1,000,000, ;u9 a hearing in its behalf
degree Thursday night.

Gregory’s

$60.80

Quick Sales

We will set up a New
Kineo Range, size 8-20
and allow you more
than your old range is
worth and give you
credit on a new Kineo

Small Profits

Tells Price

$60.80

$60.80
Mad* in Bangor

V. F. STUDLEY INCTelephone 713.

At the same time, the committee
will hear arguments pro and con on
the act providing for punishment for
inmates escaping from *he State rcformaitory for women.
The judiciary committee will con
sider five meagurea at 2 o’clock
Thursday afternoon, including an act
making uniform the registration of
married women voters.
The committee on agriculture will
hold a hearing Wednesday at 1.30
p. m. on an act to require hulls one
year old and over to he ringed, ami
four resolves in favor of the Maine
Agricultural Experiment Station.
The committee on inland fisheries
and game will have a hearing at 2
o’clock Thursday afternoon on a re
solve. relating to an appropriation
for the repair and improvement of
the fish hatchery at Lake Megunticook. in Camden, county of Knox.
An Act to disorganize Criehaven
Plantation in the county of Knox;
an act to authorize service of proc
ess on a non-resident, and two other
acts relating to the Moose River Log
Driving Company and the Kennebec
Log Driving Company will 'he taken
up at a hearing before the commit
tee on legal affairs at 2 o'clock Wed
nesday afternoon, z
The committee on salaries and fees
will hold hearing at 2 o'clock Tues
day afternoon on the acts to increase
salaries.

w-ho handle food Jn
public places must undergo an ex
amination. Public Health Office;- II.
W. Frohock warns that many are
not olxterv-lng the law. and that there
is a penalty for this omission.
AU persons

ROCKLAND.

283 Main St.

PARK THEATRE
The final showings of the Para
mount picture. "East of Suez." a
Raoul Walsh production starring
Pola Negri which opened yesterday
at the Park Theatre, will he held
there today. The picture is an adap
tation by Sada Cowan of Somerset
Maugham’s stage play by that name
Edmund I.owe. Roekliffe Fellowes
and Noah Beery are featured In sup
port of Miss Negri in the produc
tion. “Flast of Suez” is a mystery
love-drama with scenes laid ill
China.
'"rhe Dark Swan.” announced as
the feature attraction Wednesday
and Thursday at the Park is the
photoplay version of Ernest Paseal’s
much dismissed novel which Was
published more than a year ago and
has since taken rank as one of the
fastest selling novels of the present
decade. It is a story of up-to-the
minute American customs and social
conditions and is not to be confused
with "The Swan" successfully pro
duced on the speaking stage last fall.
Tin? Warner Bros, are particularly
gratified with their purchase of the
Pascal lifiok since they bought the
picture rights for it a long time be- i
fore its success with the American
reading public was assured.
Helene Chadwick, a newcomer to
Warner Bros, production*, has the
most interesting role ill ‘The Dark
Swan" story, ulthough Marie Prevost is cast in a part which suits
her admirably and in which she can
not fail to win new laurel!*. Monte
Blue has the male lead.—adv.

FREE STORAGE
Until spring on any of our
used cars. Your old car or
a cash deposit will hold any
used car until spring.

1922 Chandler Tour. $650
In perfect condition; low mileage.

1921 Hudson Tour. $450
New tep and side curtains

REWARD

1921 Studebaker Spl. $350
t Good condition

$100 reward will be paid

1922 Dort Touring $300
Fine condition

1920 Buick 6 Tour. $285
Good condition

for information that will
lead to the arrest and con

viction of the person or

1922 Chevrolet Tour. $250
Perfect mechanically

persons who recently broke

OTHERS TO CHOOSE FROM

into and entered the resi

Now it thv.time of year to buy a
floed open ear at the right price.
They will be higher in the spring.

dence of Clifford Smith at

SNOW-HUDSON CO.
INC.

Street, in the Town of

Glencove on W arrenton
Rockport.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

R. E. THURSTON

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
STATE OF MAINE

In Seonte? January 21, 1923
Ordered, the House rneurrlng, that the
time for the reception of bills for private
and special legislation be I’mited to
MONDAY. February 16, 1923, at four
o’clock P. M.
And that all such petitions :$nd bills pre
sented after that date be referred to ’lie next
Legislature: that the Secretary of the Sen
ate cause copies of this order to publisocd
In all daily and weekly papers of the State
until and including Saturday, February 14.
1923.
In Senate Chamber, January 21, 1925
Read and passed.
Sent down for concur
rence.
BOYDOX V BROWN, Secretary
House of Representatives, January 22, 1925.
il ad and passed
in ctmeurrenee.
CLYDE R CHAPMAN. Clerk
A true copj.

Attest :

HOYDEN V
14-20

BROWN,
Secretary.

|

LEGAL AFFAIRS

The Committee on Ldfeal Affairs will give a
public hearing in Ils rooms at the State
House, in Augusta on
WEDNESDAY, February 4th, 2 P. M.
on the following :
II. P. X. IK.
An Act to Disorganize Criehaven Plantation in the County of Knox
J. BLALNE MORRISON, Sec
13-15

J---------------------------------------------------

A Dollar Spent With
the Home Merchant
Circulates at Home
and Helps Home Trade

Sheriff of Knox County

10-tf

Know the tremendous pulling power
of Courier-Gazette ft (la.

We Offer
All the facilities of a conservative hank, locally
managed and locally owned, in exchange for
the opportunity to serve you.
Capital .............................................. $100,000.00

Surplus..............................................

100,000.00

Profit*........................................................ 66,915.00

An act providing that no tax on
incomes and on inheritances shall be
levied, will 'be taken up by the com
mittee bn taxation at a hearing at
2 o’clock Thursday afternoon.
Heaiing on the proposed amend
ment to the act entitled “An Act to
Provide for Mothers with Dependent
Children" will he held before the ju
diciary committee at 2 o'clock Wed
nesday afternoon
The proposed
amendment provides for a quarterly
report by the members of the mu
nicipal boards appointed to adminis
trate the law. and for the filing with
the State Board of applications for
aid.

$60.80

Stockholders Liability......................

1.00,000.00

$366,915.00
RESOURCES
$3,700,000.00

You are invited to come in or correspond.

FLOWERS SOON FADE
the only memorial that endure* is a
carefully built
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE

of granite or marble that retains its
beauty and withstands time and the
elements.

SECURITY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

We give careful attention to distinct
legible lettering.
See our designs and not* our reas
onable estimates.

FRED S. MARCH “oa®"etcat‘
The New Monumental Wareroom*
Oark St.. Cor. Brick.
ROCKLAND

20 PER CENT
/

4*

YOU, MR. WATER TAKER
Are most vitally interested in the affairs of the
water company that serves you. We invite you
to share in financing our growth as we strive to
keep abreast of the needs of the community.

We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

We Offer Our Preferred Stock at $95.00

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

Full Particulars on Request

a Share, Yielding 6.32%
This is an excellent chance for the small investor
to use his savings profitably at home.

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.

L. MARCUS

313-319 MAIN ST.

TEL. 74S-J
130-tf

14-15

Every-Other-Day
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Charles D. Blake has bqiytht a lot

Service on the Wnrren trolley line
as resumed iSunday, after
street, and will build a workshop embargo due to snowdrifts.

BREWSTER AS A

BOOSTER

STRAND THEATRE

“He Who Get’s Slapped” is a mo
tion picture (production that can
Near the Britt Maternity Hospital Maine’s Governor TeiU'Rockland and Camden Audiences
truthfully he called great. It should
this morning were counted nine rob
do Capacity business here today and
How It Is Proposed To Exploit Maine.
ins- and 21 purple finches feeding on
Wednesday during 4he engagement,
sunflower seeds and roundwood ber
for the picture is one of the finest
The old Arcade will rock Friday night with the tremors
ries.
contributions for the year. Victor
of a battle royal when Rockport High will descend from the
Hon. Ralph <). Brewster, governor the freight both ways. It is pro- Seastrom, Lon Chaney and Leonid
North. It intends to completely annihilate the Rockland oppo
Several local breukiyhave been re of Maine, came oyer from the State I-uned to see whether Maine people Andreyev share honors for UUs re
„ ... .
...
.
wish to better its industrial condi markable
sition. but the local boys sfiowed their mettle in the Thomas-.,
ported to the police of late and excel- Capital
protoplay.
Andreyev’s
ill yesterday s storm to
tions, and It would be a liberal edu story is
nt progress has been made in their
internationally
famous.
ton name last Friday and refuse to be smeared. Thia it the
preach
in
Rockland
and
Camden
the
cation to see what Maine can pro
solution. A clean up Is expected bcSeastrom conclusively demonstrat
ceccnd league game for Rockland. Rockport at present heads
gospel of "'advertising Maine," which duce.
ire the week Is out.
ed by his masterful handling of the
he is spreading in every corner of
the percentage column.
"Maine has tl42.UUU.OUll worth of story and people that he is one of (
the Pine Tiee State, with a view to1 non-resident property, paying taxes.
Time is getting short for pre|>ura- awakening the people to its Indus
the foremost directors of the day.
The local girls’ team will take on the famous Welt-led sex
ibn for Community Fair and the trial, social and economic possibili This may easily be doubled and Chaney gives what is probably bis
tette of Rockport. Mies Welt is a real star and fans will enjoy
ork is constantly speeding up. Tile ties. Ills message was a most in- trebled. With no effort on our part best performance. As the clown in
the State has attracted rich people "He Who Gets Slapped" Chanty is
watching her.
*
wsular meeting of the workers Is
spiring one. and the tine Impression f„r years—auch men as -Rockefeller
qilled for Thursday afpwnoon at the
not a grotesque figure, but a human
which
lie
made
ill
this
city
while
on
;
,hd
p
O
rd.
-Back
of
them
are
millions
Post Office, upstairs.
and sympathetic character who will
his political campaign last fall was „f people who wunt what we can of__ .
*
tug at the 'heart-strings of ever.\ one.
fu'.y con turned. Only this time his fer If they know what we have to ofThe story centers about a noted
The big 5-ton /Bear Tractor and errand was not of a political nature. fer.
Carefully gathered statistics
snow plow which is to be tested out Tile prosperity of the State depends sj,ow that i8M>0 bojs and girls at- scientist whose life work and wife
n the city streets is momentarily not upon parlies, but upon th<i (ended Maine’s summer camps last are taken by a man who was sup
expected. A Holt 10-ton giant plow proper boosting qf its assets and the year. We may make Giat number posed to be his host friend. De
spondent, the -scientist joins a circus
s also to lie given a tryout, if rumor
100.000 because we have conditions as a clown. This gives an opportun
Is correct. The more the merrier.
that are absolutely ideal."
ity for many amusing touches find
also for a tender love story. While
Over 60 Sir Knights of Claremont
Declaring that Maine has less to the story is essentially a tragic out,
'ommandery K. T., were.present at
apologize for than any other State the background of the European cir
the very successful supper and eerin the Union, the speaker glorified cus takes away any depression that
iiionial held In Masonic Temple last
such attractions as Mt. Katahdin might result. Norma Shearer, is ti ■
1 his is Smoke and Water Sale—an opportunity in your
night. The Order of the Temple was
and Mt. Baltic—the latter absolutely girl in the story and she gives a v?ry
inferred upon Harry II. Maxey of
lifetime
to get your supplies for half prices. The real dam
good
performance.
-Miss
Shearer
is
unique because it rises directly out
Rockland.
of the sea.
He drew an almost one of tlie most beautiful gilds in aged goods have been disposed of; what there is left is
startling picture of conditions in cer pictures and photographs especially
a story on the work bei »£*»!< »i^, last
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Nichols are ocWeather This Week
tain states which are so much ad well in “He Who Gets Slapped." goods which were packed in boxes, barrels and cartons, just
Tuesday night.
upyiog their hnndshme new Colovertised, and which for a number of I John Gilbert, as the young circus as it came from the wholesale place before the fire, and
Weather outlook for the week in
niu’l bungalow on Hill street. The
reasons are not specified. Maine, in rider, alao gives an.excellent char
There will be a stated communica new telephone number Is 831-W.
North Atlantic States: A period of
many respects offers a greater rec acterization. The other members of hasn’t any damage; but the insurance company has allowed
snows or rains toward middle of tion of Aurora Lodge ATcdnesday Mrs. Nichols’ father, O. D. Lermond
reational appeal than those States do. the cast are equally good in their us a percentage of damages, and we decided to give that to
week and again toward end. A cold evening. Business of ititerdsi to ev of North Haven is a guest at the
Maine, is now offering a unified, parts.
spell during the first half and aga'ln ery member is to come dp for con new home.
Throbbing with emotion, and deal the trade. So we can dispose of everything in our store, and
modern and .conservative program.
sideration at this meeting. Work on
latter half.
ing with one of the most vital ques to gel a chance to clean up, repaint and then we will start
Many
cities
and
towns,
arc
going
to
the Fellowcraft degree.
A new organization, The Young
| cooperate in providing a publicity tions of the day—divorce, “Love of
Seventeen men *and thrtee women
Business Men's Club, will hold its
We’ll start with brand new fresh goods.
fund and the State is going to ap- Women." w'hich comes for Thursday in ugain.
W you see a crowd standing in pening meeting ut Thorndike Ho
ore drawing daily rations ut the
I
.. ' .. . — n. ■■ ■
......
and Friday, will strike a responsiv
!
propriate
a
moderate
sum
to
profront
of
the
Burpee
Furniture
Co.
’
s
county jail.
tel Friday night of this week open
! mote literature . Two reasons why chord in the heart of every man Cslden Bantam Corn, can ..... ....... 10c Bon-Ami, cake, 3 for ......................... SSc
store next Sunday afternoon, be not ing with a dinner at 7 o'clock. The
1 the State is not going to make a md woman. Helene Chadwix^^and Sweet Peas, 17c can for .... -...... 10c Bon-Ami Powder
'Plie Congregational Women’s As surprised. The Rockland Band has new group is shaping up along the
....................
ISc
heavy appropriation were given- Maurice Costello are among tin1
sociation meets Wedri^flday ot ‘the been invited to. hold its rehearsal in lines of a Kiwanls Club and will
stars.—adv.
Superba Fancy Sweet Pea,. 2 cans 25c
the
display
window,
and
the
im

one
being
that
it
would
mean
an

church with 12 o’clock luncheon.
probably take that turn In the end.
other bureau in Augusta (and we
promptu concert will -begin* about 2.30 The Friday night session will be an
Sun-Kist Grated Pineapple, can 20c Babbitt’, Lye......................................... 1fe
New Employer: “And why did you
p.
m.
*
have too many there now. Gov.
They’re havlng^good times at those
Sun-Kist Feaches, large »ize, can 25c Babbitt', Clean,er,2 cane .....................te
irguiiizution and get-to-gether hour.
Brewster said) and the other being leave Mr. Duncan's employ?’’
Friday night dances in Odd Fellows
Governor Grcwcter
Marie: "Well, it was like this: He Good Feachco, large size, clfh .... 15cSunbrite Cleanier, 4 can* ........ — Be
Deputy Collector J. P. Larkin will
that it would mean political control,
hall. This week s will be another.
A shovelling bee is being arranged
large size, can ....... 15c
.............................. ................
assist in making out income tax re- for Wednesday night at Stevens'
which is not desirable in connection came d-ow’nstairs the other marnin Gocd Pears,
_
~ i Borax Soap CKipe, 2 pkg«.
with a great non-partisan move and began to hunt high and low un« Sliced Pineapple, large size, can 25c ; Ammonia, 2 large bottle,......
The North National Rank officials! turns tinder the following schedule: Field rink. The call is made to every
parties
and
all
d» r sofas chairs, and tables for the Del Monte Peaches, can
ment.
and staff dine tonight at the Thorn- J Kockland, Feb. 2-C; Warren, Fell. 8; able bodied believer in winter spprte. co-operation of
Sawyer's Crystal Blue ........ .......... 15c
people.
The expenditures will lie conducted east wind and a couplet dragons, and, Loganberries, extra good, can
dike. The banquet will be followed Rockport, Feh. 7; Camden. Feb. lu 'nine armed with your shovel pre
The Governor especially stiessed by a State committee. There will Mrs. Smith, I’m gain’ to work’ for no Blueberries, extra good, can ..... 15cc 1 Lace Indigo Blue, 2 sticks for ..... 5c
ll;
Thoinuston.
Feh.
12;
Waldoboro,
Rinso, large pkg...............
25c
by a theatre party.
pared- to put in a busy hour trying
10c
Feh. 13; Rockland, Feh. 14. Belfast o move as much snow os the Secre the importance of patronizing Maine he po 'blare of trumpets and no enor lunatic.”—Pennsylvania Punch Bowl , Tomatccs, very best, can ...... .
Be
politics and criticised the State for mous outlay of money, such as is
Found—-tlie. East Wind and Dragon j Pumpkin and Squash,^large size 10c Rinso, small pkg............................
Fell.
17-19;
Rockland,
Feh.
21;
VinGov. Brewster has accepted an In
lary of the Chamber of Commerce a policy which bis permitted the exat the Vniversalist vestry, Jan. 17. Gallon Can Apples ......................... 25° Lux, large pkg.................................. 20c
alhaven,
Feh.
24-26;
Rockland,
Feh.
seen
in
California
—
no
drive,
wild will lead the'ajttack and is said potting of certain products and ,he (.ompuUlon, no ^sessment. but' vol- - u.lv.
vitation to deliver an address at the
• . | Boiled Dinner, large size ............... 10c Lux, small pkg., 3 pkgs.................... 25c
dedication of the new High School 27-March 18.
o wield a wicked shovel.
Wool Soap Flgkes, pkg.............. .... 6c
importing of similar ones, ruder untary action, so that when the cus
'Canned Beans with Tomato Sauce,
Argo Gloss Starch, pkg..................... 6c
building in April.
this
arrangement
the
producer
pays
Danceland
—
Dance
in
the
new
Kim

tomers
arrive
they
may
he
served
3 cans ............................................. 25c Electric Starch, pkg.......................... 5c
That Rockland radio fans fully ap
The funeral services of Mrs. F. C freight to get his goods into a for
ball
hall
tomorrow
night
—
new
dee.iVan
Camp's
Beans,
3
cans
...........
25c
The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary preciate the privilege of listening to Knight were held from her late eign market and the consumer pays by wideawake cities and towns. This rations—fine floor—Polisner’^ Orch
23 Mule Team Borax ...................
10c
hold a supper Wednesday evening at opera and concert stars, such as is home on Beech street yesterday with freight for the same kind of goods plan is meeting with a remarkable estra— Battery G benefit. (Tome up Evaporated Milk, smallcan ............ 5c Gold Dust, large pkg...........................20c
Eagle Biand Milk . ........................... 19c Gold Dust, small pkg., 7 for ......... 25c
6 o'clock, but there will not be any brought to the hearing of rural com Nut than F. Cobb, David S. Beech, Al which come from a foreign market. response.
to Daneeland' tomorrow night.—adv. Campbell's Tomato goup,3 cana 26c
munities and smaller cities by the lred H. Kimball and Robert A. Web
Ivory Soap, large bar .................. 10c
work at the meeting.
Contrastedwith
this
false
policy
is
Van Camp's Scups, 4 cans ......... 25c Wool Soap .............
Brunswick hour of -Music programs ster as bearers. Interment was in
5c
"Knox and Lincoln counties, be
Maintenance
allowances,
instru

the
value
of
spending
money
at
Tonight occurs the regular meet is evident from the numerous letters Achom cemetery. Frank K. Fierce home. Gov. Brewster said that he cause of their attractive seashore ments, books, and fees are provided Deviled Meat, small can, 6 lor ..... 25c Borax Soap, American Family, Sun'-,
25c
ny Monday Soap ...................
5c
ing of Rockland Lodge, F. & A. M.. of approval received from residents >f Boston and Milton H. Pierce of wore a suit made in Maine, manufact may look Xuj the greatest develop for quidilied persons in the United Deviled Meat, large can, 3 for
Maine Maid Mince Meat, large can 25q. Cannibal Soap Paste, 3 cans....... .
The programs are Brooklyn, nephews, were here to at
when several important matters will of this city.
ment in the next 10 years,” said Gov. Kingdom who wish to study dentis
ured
from
raw
materials
produced
Lunch Tongues, can ....................... 15c 2 in 1 Shoe Blacking, can ..........
be brought up und the fellowcraft broadcast every Tuesday night at 9 tend the funeral services ae well as in Ajaine. He did not wear Maine- Brewster.
try and lack personal means of do
o'clock by WJZ, WGY and WRC.
Edward C. Clark of Lewiston, a made shoes because he could npt
degree conferred.
An informal reception followed ing «o. This statement was made Libby's Breakfast Tongue, can 15c X-Ray Stove Blacking, 6 cana .....
____' i
brother of the deceased, and Edwin find tfiem on sale in any .Maine Gov. Brewster’s address, and every recently at the seventh session of Corned Beef Hash, 2 lb. can, 2 for 25c Vulcano Blacking, small size . ......'j
Ccrned Beef, large can, 2 for .... 35c Vulcano Blacking, large size ........•
Present statistics show that there Childs, also of Lewiston.
There will be a meeting of the
body improved the opportunity to the de.nt-«il board of tlte United King
store.
Sliced Bacon, large size
20c
Knox County Fish and Game As are 1.268 candidates for degrees at
meet Maine's* new chief executive.
dom by F. D. Acland. the chairman. Sliced Bacon, medium size, 3 for 25c Sun Paste Stove Polish, small aiaa |
Gov.
'Brewster
’
s
train
was
nearly
When the month of January went an hour late, the storm was severe,
Sun Paste Stove Polish, large size '
sociation at the City Council rooms tending the University of Maine
“Here’s one good Democrat,” said There is. he said, probably no other
Friday evening at 7.30. The commit Of these 625 are Tegisteeed in the ut of ofiice Saturday night there and the address was scheduled at an the Governor as ex-Senator Obadiah profession in the country itito which Sliced Dried Beef, medium size .... 15c Clothes Pins, 2 'doz. pkg..........
California Sardines, 15 ozs.............. 10c
tee on by-laws and nominations will College of Arts and Sciences, 416 in were no mourners—not even the ice hour when people would naturally fie Gardner shook hands with him.
a stiulent qualified to take advantage Norwegian Sardines, pure olive oil 10c Furity Salt, 2 Ib. pkg. ..............
Purity Salt, 2-/2* Ib. bag ..................
report Every sportsman is asked to the College of Technology, and 259 in dialers, because their crop is al homeward bound for supper, but in
"Make it two,” said Col. William of professional trailing may obtain
Mackerel, 14 oz. can, 2 for ............. 25c
the College of Agriculture. Foreign ready assured. It was the coldest
be present.
P. Hurley, who was next in line.
entry practicaEy without tj^eost to Shrimp, 2 cans .............................. 25c Purity Salt, 10 Ib. bag ................... 1|
spite
of
these
drawbacks
Odd
fel

countries represented in the student January in 48 years, and with one
A strong 10c Shopping Bag .........
Before going to Camden.
himself.—hool Life.
lows hall was well iilled when his
Alaska Red Salmon ....................... 20c Jones' Crackers, Pilot, Oyster, SodS.
' Tlte men had charge of the music body are Canada. China, Japan exception, the coldest in 60 years. car finally drew up in front of tfie he addressed another enthiwikstic
Columbia
River
Steak
Salmon,
lb.
and
Newfoundland.
Knox
County
and Common Crackers, 3 lbs. Sc
The average temperature as record building, and he was escorted into meeting in Camden Opera House last
at the Methodist church Sunday and
can, 3 for .................... ..... ...
25c Uneeda Biscuits, 2 pkgs. ........ ;...... 5c
A persons underclothing in the
were very successful, particularly In has 36 students at Orono, Lincoln ed at the observatory in Orono was the hall hv Mayor Snow. Secretary night. Gov. Brewster dined at the
Gorton
Fioh
Cakes,
3
cans
...........
25c
winter
should
vary
according
has
22
and
Hancock
has
67.
Zwieback, 3 pkgs............................... 25c
8.45 degrees. The average for Jan MacDonald and others.
their" chorus work with 3<> voices.
Thopidike Hotel. In the party at
to their occupation. Those em Monarch Tomato Ketchup, large
Asrorted De Luxe, 1 Ib. pkg.......... 20c
The church was packed to the doors
uary 1877 was 8.10 degrees. Decem
* * * *
the Governor’s table were Mayor C.
bottle,
2
for
...................................
35c
ployed
indoors
can
with
safety
wear
The
world's
record
for
box
office
Cookies, 5c pkgs.; 2 for .................. 6e
ber and January added together
ut tile morning service when Rev. H.
George B. Wood, who introduced F. Snow. George B. Wood. Dr.
C
dcr
Vinegar,
pint
size
...................
10c
lighter
weights
but
change
their
out

receipts
in
a
single
day
ut
a
moving
Sunshine Philopena, 6 pkgs............ 20c
G. Kenny of the Lord's Day League
were the two coldest months in 56 the speaker, expressed his pride in Walter M. Spear, Blanchard B.
Mustard, large tize, 3for
25c Sugar Wafers, 4 pkgs.
er garments according to the severity
............. 25c
si^l.u on "Keeping America Ameri picture theatre is held by flie Capi years. What will the average be af Rockland and the way it got behind Smith. William D. Talbot. P. R. Bick
Mayonnaise,
35c
size;
2
for
...........
35c
tol
of
New
Yolk
City,
which
grossed
of
the
weather.
All kinds National Cookies io bulk,
ter February is over?
can.”
things., Jle also expressed his pride nell and Secretary E. W. MacDon
Mayonnaise, 35c size; 2 for ........... 25c
Rockland Red Cross.
815,130. showing "He Vh-- Get!
2 lbs............................
................. 2»c
in 'Maine. 1»ut criticised its i>e-ople ald.
Table Sauce, 3 for
25c Ginger Snaps, 3 lbs............................. 26c
• • • •
The "It" Club of Rockland High Slapped." This picture Is lieing pre
The ice of Chickaw’aukie Lake was for "closing up like clams" when
Pickles,
15c
size;
2
for
.................
15c
sented
today
and
tomorrow
at
Strand
Oranges, 40c size; doz................. 25c
ii-hool met informally for business
inches thick Saturday, accord breezy people from other parts of the
The Camden Meeting
.Stuffed Olives, 25c size; 2 for .... 25c Oranges, 25c size; doz................... 10c
and luncheon in its new club roqm— Theatre. It Is something of a coin ing to William Sansom who has country come here and boast about
Camden
was
honored
last
even

Apple
Jelly,
15c
glass
...................
10c
Lemons, dozen ______
15c
1855
1924
tile fine quarters over Cobb's. Inc., cidence that the record was previ been superintending the annual har the advantages of their section.
Strawberry Preserves, 35c size .... 25c Grape Fruit, 10c size; each ........... 5o
the use of which was donated by R. ously held by "The Navigator” wlicli vesting of the Rockland Coal Co. "Perhaps if we could get a hump of ing by a visit from Governor Ralph
O.
Brewster,
and
the
Opera
House
Tryphosa,
pkg
.......
'
...........................
4c
Grape Fruit, 5c size; 2 far ..Bk..... 5c
L. Knowlton. The room is equipped proved- so tremendously popular at The plans called for the housing of
braggadocio we could do more for
a most enthusiastic audience
Moss Rose Marmalade, 50c size
25c Cliquot Club, 2 bottles .................. 26c
with all the paraphernalia essential the 'Strand Friday and Saturday.
5,000 tons, and this is very nearty
our
State,
said
Mr.
Wood.
and,
considering
the
storm,
a
large
Honey,
9
oz.
glass,
2
for
....
..........
25c
Universal Vanilla, 4 os. bottle........ 5Bc
to the club activities and will prove
accomplished, a feat which is in
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
There was a warmth in the greet- one>
The Governor was an hour
Lime Juice, 3 bottles ...................... 25c Hatchet Brand Vanilla, 2 oz. bet- \
Dr. A. K. P. Harvey was a much marked contrast with a year ago this
a great boon to the organization.
ing
that
Gov.
Brewster
received
j
a
^
e
a
n<i
during
the
interval
Dean
’
s
WALDOBORO,
ME.
Lrg
Cabin
Syrup,
30c
size
...........
20c
tits
Coach .Ione# is at present working pleased man yesterday when Coach time when work had scarcely begun
Domino Golden Syrup, 10c size; 5
Sulpho Napthol, 36c aize
on a plan which will make all for Philip A. Jones presented him with and some farmers were plowing. which must have recompensed him orchestra furnished its usual excelfor
his
stormy
journey.
He
declared
lent
mus
j
c
.
Col.
E.
A.
Robbins
affor
............................
25c
Atwood's Bitters, 60c giza.............. 45o
mer letter men honorary members of a large framed picture of the ltock
This\ company has harvested ice
Cluster Raisins, 35c pkg; 2 for .... 36c Elixir, 40c size ................................ ~"
land High School football team three feet in thicknessjtbut if it had that Maine’s economic dejj^lopment ^el. a few remarks in explanation of
BORN
I he club.
has
been
stagnant,
that
our
young
2kla|ne
Development
Association,
Bartlett—Rockport, -Ijwi. 28, Io Mr and Seedless Raisins, bulk, lb................ <0c Dry Green Peat, quart ....................
The Inscription ut the bottom of the its choice would selet $-inch ice. The
Mrs. Royce Bartlett, a daughter.—Bernice Seeded Raisins, 3 pkgs..................... 25c
Kidney Beane, quart..........................
Tickets for Community Fair are group says that it was given in ret
endless chain method of taking ice people have been permitted to go introduced Governor Brewster, win, Thelma.
’
elsewhere
and
carve^new
empires
for
more
than
an
jf
our
heW
lhe
c
lusTolnian—East Union, .Ian------ to Mr and Prunes, 5 lbs........................................ 28c Johnson Beans, quart...................... 25c
going out rapidly and the returns are (ignition of valuable professional out of the lake has been used satis
In
the
brief
time
at
his
disposal
egt
attention.
Mrs. Walter Tolinan, formerly
of West Cleaned Currants, 2 lbs................. 26c Ycliow EyeBeane, quart .................. 16c
surprisingly good according to Sec- services rendered by Dr. Harvey for factorily this winter.
Gov. Brewster said he would strike
spoke his-^ppreciation of the kiM'kport, a son
Dates, bulk, 3 lbs.............................. 25c Pee Beans, quqrt...........................
]k
i etary MacDonald of the Chamber of the Rockland football squad. The
Dates, 1 lb. pkgs., 2 for ............... 25c Ries, 3 lbs...........................................
2k
Commerce, chairman of the ticket photo was by Jack Pillgliury and the
The universal regret which hus only the high spots. He said that i^rg;e audience coming out in the
MARRIED
Dried Apricots, lb.............................. 10c Water Glaaa to pneeerve your eggt
c onmitti^. The preparation of the tasty lettering was done by Jasper been occasioned by the withdrawal of California is already “filled up,” and storm and said it wyis the rugged clithg. Wing-Uotisins--Rockland, Jan. 31, tfr Rev. Dried Peaches, lb. ........................... 10c
large can
...................
alumni list presented quite a prob Chapin.
ilie .Modern Pants Company from that expansion in the building trades mate of ^aine which made
B. P. Browne. George H. Wing and Luella
New Walnuts, lb.............................. 23c Tobacco, Cigara and Cigarettes at
lem because of removals, marriages,
this city is followed by the pleas-j there has ceased. This is generally health and energy which enables her M. Cons ins, both of Hoc kla ml
Castana Nuts, 2 lbs.......................... 35c
King Hiram Council, R. & S. M ing news that another industrial true all through the West. Cheap citizens to occupy positions of trust*
deaths and errors, but the committee
........................... -........... Half Price
Dunham Cocoanut, pkg.................... 10c Matches, per box ................................. .'. fc
has done its best to make the list wi*l hold a special assembly next concern will occupy the building op4 agricultural land is now to be found and honor. Ife said he was glad to
DIED
Salada Tea, 35c, 40c, 46c pkgs...... 25c Round Pkg. Toilet Paper, 10 pkgt. 32c
Bradbury—Roikland, Jan. 22, C.
comidete. First ticket sales returns Friday. opening ut 4 p. m., sharp posite Rankin block which is thus in the East, not in the West. A sta- come before an audience, not on poSalada Tea, 23c size ....................... 16c Square Pkg. Toilet Paper, 4 pkg*. Me
were received within a few minutes of All of the degrees will be conferred vacated. The name of the new con tistician told the speaker in Wash- ljtical business but in the interest of Bradbury, aged 45 years, 26 days.
10c pkgs, 4 for ............................... 25c Tongues and 8ounds, 4 lbs.
36c
mailing, cheeks from Walter H. But during the afternoon and evening cern is the Union Pant Company, ington, D. C. that the East is going Mainp where all parties consider a
CARO
OF
THANKS
La Touraine Tea, 4Cc lb. new
25c Warren Alewivae, 25 fdr ...............
26c
At 6.30 a Star banquet will he which has been operating in the to come back into its own as a pro- plan to go forward, to make this
ler and E. Car! Moran
George S -Morse and fumlly wish to thank
$fate appreciated‘and to attract more tim friends and relatives for their kindness Hatchet Brand Tea ........................... 25c Light Salted Pollock, Ib..................... Ifc
served. The Snappy Five Orchestra town of Union. It hits bought some ducer of agricultural commodities.
Gov. Brewster hinted at greater people to her borders. One hundred in sending flowers and expressions of sym The Very Best Tea, regular price
Large Bloaters, 10 for........................ 2(p
Charles II. Nye, Jr., of the N. A. will furnish music during the ban of the machinery used by the Mod
pathy during their recent bereavement.
$1.00 lb.; 2 lbs. for ..................... $1.00 Salt Mackerel, 4 Ibt............................. 35c
Burpee llose Co., who was Injured quet. Work will l>e resumed at 8 ern Pants Company, and in its new possibilities in the fish industry years ago people were talking of the
Thomaston, Feb. 2. 1925.
••
fifty years ago
Silver Horn Tea, 38c lb.; now .... 25c
In the recent Carr fire, has so far p. ni. The band will give its usual quarters will be able to expend. R which would benefit Rockland. A “Golden West;”
La Touraine Coffee, 59c lb; now 45c Flour is a little damaged by water;"
CARO OF THANKS
recovered as to resume work, though concert and the Patrol, working bet It is understood that it will employ movement toward a more general Maine was drained of 200,000 of her
wish to thank the attending physicians White House Coffee, lb.................. 45c
you’ll* buy it at your own pric*.
still incapacitated to some extent. He ter than ever, will present its heauti about 60 hands, which is about tw’o- consumption of fish is in prospect, population and if you count their andWenurses
for
their
kindness
ami
good
care
was the recipient yesterday from ful drill.
thirds the number employed by the Europe eats twice as much, fish as children," the number would be in- of our son ('. Willis Bradbury while at Knox Excelsior Coffee, lb......................... 40c
we do in this country, the Governor! creased to equal our present popula- Hospital.
Monarch
Coffee,
3
lb.
pkg
............
$1.15
Stable Broome, each
...... 78c
Chief Engineer Albert R. Havener of
Modern
Pants
Company
when
B Bradbury and family. Far East Cocoa, 3 cans ................... 25c $1.26 House Brooms, tach ............ 55c
tion.
Today the situation ’has • Mr. and Mrs.
Lower I.ifuerock street was trans working full Blast. B. E. St. Clair ^aid.
a ehdl'k for >26 in behalf of the Fire
*
*
•
*
('hanged.
California
is
full
—
they
are
Bakers'
Cocoa,
'/j
lbcan
.................
18c
formed
Into
a
speedway
Sunday
af
76c
Brooms
/or
................................
3k
men's Relief Association. Thi9 as
and John Payson are at the head of
Maine produces twice as many po- not seeking to
attract
people,
Gilbert’s Cccoa, 2 ib. box ............. 20c Lantern Globes, 3 for ...................... Sc
st riation is a mutual, every fireman ternoon. and while there was no ac
the Union concern, and it is under
Wan-eta Cocoa, 1 Ib. pkg.............. 12c Agate Kettles, 6 qt...... ............ ........ 25c
contributing two bits a week. It hus tual racing, the spectators lining stood that there will be a number of tatoes to tlie acre as any other State Through the West also farms have
Cocoa, bulk, 5 lbs............................... 25c White and fel'ue Dish P*n». 12 at. 75c
been of great service to Incapacitated that thoroughfare had an oppoytun local stockholders.
The
Modern and they are twice as good. Maine's not increased the past 20 years, and
Quaker Oats, large size ............... 20c Aluminum 10 qt. blah Ptff
.T. 15c
firemen in distress* times without ity to see some "stepping." Chat
Pants Company was located in this sweet corn is so good that the Maine now’ the chief agricultural center is
Puffed Wheat, pkg.......................... 10c Aluminum 2 qj. Doublg Boiler........ Be
number. It is to this highly deserv lie Mitchell was In evidence witli city about six years, did a large brand is no longer permitted on it in the East, and we should be taught
if
it
is
packed
elsewhere.
Maine
is
to
feed
ourselves
and
avail
ourselves
Puffed
Rice,
pkg
................................
12c
Aluminum 1(7qt. Milk fiail ...........||c
ing association that cash tokens of Prlncp Gordon, Frank Butler wa amount of manufacturing, and was
Fruit Nut Cereal, pkg.................... 12c Aluminum Tea Kettles .................. .. fie
appreciation of the department's" showing J. J. W., which has been a model industry, conducted by m£Tt shipping green peas into States of cheap agricultural landwhich
are
supposed
to
dominate
that
i
•
•
•
•
Kellogg's
Bran,
3
pkgs.
for
.........
25c
winning honors on Jkuuariseotta w’ho not only contributed to the in
work ary applied.
Copper Nickle Pletpd T*a Ket
gk
Will deliver h'j lecture on Kellogg's Krumbles, 3 pkgs.......... 25c tles ................
Pond and Fred Carini was demon dustrial welfare of the city, but w|yo market. Maine apples are in a class' Maine produces alone twice as
by
themselves.
New
York
’
s
fruit
alone
many
potatoes
as
an£
state
in
the
Kellcgg's
All-Bran,
25c
size,
now
15c
Aluminum Kettleswith oover, 12
All sorts of wild rumors hove been slratlng that May Queen Is a jaunty have been act lye and i>opulur in so
being
comparable
with
it.
And
so
union,
Aroostook
production
running
Shredded
Wheat,
3
pkgs
..................
25c
quart ............................
ga,.
afloat of lute with reference to the stepper. Dr. lulling wood ""was a be cial and civic affairs. Michael Gofldas' high as 305 bushels per acre,
Kellogg's Ccrn Flakes, 4 pkgs........ 25c 5 gallon Oil Canq ..............
fie
city's water supply.
Many people laled arrival on the arene and herg left yesterday morning for Bos on.
Gov.
Brewster
told
of
Maine
’
s
wonwhich
means
$50,000,000
a
year,
Cream
Wheat,
2
pkg$
......................
35c
have expressed anxiety as to Its use showed sotue fast heats to sleigh.
14 quart Tin Milk Pail .................. 3k
ton. hut his family will remain here
Wheatena, 2 pkgs.............................. 35c Odd Size* Galvtniaed Tube and
for beverage purposes and the pracfor the balance of the winter. David derful seacoast and hack of that its Maine apple# have a quality not
great
river
system,
its
mountains,
found
in
tfie
West.
Gov.
Brewster
Aunt
Jemima
Pancake-Flour,
2
for
25c
pjvans Havey, 17, Freeland Hunt Goldberg left yesterday afternoon.
• !<» of boiling
the water before
, P*1.!*
............................ Half Prik
Quaker Milk Macaroni, 1 Ib. pkg. 16c Turnips, bushel .............
gie
drinking has many advocates. This ley, 12, and Roger Counce. 13, vere They will be located at 15 Kneeland lakes, and 15,000,000 acres of wild said that Western orchardists were
lands.
What
can
we
do
to
expand?
advised
not
to
set
out
morn
trees
Pearl
Barley,
pkg
..................
Sm*ll Onions ....................................... k
thought is probably based on the given an audience by Oudge Miller street, and will always be glad to
California
and
Florida
have
shown
as
they
could
not
compete
with
the
Minute
Tapioca,
pkg
............
•dea of the present supply coming yesterduy in connection with the greet Rock’.and friends there.
Potatoes, bushel ................................ |k
the way. Visitors to our State can Maine crop Which has a flavor not
Argo Corn Starch, 4 pkgs.............. 25c Nut Butter, 6 Ib*. .......
gt.go
from Hie dregs of the lake. Investi burglary at Ernest W. Butman's store
he
converted
into
ambassadors,
who
found
elneyvficre.
.
Wisconsin
used
Horlick's Malted Milk, 50c size ... 35c Tub Butter, Ib. ................................... |k
TIME
gation and a Hit of common sense on Wuter street last Thursday night.
will
attract
more
visitors.
Maine
to
be
the
'leader
in
corn
and
pea
A.
Olive Butter, large size ................ 25c
Meet, Pork, Lard, Shoulders aKd
Yesterday is a ghost,
show that the best water tests In The police say that Hovey confessed
—In the—
Today Is a process,
can offer the finest living conditions but last year Maine sent a carload
Olive Butter ....................................... 10c Ham». We cleaned it all up Mon
variably come In the winter when to breaking Into the stor^and that
And Tomorrow—n dream.
of
any
State
in
the
Union
at
any
,
of
peas
to
that
state.
He
spoke
of
Peanut
Butter.
1
Ib.
can
............
23c
day. We will have fresh meat every
the surface water with its impuri he implicated the other buys. (The
—Le Baron Cooke, in The Forum
Universalist Church
season of the year.
the advantage of water transportaMarshmallow Cream, can ............... 20c day from tba beef house while the
ties is kept out by the ice seal. The Huntley and Counce buys stoutly de
There is. too, in this country th» tion and said that Maine-made shoes
Royal Baking Powder, 6 oz. can .... 18c sale is on at the lowest prices to
winter supply comes largelyl from nied any connection with flie crime,
problem of transportation.
Rail and canned corn can be sent to the
Royal Baking Powder, 12 oz. can 35c satisfy our customers.
springs. The intake is not 6n the and said they vere home and abed.
strangulation is turning this country' Pacific coast cheaper than products
i Royal Baking Powder, 5 Ib. can $1.75
The priees we give you above is
bottom of the lake, far from It, and They furthermore declaieQ’jhiit Ha
STOMACH
MISERY,
inside out. so that those States can be sent by rail from the MississDavis Baking Powder, 5 Ib. can .... 75c certainly the lowest you will have in
there Is still a two week's supply of vey had annoutjged h is’ intention of
W’hich are on the seacoast have great ippi Valley. Fdur tire concerns have i
I Davis Baking Powder, 12 oz. can,
your lifetima. Wa cannst replace it
water over the opening. The Chick- getting them into reform school.
ZGAS, INDIGESTION advantage. Maine has the entire, bought mills in New England be-'
I 2 for .................................................. 35c for double the price.
awaukle Luke pumping station is In Yesterday young Havey also denied
o
’
clock
At
i
Atlantic and Pacific seaboards at its ■ cause they use long staple c otton
Davis Baklnn Powder, 6 oz. can .... 10c
Get it while the geode last.
order and ready for service It neces having made the break ami gave as
door e»nd so great is this advantage which comes from Egypt and Texas,
Cooking Chocolate, 1 Ib................... 25c
During thio sale, orders sent by ifteil
the reason for his “confession" that
sity shall arise.
"Pape
’
s
Diapepsin"
Cor

Admission
—
Adults
50
cents
that the railroads are being petit- and the W’ater transportation makes (
Three Crew Cream Tartar, 3 1-lb.
must be accompanied with money ohhe had been frightened iqtp doing so
ioned by producers in the .Mississippi j it much cheaper.
pkgs................................................ $1.00 der or check.
School Children 25 cents .....
rects Sour, Upset Stom
by one of the policemen.
Three
Fee Studlcy's remarkable Linoleum
Valley region to lower their rates in
There wer£ many women present
Three Crow Spices, all kinds,
Ib.
and Floor Covering Remnant ltd. in years ago this hoy was sent to the
Th-Tu
achs At Once
order that Maine shippers can be! who gave the speaker rapt attention,
pkg. 3 for .................................... . 25c
Slate School for Boys, after being
this palter.—mlv.
competed with.
To them he turned his words as the
Cooking Soda, 1 Ib. pkg.................... 4c
convicted of breaking and entering.
‘‘We find all over our State an . buying class. To the women, too, he dress canto such prolonged applause j/2 Ib. can Mustard .......................... 25c
"Pape's Diapepsin" Is the quickest,
IJpc. 22. 1923, he was sent home, be
' The Kian’s favorite book
cause of good behavior.
Supt. surest relief for indigestion, ga<es. awakening and faith,” said Gov. credited much for Maine’s rapidly as has seldom been accorded a Mustard. 3 oz. can; 3 for .............. 25c
—the Bible; the Kian’s
Dunn's statement Is being sought IkUulenee, heartburn, sourness, fer Brewster. "What we must do is to growing summer traffic. They make speaker in Uanwleu. An informal re Cloves, -/2 Ib. pkg.............................. 15c
favorite chapter—Romans
before final disposition ofllie Havey mentation or stomach distress caused persuade Maine people to use -Maine : the tourist welcome and encourage ception was hold in which the audi Good Luck Jar Rubbers, pkg........ 5c
12.
by acidity. A few tablets give al- products. JA’e are shipping 100,000 him to income a regular summer ence to a unit took opportunity to Faro Wax, 1 Ib. pkg........................... 5c
case is made.
The Kian's favorite em
nwiri immediate stotnaeh relief. Cor eases cf a certain product out of 11he resident. He preached the doctrine of greet the new executive and <o en Leather Palm Mittens, 50c value a*c
blem—the United States
i See Studley’s remarkable Linoleum rect your stomach and digestion now State, and the same quantity of the - publicity and more publicity on dorse 1,is present campaign for a bet Cotton Mittens ............ ................... Ifc
VVJiMlW&MSBii
flag.
Blue Wrist Gloves, 21c size: 2 for 35c
and Floor Covering Remnant ad. in for a few cents. Druggists sell mil same product l>ack into .it. The, Maine’s manifold advantages,
.
farmer and the dbnsumer is paying j Follqwing th? conclusion of thv ad- ter Maine.
—Ku Mux Kian.
. Gloves, 20c size; 2 pairs ................. 25c Phone 105.
lions of packages. .
this paper.—adv.
•
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT!

there.

WAR TO THE TEETH

Feb 3—(Forenoen and afternoon) Train
ing Conference County and District Sunday
School officers, First Baptist church. Rock-'*' Mrs. El<ie Maxey Men'll} has been
appointed, a justice of the peace.
land
Feb. 4- Rev. Fred Atkins Moore lectures She is employed in E.
Qauld’s law
at tl»e Universalist churrti.
Feb. 6—Basketball
(League) Rockland office.
High vs Rockport High at ths Arcade.
Feb. 6—Address by F. D. Cummings of
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker and Wil
Portland on “Water Powers and Who Should
Own Them and the Primary Law and Who liam D. Talbot attended the laymen’s
Doesn't Want It,” at Methodist vestry.
meeting of the Uni versa list Church
. Feb. 7—Rummage sale given by B. &
in Portland Friday.
P W. Club
Feb. 7—Knox Pomona Grange meets in
West RockportsJudge Frank B. Miller and Clerk of
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s birthday.
Courts Milton M. Griffin are attend
Feb. 14 Si. Valentine’s Day.
Feb 14- Thomaston, Valentine dance by ing a legislative hearing in Augusta
Parent-Teacher Association.
Feb. 17—-Feature play “Mah Jong" at today. Judge iMfller also fins busi
ness there Wednesday.
1’niversalist vestry.
Feb 18—Last entertainment of Royal Ly
ceum course, High School benefit.
Schooner Helyetia arrived Saturday
Feb. 18—Monthy meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
id Charleston, S. C., where she will
Feb. 22—Washington's birthday.
load lumber for a port north of Hat
Feb. 23-28 Portland Auto Show.
teras. She was a fortnight making
Feb. 23-28—Community Fair at Arcade.
Feb.'iM—Camden, Board ot Trade ban the run from Qoothbay.
quet. Rev. (’. A. Knickerbocker, speaker.
Feb 25—Lent begins.
Perhaps you have hot iced that the
Feb 25-26—Camden—"A Pair of Sixes"
benefit District Nursing Association.
month of February fills just four
March 2 Fiiller-Cobh-Davis “Red Letter
even weeks on the calendar pad.
Ball” Community Fair.
.March 13 Child Guest day, Rubinsteiu Probably some scientist inis it all
Club
figured out just when this happens
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
t
March 18 21—Rockland Automobile Show at again.
the Arcade
.March 21—First day of spring.
The first Rockport man to be heard
March 31. April 1-3—’Farmers’ Week at the
in a radio program is Lester Shibles
College of Agriculture.
April 22-27 Annual conference of Metho who, in his capacity as State leader
dist Episcopal Churches in Augusta.
of Boys’ and Girls Clubs, broadcast

FRIDAY, FEB. 6, ARCADE
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FRED
ATKINS MOORE

“Present Conditions
in Europe and Their
Relations to the
United States”

Wednesday Evening,
February 4, 1925

ABH’S
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HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
Wkrn the correct letter* ere placed In the white apace thia

pnaale
will apell word* both vertically aad horlaontally. The Brat letter la each
word la Indicated by a Bomber, which refera to the definition Hated
below the puaale.
Thai Wo. I under the eolnmn hendeil “horlaontal”
define* a word which will fill the white apacca op Io the firat black
aqoare to the right, and a number under “vertical" deflnea a word which
will fill the white aqunrea to the neat black one below. So lettera go In
the black apacea. All worda need are dictionary worda. except proper
Balnea. Abbreviation*, alang. Initial*, technical term* and obaolete forma
are Indicated la the definition*.

j Vacant Places of Earth

Kiddies’ Evening
Story

i

By MARY GRAHAM BONNER

Rich Miss Hen
“Clock, cluck, cluck," said Miss
Hen, ns another automobile went
whizzing by the barnyard. She was
very vain and tried to put on many
' airs. “I thought of getting one of
those things myself."
Just then every hen clucked, I
every rooster crowed nnd the ducks
i listening nearby quacked.
“You were going to get an auto
mobile?” asked Mr. Rooster, who
was the first one able to speak.
“And pray tell, how could you
have done such a thing? Who
would you have run It for you?
Where would you have gone? How
could you have paid for It? They
say they cost a great deal of
1 money.”
"Ah,” said Miss Hen, “you all
think I am very foolish, but I am
not. No, Indeed I am not foolish
nt all. I am very sensible. I know
| what I am talking about I could
! have had an automobile If I had
wanted one. I know how to do
i things.
“I have an excellent business
I head for a hen.”
The other creatures looked at
Miss Hen in surprise. She had alI ways been fond of putting on airs,
they thought surely this was one,
I too. >’et they couldn’t understand
how Miss Hen could say such things
If she didn’t mean some of them.
“Yes, how could you have done
such a thing?” asked Mrs. White
I lien.
“Yes, do tell us, too, where yon
(© by Western Newspaper Union.)
would have driven If you had got
Vertical.
Horizontal.
one,” said Miss White Hen.
1— Sounded harmoniously, as bells
“And who would have run It for
1—Slides
2— Greasy
Exposed
you. I’d like to know that, too, Just
3
—
The
whole
qnantlty
11— Handle of a sword
ns Mr. Rooster would,” said Red
4— Roadway (abbr.)
12— Confuse
Top, the leading rooster In the barn5— Reposed
15— Donate
’ yard.
6— Electrical unit of resistance
16— Sick
"Oh, I don't see, either, how you
7— F<m* example (abl^r.)
17— Consumed
could have paid for It,” said Mrs.
8— Pinch
IS—Mischievous child
0— Level
Gray-and-White Hen.
20— Writing
Instrument
10—Indicate
“How do you think you could
21— Personal pronoun
13
—
Exist
22— European river
have paid for It?” asked Mrs.
14— Note of musical scale
23— In case that
Brown Hen.
17—The great artery carrying blood
25—Negative answer
“Yes, tell us that,” said all the
from heart to nil the body
20—Ward off
hens.
except lungs
20—Postpone
“And they cost so much money,"
IP—Guide
82—Female rnbblt
22—Father /
said Red Top.
34— Small mound of earth
24
—
Note
of
musical
scale
“Such a great great deal of
35— Past time
26— Stroke gently
36— Female sheep
money, cock-a-doodle-do," said Mr.
27— A primary color
38—Preposition denoting place
Rooster.
28— Affirmative
SO—Commercial anhouncementa
“Well, for the hen life of me,”
26—Papa
(abbr.)
said Mrs. Brown Hen, "I don't see
30— Self
40— Period

CROSS-WORD PUZZLE No. 21

41— You and I
42— Personal pronoun
44—Knock
47—Head covering
60— Approved (abbr.)
61— Inquire
62— Hail!
63— To affect with pain
64— Venomous snake ef Egypt
66— Go into
68—Lively
60—Like
62— Same as 41 horlsontal
63— Expression of refusal
64— Personal pronoun
65— F ee
67— Fluid contents of a plant
70—Lad
72— Sheep's cry
73— First man
75— To provide food
76— Boat propellers
77— Decrease
78— Any of a number of complex
organic substances, as diastnse, pepsin, etc., capable of
transforming by catalytic ac
tion some other compound

31— European coniferous tree
33—Vows
37—Division of calendar tpl.)
43— Earn
44— Established price (pi.)
45— Street (abbr.)
46— Prefix meaning by, through
47— Vehicle
48— Song
40—Roman naturalist and author,
23-70 A. D.
,
56— Tree
51—Incarnation
55—Make glad
57— Point of compass
50—Thus
61—Margin, edge, border
64—Hurt
66—Stuff
68—One
60—Dad
70— Exist
71— Native metal
72— Reddish brown horse
74—Greek letter
76—Fraction of a pound (abbr.)

Solution will appear in next Issue-

Solution of Puzzle No. 20.

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
r ’»

Every-Other-Day
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By NELLIE MAXWELL

Seasonable Good Things
'SAGE.
TS THERE any one who does not
enjoy a rich, spicy, sugary cinna
mon bun?
Philadelphia Cinnamon Bun.—
SINCE
Place In a double boiler one cupful
TREJEj
of milk and bring It to the boiling
Y ESj
point. Add one-half cupful of boil
ing water and cool to 00 degrees.
When lukewarm, add one yeast
cake softened in one-quarter cupful
MICKIE SAYS—
of water; add to the rest of the
liquid, and flour, about four cup
fuls, to make a dough, adding a tea /^POhTsiT AfcOUUD GRW.PIU"
spoonful of salt. Knead until the
Ingredients are well-mixed; cover
BECUX NCR. UAVAE'S MEVER. IU
and set In a warm place where the
TH1 PAPER I STEP OUT'. OO
temperature Is maintained at about
SOwetHlMG'.
MAKE WEVlG 'kJ
00 degrees Fahrenheit, keeping the
NA wurr BE ABLE T KEEP
dough over hot water or in the
warming oven. When risen to dou
NER. UXVAE OUT OP
ble Its bulk add one-half cupful each
~VW' PAPER ».
'
of butter and flour and two eggs.
Work In more flour, so that the
dough can be handled. Remove the
dough to a well-floured board and
roll Into a sheet less than one-halt
Inch In thickness, fifteen Inches long
nnd eighteen Inches wide. Over
the surface sprinkle thickly onehalf cupful of sugar which has been
evenly mixed with one teaspoonful
of cinnamon. Cover thickly with
two cupfuls of cleaned raisins and
one cupful of seeded raisins, which
have been cut Into halves. Flour
the’hands well and gently raise the
edge of the dough, the long side,
rolling carefully not to disturb the
fruit and sugar. A broad spatula
will be helpful In making the start.
When all Is rolled cut Into eight
equal portions, using a sharp knife
and a quick stroke. Have ready a
greased and floured round cake pan
four Inches deep and ten inches in
diameter, with a removable rim. Re
shape the portions as they become
flattened by cutting, place one In
the center and the rest surround
ing IL Cover and put In a warm
place to rise about an hour, or un
til nearly double in bulk.
Slightly caramelize two cupfuls
of sugar, adding one-half cupful of
water. Pour over the bun as It Is
ready for the oven and bake until
It Is well done. Allow to cool
slightly before removing from the
pan. When cold cut Into wedgeshaped pieces and reheat In a hot
oven Just before serving,
((g). 1926, Western Newspaper Union.)

“Guidance conferences" for fresh
men students at West Virginia Uni
versity are proving to he of value
and interest. Addresses adapted to
the needs and problems of university
men ore given and the students in
vited to take an active part in dis
cussions.
“The choice of a life
career” “Intelllgenco tests,
and
“How to study" are among the sub
jects presented by students for dis- ,
c^ieelon.—School Llf..

Our Advertising
Columns Are
the
Merchant’s
Show Windows
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Await Explorer’s March
In spite of the popular supporttlon that the whole surface of the
globe has yielded to the surveyor,’
enterprising explorers still contlnrie
to find parts of it with all the lure
of the unknown.
Within
comparatively recent
times the mysterious oasis of Jabrin, in the great Arabian desert,
the remoter region of Tibet ana
the Ituri country of Central Africa
have all been forced to yield up H
few more secrets, says the LivingAge.
Capt. R. E. Cheesnian, an Eng
lishman, has been able to locate
definitely the oasis of Jabrin, whose
exact position has long been in
doubt among geographers. Ior
days his little expedition marched
over arid desert, relying on such
water supplies as they could carry
tn skins. Throughout the journey
he verified his position by astronom
ical observations and was thereby
able to correct such maps of the
region as already exist.
He fouhd a savage trihoof Arabs,
scarcely to be regarded as Mos
lem, but harking back to the pagan
days before Mohammed began his
teaching, nnd possibly survivors of
the earlier native population that
is supposed to have preceded the
Arabs in the peninsula. These peo
ple are still practically living In
the Stone age.
Captain Cheesmnn was able to lo
cate ruins believed to he those
of Jerra, an ancient Phoenician
port on the Persian gulf, as its po
sition corresponds with that given
by Ptolemy about the middle ot the
Second century; and he also htade
a collection of geological specU
mens, together with desert fauna
and flora, qiany of which proved to
he new to science.

“Hens Could Run 'Their Own.”

Bathing by No Means
a Universal Custom

In Japan we would learn what
the Japunese idea of cleanliness is.
In this quaint country of beautiful
Scattered over the market plnce
sunsets and colorful costumes peo
of Adis Abeba (capital of Abys ple bathe twice daily. And there
sinia), are the flimsy booths and
is no question that many of them
open stalls of native hucksters,
have uo convenient bathroom as
fringing It the slightly more preten we do. In China the family has a
tious shops of Greek and Indian
large stove which is used for a bed
merchants, and the dilapidated
at night so they can keep warm.
buildings which house the custom
Between this picturesque empire
house and the post office, 1. Alex and India, separated by miles and
ander Powell tells us in the Cen miles of lonely country ami ocean,
a great change of customs would
tury Magazine.
Here murderers are frequently
be seen. In these out-of-the-way
executed by hanging, nnd here also
places we find people living in mere
lesser malefactors, highwaymen and
hovels. They enjoy no running wa
the like, pay the penalty for their
ter systems and other conveniences
crimes by suffering the loss of a
us the most segregated parts of our
hand or a foot, the sentence being
country enjoy.
carried out with neatness and dis
In India, where plagues continu
patch by a local butcher, who
ally cause the death of thousands
checks the bleeding by plunging - of families, you will find towns that
nave no water and sewerage sys
the stump Into melted fat.
Barbarous? Of course. Yet, If
tems. You can see the Indian wornyou express your disapproval to an , «.n balancing on their heads huge
Abyssinian, he will politely remind
jars which they have filled with
you that they are only obeying the
water drawn from the town well
'injunction of a lawgiver named
or the sluggish anil muddy river.
Moses—the Ethiopian penal code
From Calcutta to Bagdad, thence
being based on the Mosaic law—
to Constantinople, you will see that
who said: “If thine riaglit hand of
bathing Is considered only for the
fend thee, cut It off.”
white man anil the native aristoc
racy. Gn the deserts of Arabia,
Soap Long Known and Used where
.
r water
, , ,. is necessarily
, , . . .used
.
, *
.
oulv for drinking, the desire to keep
Soap both as a medicinal in i
)s accomplished in a rather
cleansing agent was known to irm-y,.Tough” manner. Instead of using
ancients. Pliny speaks of two ‘.’Water for the hath the Arab vig
kinds, hard and soft, ns used hv the, orously rubs Jiimself with the sand
Germans. He mentions it as urig-- of the desert.
Inally a Gallic invention f„r giv
ing a bright line to the hair. It Is
probable that soap came to the Ro
Long and Short Lives
mans from Germany. Although soap
in Scheme of Nature
Is referred to In the (lid Testa
ment. authorities believe that ashes
One of the most wonderful things
of plants or other such purifying
in Nature is the manner in which
agents are Implied. The earliest
tliiqgs are balanced up. The longkinds of soap appear to have been t lived tilings propagate their species
made of goat’s tallow and beech t Slowly; the short-lived, rapidly. For
ash. As early as the Thirteenth ■ instance, elephants, whales, torcentury, however, a factory for , toises and carp have been credited
making soap from olive oil was es . with lives of anything from four
tablished at Marseilles. Soap mak
hundred years downward. And at
ing was Introduced Into England
the other end of the scale we find
during the next century.
insects which have a life of hours
only. Many theories have been put
forward to account for these re
Gave Name to Trees
markable distinctions, but the one
The sequoia trees of California
now most commonly accepted is
were named In honor of Sequoia,
ttmt the slower the creature Is in
who was the son of a white man
reaching full maturity nnd the less
and a Cherokee- woman of mixed
Its powers of reproduction, the
blood. Sequoia Is famous ps the
Inventor of the Cherokee alphabet. 'greater will be its average lon
gevity or length of natural life. Na
He was born in Tennessee about
ture's object in such an arrange
1760, and grew up with the Indian
ment is fairly plain even to our
tribe. He became a hunter nnd
limited human intelligence. Far if
trader in furs, and also a crafts
such creatures ns locusts, breeding
man In silverwurk. In the, last
with Incredible rapidity, had them
years of his lif? he became inter
selves a life of centuries, the world
ested In tracing'a lost hand of the
would be within a little while Im
Cherokee tribe, that, according to
possible for other existence. Ami
tradition, had crossed the Missis
sippi river before tho American . the same result would occur did
an elephant with a life of perhaps
Revolution, and had Wandered to
a couple of hundred years, breed
some mountains In the West. He
like a locust. In some way, which
was still pursuing his quest in the
as yet we may not fully understand,
Mexjcuii Sierras when lie met his
the principle of Nature is to main
deatth, August, 1S4T.
tain a balance of power in our
world.

I©, 1925. Western Newspaper Union.)

Live in Fear of “Devils”

In practically all parts of New
Guinea the natives believe that the
"tamarangs,” or evil spirits, come
out ns soon ns it is dark, and are
constantly on the watch for stray
negroes, says the Detroit News.
Fortunately, however, the devils are,
quite unable to pass tin* ijt.
night, so a village is protected by
a ring of small fires about it. Some
times the fires are placed in
a circle around the settlement linrl.
sometimes just four are made, one
At each corner of the place. Inside
this protective belt the negro has
no fear whatever of the "tjiniarangs,” bitten the case of the hush
natives especially all the tinned
meat nnd Jew's-harps In New
Guinea would not tempt him out
side it before dawn in districts
known to be afflicted with devils.

Worse Than Devil’s Island
Easter island in the 'South I’a-'
cific is about the most undesirable
place on earth for human habita
tion. No trees grow Un tire island
because it lacks water uud no birds
will live there on account of there
being no worms. The island is ir
regular in shape, being twelve
miles by nine, by seven, and Is very
seldom visited by ships. Two hun
dred Polynesians inhabit it, and
Ihey suffer continually from hunger.
It was first sighted in 1686. It
was explored in 1722 and the Island
then hud 2JXKI Inhabitants.—Scien
tific American.

Famous Swiss Valley
t_ The Lauterhrunnen is a ' deep

and narrow valley In the canton of
Herne, Switzerland, inclosed by
perpendicular walls of sandstone
from 1,1**) to l,(W*i feet in altitude.
From these heights descend cas
cades on every side, elilef among
which Is the famous Stauhbacli
(“dust-stream"). The sun is hard
ly seen at all there in winter, and
even in July not before 7 a. in.
Through the vailed flows the
Weisse-Lutscldne. one of the tribu
taries of the Aar—Kansas City
Star.

Possible Origin
"Wonder who originated the ex
pression: ‘Step on it?'”
.“Some early motorist, probably.”
"I dunno! Maybe that’s what
Sir Walter Raleigh said when lie
laid Ills cloak down in front of
Queen Elizabeth.”—Boston Tran*
script.

By PHILIP E. STEVENSON

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time

Nevada has two hundred and fiftythree 1-room schools, with an aver
age of fk8 pupils each. New Hamp
shire has 7<fl such schools with an
overage of 17.5 pupils per school, ac
cording to recent reports from these
States received- by the Department
of the Interior, Bureau of Education

Explorer’s Ruling Passion
When Columbus landed for the
first time in the New world he
found the Indians, who greeted him
“a very poor people.” His friend,
Las Casas, who wrote the ahstraet
of the Journal of the First Voyage
to America, gives the admiral's
own account of his interview with
the natives as follows: “1 was
very attentive to them nnd strove
to learn if they had any gold. See
ing some of them with little hits
of this metal hanging at their noses,
I gathered from them by signs that
by going southward or steering
around the island In that direction
there would he found a king who
possessed large vessels of gold and
in gregt quantities.” The first
thought, even of the man who had
just discovered a new world, was
of gold!—Youth’s Companion.

Reference in Advance

t

‘
Trains Leave Rockland for
Augusta. A|7 00a. m . 17.30 a ni . tlJOp. mJ
Bangor. A §7 00a. ra . (7.30a. m . (LlOp m. j
Boston. A $7.00 a. m , (7.30 a. tr.. (.10 P- m. |
Brunswick. A§7.00a.m., t7.30a.tn.. tl.10p.in.,
(5.30 p. ni.
Lewiston. A 87.00 a. in., |7.30a.m., 11.10 pm.
New York. tl.JOp. nv
Portland. A{7.00 a. m., |7.30a. in., tl.Wp.in.,
1 \'\dcr”illc. AS7 0O.i ni . t7 30a.nl . 11 10p.m.
Woolwich. A87.OOa.rn . 17 30a.m. R ’I’n.n.,
(5.30 p. m.
(Daily.except Minday.
A Passengers provide own terriagc Bath to Wixm”
wich.

“I know Just what you're going to
tell me," I said to my friend Andre,
whom I saw looking at me with his
confidential smile. "Of course you
are In the mhlst of another affair of
the heart, and It was In this cafe
thnf—
"I met her!" Andre finished for
me. "Yes' Preclsement!”
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M.L. HARRIS,
We sat. my friend nnd 1, at one of 0-28 24 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger AgL
the outdoor tables, on the Avenue
de Cllchy, Paris—table at which I
Vinalhaven and Rockland
had listened to so ninny of Andre’s
tales of conquest. For Andre was
Steamboat Co.
handsome, romantic, foolish nnd Im
pulsive enough to make an Ideal
The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HA
lover.
VEN. STONINGTON'AND SWAN w
“Well, what Is she this time?" J
ISLAND
asked. “Seems to me you've been
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
tangled up In everything but an
(Subject to change without notice)
actress. Thank goodness, you've
been original enough to escape so IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.
8, 1924.
far.”
Swan’s Island dally except Sunday!
"To begin with," snld Andre, “she at Leaves
5 30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
is an actress.” I could not help giv Vinalhaven and Kockland.
Returning leaves Rockhnd at 1 30 P. M. for
ing a start. “But oh! nion ami, If
Vinalhaven. North Uaieo, Stonington and
onlv you—”
Suau’s Island
"Walt! Wait!” I cried, recovering
B H. STINSON,
my senses. “Are you sure that you
General Agent
Rocklmd,
Maine.
Oct.
6. ’924.
could not sum up Hie entire experi
ence In three words as usual?" An
dre raised his brows. “I mean,
•Venl, vldl, vlcl’?”
Here Andre lapsed Into French to
Melt a little Vicks in a
tell Me, with a mad enthusiasm, that
spoon and inhale the
Glnette's hair was like wavelets on
the Seine beneath dark woods at
medicated vapors. Apply
twilight; her eyes, reflections of
frequently up the rostrila.
Sirius in a quiet pool; her lips, lilyAlways use freely just
petals stained with the lunocent
before going to bed.
blood of a child.
“Yes! I was in love. It was a
squash—no, a—what is ‘beguln’ In
English? Yes, a crush—love nt first
sight, and jvhen I escorted her home
JOHN L. MERRILL
I asked If I might come In. I was
apo ub
half prepared for a refusal (after
Oar 17 Million Jan UnJ Yoarfy
all, she knew me so little!), but she
dazed me by her answer: ‘Oh, mon
sieur, It Is so late, mother will be in
bed.’
"Figure yourself. AH*actress, liv
ing In Montmartre, saying such a
thing. I had thought such virtue
existed only in had novels, not in
bad actresses. But I saw her acnin
Inst week in front of a jewelry shop
Member
on the rue de In Paix. If was only
Consolidaied Stock Exchange
a hump—no, a hunch, that had
brought me there. I lifted my hat
of Mew York
nnd Inquired what Interested her.
and surprised her lnlo a truthful an
STOCKS and BONDS
swer; ’That little—wedding ring—
Publishers of the
there, underneath the pendant. But
refusing to take such a naive an
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
swer for less than profound pun
which is sen! free Io
ning. 1 raked up a cynicism.I 'Re b
investors upon request
■
member, mademoiselle,' 1 said, ‘the
proverb which says that the mar
10 STATE 5TRHT BOSTON
riage ceremony Is the burial service
of love.’
But—would you believe it? her
eyes only filled with tears, and she
said: ‘Then love Is not for nre,
monsieur.
. . Yet you are
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
wrong!' And she saved herself—
no, fled.
Attorney At Law
“I was , sour—I mean. sore, f
Specialty: PROBATE PRACTICE
would have her yet. She would
surrender to me, Andre. Fancy her «31 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, MAINE
Tei4ohonaa—Office 463; Houaa A03-W
teaching me life. Pah!”
Andre stopped, pinched his nose Special Attention to Probate Mettere
again with his long fingers, sudden
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
ly thoughtful. As for me, I was
disgusted with his story. Always
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
John L. Merrill, president of the before Andre had dealt with vic
COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
All American Cables, Inc., met the tims who understood and welcomed
LINE.' SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Colonia, largest cable-laying vessel hla Intentions; but this time the af
PRESCRIPTIONS
KODAKS.
OFV'LOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
in the world, as It arrived at New fair had the flavor of seduction.
LARGING.
York bringing 1,600 miles of high
"I see you are Impatient." he con
speed submarine cable which is to tinued ot last. “I shall briefly note
370 Main Street, Rockland
form the company’s third direct our little dinner together soon
cable line of communication be after, and the taxi ride to her home
ARTHUR L ORNE •
tween New York and Fisherman's when I found she loved me. Now
Point, Cuba, of the All American.
she lay trembling In tny arms like a
Insurance
frightened bird . . . refusing
to admit . .
Followed an
Sunressor to A. J. Eraklnc A Co.
English at Home
other rhapsody in French, voluble,
417 MAIN ST.. .... ROCKLAND
“When I was cycling through brilliant, agitated. “Yesterday I
England," writes R. B. W„ “I met her agnln and consented to
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
started off one morning to ride meet her mother. Figure yourself.
from Clacton to St. Osytli. After She left me In the flat with her C.M. WHEELER,D.CPh.G
a while I became uncertain about old mother while she w<nt out to
Chiropractor
the road nnd meeting a laborer 1 buy some Jam for ten. Madame
inquired, ‘Am I right for St. Osytli?’ Dore Is one of those admirable little
400-Main Street, - • « Rockland
Graduate Palmer Seteol of Cklropraatle
The man looked puzzled and said old women of Brittany that you as
Office Hours;
Me never had heard of any such sociate with fog and melancholy Mondays. Wednesdays.
Fridays. 10-12: 2-JI
tiny fishing villages; she was sturdy
place.
7-0. Tuesdays, Thursdays. 10-12; 2-S;
"A second W ayfarer whom I asked and eternal, with a mixture of sim
Saturdays. 10-12. Tsl. 000
was equally ignorant. Then came plicity and wisdom In her eyes:
“I began by complimenting her
a third. This fellow scratched his
DR. T. L McBEATH
on her daughter, and slip launched
head, but presently a look ot com
prehension dawned upon Ills face. forth into a tirade: ’Oh, monsieur!’
Osteopathic Physician
'Ay, to he sure. I have It now—it's —Hnd she joined her hands—‘she Is
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Snosey ye mean!’”—New Haven all my life, my comfort, since my
Tetepkona I3S
Jules, my husband, died. Slip lias
Register.
3S UNION ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
told me—and about that dreadful
Graduate of American School ef
day at the Lapin. She likes you,
Osteopathy
College and University
monsieur, much. And what a dar
1
The college has about the same ling wife—’
‘Do you perceive? The same
relation to a university that a state
has to the federal government—that thing again! Yet—I was not angry,
Is, ns a rule, many colleges go to only quiet, thoughtful. I do not
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
make a university. The term uni know why, . . . When It was
TM Famoua Sliaet Mu,la you Ma advarversity, however, has been used time to leave, my plans were all
tiMd in all tk« Itedlnp mstulaea.
loosely In the United States, some 'ranged. . . . Ah! but I am
Over
220
»«l«etion»—Mad
far
stupid,
stupid,
nnd
of
a
stupidity.
”
times applied to an institution offer
•atalaoaa
Andre
seemed
crestfallen.
"I
might
ing nnn-professronal Instruction be
MAINE MUSIC CO.. Rockland, Ma.
have told the story in three words,
yond the bachelor's degree and hav
after all. You see, I—’’
ing affiliated professional schools.
“Came,” I supplied.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
"I saw," said he.
And Blame thri Clubs
“You conquered," I said dryly;
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Hardware Dealer—I've decided
but I thought, “seduced.”
to take up golf. Don't yoji think It
Telephone 323
“Concurred," he said.
would be a good advertisement if I
“But you mean ‘conquered.’ ”
38
Summer
Street, • - Rockland
used the brand of clubs we sell?
“I mean ‘concurred.’ ”
5S-tf
Clerk—No. While 1 was learning
“You mispronounced," I asserted
I’d use the brand otir rival dealer with touchy shortness, and spelled
sells.—Good Hardware.
the word out for him.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
“Precisely wrong,” said Andre,
Office Hour,: I to 3 and 7 la • P. M.
smiling broadly. "Does not ‘con
A Conundrum
cur’ mean ’agree’ or ‘act in con Reildencc until 9 A. M. and by Aeealotmcn*
In moving and settling down the
cert?’ You, an American, should
Dodge family had subsisted on short
Telephone 1(4
know! Pah! wake up, mob cherl"
rations, and one morning Mrs.
THOMASTON. ME.
he cried, punching me from across
Dodge found herself facing an un the table. “Norn de mom, how you
known deficit.
are stupid! I am going to marry
“Mary,” she said to the tnald-of- her, and I wnnt you to see me
H. M. dcROCHEMONT.
nll-work, “what Is there In the through!”'
storeroom ?”
Some nilnutes later I was brought
106 PLEASANT STREET
“Every blessed thing is given out
to with the stream of a siphon and.
but the tea an' coffee," Mary In still laughing, Andre led me out Into
PLUMBING HEATING
formed her, “an’ sure they will, lf( the air.
(©. 1925. Western Ne wap* per Union.)
they last long enough."—Every
TEL. 244-W
body's Magazine.
IlT-tt
HIGH COST IN TURKEY

H

Base Mutilation on
Ancient Mosaic Law

how you could have thought of do
ing such a thing, unless you were
right out of your hen mind.”
“I’m sure I don’t understand,"
said Mrs. White Hen. I know 1
couldn’t afford one and I don't
think Miss Hen has more to spend
than I have.
“I don’t see how she could have
afforded what I couldn’t afford.”
“Tell us.” said Mr. Roster.
“Tell us." said Red Top.
“Tell us,” said the other hens.
“You have asked me a great
many questions,” said Miss Hen,
t“nnd ns I cannot answer them all
nt the same time, I will answer
each one separately.”
She cleared her throat and began.
'It “How could I have done such a
Vlliing? 1 would have bought the
automobile with money I ran, earn
and ear easily, too. There!' The
first answer.”
Miss Hen clucked delightedly.
Every creature in the barnyard was
looking at her. It made her feel
very Important.
“The second question; who would
■4- have run It for me? Well, ladles
I run their own automobiles. Hens
r could run their own and have them
made their own size.
J
“The third question asking me
} where I could have gone can easily
. V he answered by saying that I would
'have gone about the countryside,
selling eggs to different farmers,
wherever I could have made the
most' money. That Is the main
thing with automobile owners. It
costs so much to keep them going,
they say, when they stop to mend a
tire here, that I would need to
make ns much money ns I could.
“And here Is my answer to your
foyrth question. I would have
made the money to pay for It by
sellings eggs. They go up in price
all the time. I am no longer a poor
hen to he despised and to he tooted,
tooted at by other folks' horns.
“No, I am a money-making hen.
An egg-selling hen.”
"Why didn’t you buy one?” asked
Red Top Rooster, after he had re
covered from Ids great surprise.
“Becnuse,” said Miss lien, “they
are too common. I didn't care to
spend my time doing nothing but
stirring up dust!”

Conquered or
Concurred

The prospective maid of all work
was stating her terms; "I want $15
a week paid in advance, and I
don’t wasli nor scrub floors, nor—”
“But," began the mistress of the
house feebly.
“Or work after six o'clock,” went
on the woman steadily, “nnd I want
every evening off and a fine refer
ence, nnd—”
, “But surely the reference can
wait till you leave us?” broke in the
mistress, nervously.
“No, I want the letter now,” re
turned the domestic firmly. “I've
tried getting them when I leave,
and I've never got a good one yet.”
—Minneapolis Tribune.

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

EAD COLDS

WICKS
WV

R
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SHEET MUSIC 15c

Don’t Get Together

Jml Timkins says a man wlinl
thinks of nobody, but himself is sure!
Io get lonesome, owing to the fuctl
that he and most other people arel
not Interested in the same subject.!

NIGHT
may convince you
Sallow skin is more than skin
deep. Forthat tired, worn out,

listless feeling, keep your
stomach, liverandbowelsfree
front indigestion, biliousness
and constipation.
CL.^akaaaelnaaa’s TcLIaI-s

UnaniDerialll S l aDieiS
will keep you clean inside. Take
two tonight. They will not make
you sick and you will feel good tomorrow. 60 for 25 cents.

Sold nerywhtrt

According to tabulations prepared
by the Turkish government, Conatan
tlnople holds the doubtful honor of
being the most expensive city in the
world.
The cost of living is
times higher than in 1914, and is
twice as high as tn Ixjndon, Paris, or
Rome.
Within two months, flour
has doubled tn price In Constant!
nople and nearby markets.
Russia
and various Neareastern countries
entered the American flour market
___ _ December and January with
during
I purchases of nearly a million barrels, owing to the serious local short
ages In Eastern Europe. During (he
l’a8t Vearethe Near East Relief has
Shipped $>58,976 pounds of wheat
and <-orn flour from the United states
to Its orphanages overseas.
Bread
stuffs of all kinds are also purA
I chased locally whenever prices are

advantageous.

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407
to
Realdence. 21
z
Office

Heart: 9

MAIN STREET
12 A. M.; I fa » P. M.
Fulton Street. Tel. SIM
Telephone 493-W

A. C. MOORE

J Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law
•75 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day

ALLEN’S
LUNG
HEALER
H«» built up a wonderful reputa
tion as a dependable remedy for re
vere coughs and colds in the lungs
and bronchia! tubes. It has wrought
Ihundreds of remarkable cures' of obIstinate and discouraging cases when
fall other remedies failed. In many
I cases it has been a veritable life
I saver. It is destined to be the most
Ipopular medicine in Rockland. ConItains no narcotics or harmful drugs.
J-Moncy back if not ratisfictt ry.

Price 60c
Sold in Rockland by the Kittredge
r Pharmacy.

“For that Tickle in your Throat
land to Ease your cough we rec-

loinmend ALLEN'S BRONCHO
THROAT TABS.”

Furniture for
Comfort and Coziness

Arrange

The cozy nook—may It ever be as
popular as It Is today. Indications
are, however, tli.nl it will continue
to grow Into greater popularity be
cause- more and more things are
being made which can be used to
create more comfort and coziness
for cozy nooks, several of which
should be in every home. A living
room should boast of two or tfiree
or more, according to its size; each
bedroom ought to have one, and
the sun porch one or two.
Of course, says ttie Kansas City
Star, a good grouping Is the prime
requisite of the cozy nook, and In
the living room the largest and
most important group is a fireplace.
Then the smaller groups should be
subordinate to. but just ns attract
ive as, the larger one.
For the living room so small that
there is not enough space for a
davenport even, coziness lias to be
achieved with groupings of arm
chairs, one group on one side of
the narrqjv room and the other
group on tlie other side. A big
wing chair with a grandfatherly ap
pearance may serve us the nucleus
of a charming group. Aided by a
little, old-fashioned table and a
reading lamp, with a generously
proportioned shade, the effect of
coznless is accomplished. A much
better reading light is always to
be had from a spreading shade
than from one of straight cylindri
cal or narrow oval shape.

Birds Killed by Cars
on English Highways
Correspondents of a British Jour
nal devoted to motorcar matters
are writing that many birds are
killed by auteists. One man re
lates: “I atn on the roud every day
and nearly all day, and birds large
uu'l small will insist on flying into
my front wheels. I have killed sev
eral lately." A second says: "I
killed three between 7 a. in. and
9 a. m.’’’ We probably have In this
country more cars running about In
any well-populated district than
they have in England. Are we kill
ing birds in this fashion? The edi
tor of the Yorkshire Post comments on tiiis matter thus: "We
imagine that tiie casualties in birdlife brought about by motors de
pend very much on,the season of
tlie year. In late summer great
numbers of young birds throng the
hedges on the roadsides. They are
able to fly, but have not learned
wisdom from experience, and may
easily full victims. It takes time
for v»ll<l creatures to adapt them
selves to strange contrivances hur
tling through their haunts. At one
time express trains were veritable
. Juggernauts, hut they are now com
paratively harmless.''

England’s Area Increasing
A continual war with the sea is
being waged around the British
coast, the contour of which is con
tinually changing. A start was re
cently made in Wlnglnnd, looking
toward the reclamation of 500 acres
from the Wash. This was the dis
trict where King John made his
tragic Journey across the sand. At
that time the sea, though hemmed
somewhat by the Romans, came
down to Wishech; but it ling been
gradually beaten back. It is es| timated that since the Norman con. quest some 330.000 acres in Lincoinshire have been reclaimed from the
sea, or from the waters of the fen.
|On no part of the English const
Ils accretion so predominant as in
I .Lincolnshire.
Thougli
erosion
caused a loss of 400 acres between
1883-1905, in tlie same period there
1 was a gain of 9,106 acres, now the
! richest soil in the country.

Great Writer’s Home
Abbotsford wns the name given
by Sir Waiter Scott to bis residence
Dn the banks of the Tweed, from a
tradition that the abbots of Melrose
forded the river there In times past.
The bouse was begun In 1S17 anil
Icomplete in 1824. It is chiefly intersting as the home of tlie poet and
novelist, and contains several valu
able relics. Sir Walter lmd lived
(at Abbotsford about a year when
(financial reverses overtook him
, through the failure of his publisher.
I Although liable for about $600,000,
the author asked only for time; and
I In five years realized for his crediJtors the sunt of nearly $400,000. To
(accomplish this he labored from ten
Ito fourteen hours a day at his
5 writing. Scott' died at Abbotsford
lln 1832.—Kansas City Star.

First "Boucaniers”
The name “buccaneer" was given
to piratical English, Dutch and
French adventurers, united in their
opposition to Spain, who maintained
themselves chiefly in the Carib
bean sea during the Seventeenth
century. The first of the class were
French settlers, whose occupation
originally wns hunting the wild cat
tle on the islands, especially
Hispaniola, and preserving the
b flesh at' little establishments called
’ “boucaniers.” After being driven
front these pursuits by tlie Span
iards, these boucuniers took to
piracy, particularly upon Spanisli
settlements on the islands and
mainland.
Their career closed
about 1700.
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Flemish Burghers Had
True Democratic Spirit
The crown prince of Sweden,
guest of the mayor of tlie ancient
town of Bruges in Flanders, ex
pressed surprise at the democratic
munners tit/ the liurgliers of tlie
town. They dropped in quite casu
ally at the “malrie" anil came to
shake hands with the heir apparent
of tlie Swedish crowh. These Flem
ish burghers have ever been thus,
according to Pierre Van Paussen in
the Atiantn Constltulion. There
need be no surprise in their cus
toms. When Louis VIII, king of
France, arrived in Ghent to be pres
ent at the marriage of ills sister to
the archduke of Austria, a special
entertainment was given in the mar
ket square. On tlie one side of the
square was a luxurious lodge draped
in ermine and velvet, where seats
had been arranged for the cardinal
princes of the church and the king.
Some good burghers arriving before
the king calmly occupied the royal
and princely sents. When the king
put in an appearance tlie burghers
refused to give up their seats to tlie
cardinals, though thpy mnde room
for the king of France. Indignantly,
the cardinal archbishop of Ithelins.
who was present, ordered one citi
zen thrown Into the river. The bailiff
asked him: “On whose authority
shall I do this?" "On the authority
of a prince of the blood and a
prince of the holy church,” came
tlie order. “Your highness,” replied
the bailifT, “the man you want me to
throw Into tlie river is a 'cloth
weaver, and that means a little
more than a mere prince of France
with us.”

Two Simple Reasons
Why Eggs Were Hard
"Lilyliel. the eggs are hard again,
and you know the children aren’t
allowed to eat hard-boiled eggs,”
protested an exasperated house
keeper re ently to heivcolored cook.
"How is it that you can't seem to
learn such a simple thing as how to
boil an egg soft?"
“Ah don’t know, Mis’ Gray," pro
tested Lllybel, amiably distressed.
“Ah sure does try ter have dein
aigs de way you wants ’em; Ah
sure does. Ah looks at de clock de
whole time dey's bilin’, so's de hand
won't get away film nte. Ah cain't
guess how come dey’s liard-blled
ag'in—onless 'twas Ah kep' my eyes
on d? hour hand 'stid ob de minute
hand. Mis’ Gray."
An excuse hardly more accept
able was that offered by Hannah, n
Scandinavian of some experience
In America, for Hilda, lier sister,
but newly arrived, who was em
ployed in the same household. Hilda
had boiled the eggs too hard.
It is because she vor alva.vs too
slow,” explained Hannah apologeti
cally. “She hov alva.vs take Heelda
ten minutes to boll her eggs t'ree
minutes."—Youth's fh*nip.:nion.

Lightning and Radio
The bureau of stnndnrds states
that a radio antenna. If grounded,
pr provided with a lightning ar
rester, has some of the properties of
a lightning rod, but, ns commonly
Installed, has these properties in
such limited degrees that Is It ‘not
to be regarded as. effective protec
tion against lightning. On tlie other
hand, on account of Its relatively
small size, it does not appreciably
Increase the possibility of a direct
stroke. A modern lightning rod
system, however, is designed and
Installed with a view of protecting
against direct strokes, anti when
this is properly done, a high decree
of protection is obtained. Many
lightning rods In actual use arc not
properly Installed, and It is to these,
that Isolated cases of damage to
rodded buildings are usually traced.

Few Climb Mount Ararat
Mount Ararat lias long been the
goat of nffnintaln climbers and Its
sides have been attacked with vary
ing success, for generations. With
an altitude of over 17,000 feet. Its
precipitous sides present difficult
problems In climbing. A proposed
railroad to the summit, while within
the range of engineering possibili
ties. is an almost fantastic scheme.
A legend persists that fragments of
the ark still lie upon the summit of
Ararat, but the few hardy climbers
who have reached this goal dis
courage tlie belief. Noah, after de
scending the mountain with bis
ship's company, is supposed to have
planted a vineyard below the snow
line, where he was afterward
buried.

Cacfa Doubt on Legend
The summit of Mount Ararat was
flrst reached by Professor Parrot
In 1829, after two unsuccessful at
tempts. In 1850 another expedition
carried a great cross to the summit,
which was attained after unheurdof dangers and privation above the
snow line. The cross wns finally
erected. On another occasion, after
spending days and nights in tlie
snows on precipitous cliffs, an ex
plorer named Khodyke decided that
the climbing was so difficult that
the descent of the steep snow slopes
“would have proved fatal to many
of the animals of the urk.”

Chinese Girl’s "No”
When a silken-coated Chinese
mandarin, re ting on his embroid
ered knees, pops the question to the
lady of Ills choice, he never gets a
“no.” So explained Prof. Franklin
Lee at Columbia university, where
he is conducting a course in tlie
Chinese language.
According to Professor Ix*e there's
no such word as "no" in the Chinese
lexicon. If the Chinese girl spurns
her admirer she lisps something
that sounds like “bqshlh,” which
means "not yes."—Los Angeles
Times.

Smile From Sweden,
“John." said his wife, “1 don't
think our new maid is honest,'-*
“Oh. don't say that," replied- het
husband. "She has such tin hqnest
exterior.”
“Well, but yon should see the in
terior of her bureau.”

C TO RELIEVE
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LANE ISLAND MOOR
The Lane Island lutwr—oh, the Lane Island
moor,
it may be there are Islanders who never fell
Its lure :
Undulating pasture, little knolls to climb
Bringing all of a midden (though you knew
<t all the llmel
Flashing blue of ocean spread below there,
on and on.
Where a sea-gull dartlea downward, circles
upward and la gone.
Acmes the open stretches to the hatiered
rocks below
It tuaj be there are Islanders who nerer
longed to go;
But t atn not among them, not among them,
that Is sure,
And many were my hours spent'on Lane Is
land moor.

At Banbury Cross
SIXTH OF A SERIES OF TRAVEL TALKS
N the public mind
The original
Banbury, Eng
land, is chiefly as
Banbury Cross was
. »
sociated with the fa
a
breadline in the
mous Banbury cakes
and with the Banbury
middle ages.
Cross
of nursery
rhyme—
Although the origi
nal Cross has long
*%'<?■
since disappeared, its
site, -shown above, is
marked by a modern
one, following in its
main lines the origi
nal structure.
Tlie famous Ban
bury Cakes have ifV..
been made in un- $
broken tradition from |
I be early years of the |
17 th century when <
• uis confection was i
1 r--t invented and are
’i'll to be seen in the
li.:!, rs’ shops of the
old world town of
I-anbury as American
colorists in England
so well know.
Banbury is' C8 miles
from London and the
highways are excel
Photo Courier/ Chryikr Maxwell Motor Corporation!
lent.
, Tlie decorative cross
Ride a eoek-hone to Banbury Cron,
which now stands in
To tee a fine lady on a rebile hone;
the Ilorsefair is no
Ringi on her fingert, and belli on her tool,
older than the year
I So 9 when it was
She ehall hace mutic wherever the yon.
erected to commrmorate the mariage of the Emperor Frederick HI "f Germany with the Prin
cess Royal of England. It stands near the original site of the cross
erected by F.dwnrd I as a memorial to b;= queen. The original Banbury
Cross was demolished by the Puritans in 1601

I

The Lane Island moor—oh, the Lane Island
moor,
Where winds sweep freely and the air gleams
Pure;
j... .
Though just across a bridge front home, ba
side that shining sea
It’s often 1 hare wandered In a far country,
Sometimes 1 walked In Xxinoor on a suntliner's a'fteftioon.
Half hoping presently to see the preity Loma
Doone.
Sometimes I heard on Scottish heath, tlie
Pibroch soOnd again
To fancy'a ear. tkhlle fancy's eye beheld Clan
Campbell’s men ;
A pass between tyro cliffs recalled Thermo
pylae of yore;
And Scyria. and (Tiarybdls loomed a little
way off shore.

•W

That Face Was
His Own
, By ANNA ROBESON BURR
More than nn hour had passed
since he had left the zoad and hid
den the car behind if thicket near
file wood-track on which lie was
now walking. Tlie night was still,
clear and not cold. The one thing he
was conscious of wns the weight
and warmth of tlie satchel which he
carried under Ids coat and which
held fifty thousand dollars in bank
notes of the company’s money.
What had happened appeared as
the result of a carefully laid plan
—the plan of another personality.
It was exactly as though some
stranger had suddenly stepped into
his mind and body, shut and bolted
the door against himself. This
other person had seen the chance
two minutes after the manager had
told him that on account of Parker's
Illness, he must carry tlie money
to Cornersville to pay the millhands In the morning. This stranger
had started late, had turned off Into
tlie densest part of the pine-woods,
hid the car, and set forth. This
man thought of nothing but the
long, dull hours, the pay, so much
smaller than Ills desires, the stupid
future—while the bright world of
opportunity glittered Just out of
reach ! Moreover, lie remembered
that the superintendent was easy
going and wouldn't bother if lie
didn't show up till morning. Now
there was the wood-mad, while be
yond the pines was uuother high
way leading to a seaport. . . .
He walked on; at every step the
satchel pulled down his side. It
grew harder to see the way, which
narrowed and became rough; so.
after he tore his coat tie decided
to sit down and wait for the moon.
There was no hurry. His side hurt
from the weight and lie shifted it;
leaning his back against a tree, he
relaxed a little. The air was per
fectly still. . . .
Ail nt once he was conscious of
a furtive stir among the trees. The
sound was not continuous, but occa
sional, suggesting that someone was
trying to keep quiet, and it was not
far off. The man sat up; a thin
cold prickled down his spine. Again
It came, a 'mere breath as of move
ment, stealthily nearer ... did
a twig snap? He sprang up and wet
his lips to speak: . . , "Who—
who Is there?" But no one an
swered.
He reasoned tflth himself, saying
It was gome animal, yet knowing
that no animal of such size lived
in the pine woods. Terror mount
ed as he waited, not knowing wheth
er that breathing he heard was his
own or another’s. He waited and
his heart-beats thumped the hard
satchel until the rising flood of ter
ror overflowed, carrying certainty
to all parts of his soul. Then he
knew. In some dreadful clear way,
that it was a man who had followed
him, who stood now and watched
him silently. A robher? A spy
from the compnny? He could not
tell; he knew only that the watcher
came nearer, that his purpose In
coming nearer was deadly, . . .
In that moment of standing help
less, while those soft, small sounds
drew on, each one—after the pause
—Just a little nearer than the last,
he suffered as a bird suffers facing
the snake; he suffered years of
agony. ... He stood and stood.
Another twig cracked—n footfall
next—the moon swam clear above
the path.
Actual sight . of It broke the
paralysis. Not ten feet off crouched
a heavy lump of shadow, which at
his choked cry broke into a sham
bling run. He made after It, de
termined, because, were the crea
ture bandit or spy, knowing or
Ignorant, there could be nn half
measure now. . . . It was a ntan,
and it ran, fast, but then he, too,
ran fast. He was surprised at the
speed and ease with which he ran
. . . almost he seemed to fly.
Only the satchel’s weight, beating
upon his ribs, hurt him more and
more . . .
Surely the creature ran terribly
fast! Keeping head down, a bent,
strange shape, distorted in the
moonlight, it led hint easily—he put
on more speed. Suddenly, the crea
ture darted aside into the bushes,
toward a bright campfire burning
in a nearby clearing. Toward this
both made, crashing through the un
dergrowth, uttering the hoarse
gasps of dogs in chase. A shack
stood near the Are built of old
boarding. Somehow he seemed to
know that his prey must reach that
shelter. He flung forward andjhe

The Lane Island moor—oh. the Lane Island
moor.
Its sea-lapped wastes arc distant, but Ils
memories endure;
And it's I sm going back to roam its rugged
soil soma day.
While sun and wind and weather sweep all
petty cares away
For It may be there arc Islanders who nerer
felt Its lure.
But I am not among them, not among them,
that Is sure.
—Alice Lawry Gould In Christian Science
Monitor.

Rev. Leonard March of Dover-Foxcroft was unable to preach at Union
Church Bunday, ha was previously
announced, owing to an urgent call
to Boston.
Feb. 1$ there will be held In Union
church vestry a "men's supper," The
proceeds will be used for church re
pairs.
.
Miss Villa Calderwood is In Port
land where she has employment.
Mrs. Louise Carver has returned
froth Rockport; where she was the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Albert
Adams, and Is now employed as
housekeeper for Mrs. Juliett Calderwood.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chilles and
Owen Shean fcxpect to leave Monday
for a two-weeks trip to Montreal.
Robert E. I^ite of Bangor will
preach at Union Church. Feb. 15 and
will remain In town to attend the
Men's supper FebruarJ' IB. at which
he will give a “Community Talk."
Mrs. Frank JoheS and don Fred
erick left thia week for Belfqst,
where they will spend the remain
der of the winter. ,
■ ■t ■ '
’*Th« Early Bird" Is being .re
hearsed by the senior Class V. H.'S,
under the direction of Sidney L.
Winslow, and will be presented at
an early date.
Rev Albert Henderson of Green
ville. R. I., will jtrejih at '.Utjlon
church next Sunday.. lie will doubt
less be greeted by a large CQhgr»‘
gaLon, after the favorable Impression
of his first Sunday In this town. He
will be accompanied by Mrs. Hender
son who wflt assist as a » joist. Mr.
Why do the Girls fall lor This Kind Henderson has occupied'the pulpit of
of a Guy, Fellers? AM he can Do Is Greenville, R. I., for the past five
to b'hake a Mean Hoof at the Dances, •
Under the auspicSs of the Silent
but he's well on the way to Satisfy
his ambition to Go With every Girt in Sisters a Married Folks D.nce will he
held Feb. 20..
Town. Why do the Silly Creatures
"An Early Bird,” a modern Ameri
prefer the Fusser to Manly Guys like
can comedy -built along business
Me ’iy You, huh?
,
lines, will be presented In Memorial
hail aboqt the middle of February
the Senior Cla.se of V. H. 8 It
1 foremost runner collapsed. Just at by
fthe edge of the campfire, with the is an attractive show with plenty of
pursuers hqnds on his throat—in fun. Its hero is Tony K Ibuck.a merry
his rags. Dragging his victim forth col’ege boy who seeks the band of
into.the light, he bent triumphantly .Ia.ssa.mine Lee. Comedy feature will
over him, prepared to see some fei- be Introduced by the coquettish Imo
low clerk—some face he knew. He gene, the rillroad stenographer. Ar
looked—a deep wave of horror tie will deliver some sarcasm atxl
swept over him and he could not Mrs. Rosa Beavers from Flagg Coi
move. The face, emaciated, ex ners and Dilly will assist in enter
hausted, degraded—that face was taining. Following Is the cast of

Dodge Brothers
coach
Dodge Brothers Coach measures up in every
detail to the high standards cf its builders.

Low, graceful and sturdy, it looks and per
forms the part of a true aristocrat.

The interior is roomy, comfortable and inviting.
The lacquer finish is exceedingly attractive in
Dodge Brothers blue with body stripe of
cartouche yellow.
The chassis is the same on which Dodge
Brothers have concentrated all their experi
ences and resources for a decade. Comfortable
riding qualities and dependable performance
are therefore obvious attributes.
$1035 f. o. b. Detroit, $1205 delivered

DYER’S

GARAGE

Rockland Dealers

TEL. 124
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his own.
Somebody held his arm—was
shaking it. He rnl8ed his head,
and like a curtain the black horror
drew away. A big, Jolly country
man towered over him laughing; a
dog stood by, wagging his tail ant)
smiling, too,
Overhend wag the
blue of early morning. That warmth
on his hand was the good sunshine.
“Say, mister, you sure had a
nightmare, all right! Heard you
yell a piece off. Lost your way.
did you?"
With infinite relief and comfort
the other heard his own voice; his
own, this time—cheerfully in an
swer.
"Yes; a bad nightmare.
Got off
the road In the dark somehow. Mr
car’s back there in the hushes, if
you know the way to Cornersville
I’ll be glad of your company as far
as the mill!”
(©, 1921, Western Xewepapei Union.)

Blind Persons Read
Character by Voice
The similarity of voices is not
confusing (to the blind) as a rule.
Many are similar, to lie sure, hut I
have never encountered absolute
doubles, said in genenl voices are
as sharply different as faces—in
fact, often far more.
The only difficulty I have experi
enced, strangely enough, is caused
by one person’s having several
voices. All of us have; we change
tone and quality more or less uncon
sciously according to our mood and
condition. But In some the change
is dismayingly mnrked. One wom
an. for example, *has as ninny as
five voices, each quite distinct.
The physical condition Is also re
vealed by the voice in a striking
degree, both as to change and nor
mal characteristics. Fnt people,
for example, have a voice quality
which is all but Invariably detect
able.
Character, too, Is easily read. In
fact, it seems that character is re
vealed in the voice even more fully
and accurately than in the face, nn
doubt because tlie subject, failing
to recognize this, makes less of an
attempt to mask the voice,—Charles
McGee Adams, In the Atlantic
Monthly.

Trick of the Trade
Plumber—Get on the Job with
my appendix, doc. You know I*m
paying you by tlie hour.
Surgeon—Have patience, man.
I’ve Just sent m.v assistant back to
my office for some tools I’d for
gotten.

Now Feels as
fine as He Did
Ten Years Ago
Portland Man's Three Years’
Stomach Troubles Over
come By Karnak Com
pletely—Was Unable To
Work, Says Kent.

©D

iftfiracter*'': Cyrus B. Kllbuck. presi
dent of thi P. D. Q. Railroad, Harold
Arty; fony Kllbuck (his Bun, just
out of ddliege), Kenneth Smith; Bar
naby Bird (the bass of Flagg county).
Kenneth Anllrti; Mr. Mulberry <chit-f
attorney ‘ff>g the road), Clinton Dalzelle; Bruqd Ferffuson (a clerk In the
tenoral office). .Allon Nelson; Artie,
(in office boy). Herbert M.lls; Perry
Alith (a yourfg gentleman farmer).
Herbert Sanborn; Jaseatnine l.ee (tho
glri), Dors. Landers; Mrs. Van Dyne,
(an agent for the P. D. Q. Railroad),
Frat ilia Arey.; Imogene McCarty (a
srtenog), Qlgnls Coombs; Mrs. Beaver
(from Flagg Corners), Dorothy Lyfjrd: Rosa (the belle of Flagg Cor
ners), Ruth Ross; Mrs. Perry Alien
(JuMamlne's chum), Phyllis Black;
Dilly (the hired girl). Louise Libby.
V. II, 44. Senior Class Officers are:
President, Alton Nelson; secretary.
Ruth Ross; treasurer, Dorothy Ly
ford. Mktnbers of the class—Dorothy
Lyford, Qlennis Coombs. Charlotte
Rlckfctd, Ruth Ross, Dora Landers,
Louise Libby, Alton Nelsen, Alex
Chirlatle. Metineth Smith. Kennelh
Anjlro. Herbert Mills, Herbert Sanbopn, Hur<i|d Arey and Clinton Dalzelle.
.<
Installation of Island Home En
campment WHS held Jan. 30 with
these officers Installed: Chief Patri
arch, 8. A. Ames; high priest,
Thomas Baum: senior warden, Ever
ett H. Blilings; Junior warden, Marlon
Leaffbetter; scribe, Charles L. Boman; treasurer, C. E. Boman; guide,
Alex. H. Blood; 1st w'atch, Ard John
son; 2nd watch, VniTiam Burns; 3rd
watph. V. H. Delano; 4th watch, Al
fred Headley; outside sentinel. Wil
liam'Williams; inside sentinel. Arthur
Pears; guards to tent,, H. T. Arey
and F. A. Brown, The installing offi
cer was F. C. P. C. E. Boman, as
sisted by jf. C. P. W. E. Billings as
Grand Junior Warden. P, C. P. H. T.
Arey os Grand High Priest, P. C. P.
W. J. Billings as O. 8. W.; P. C. P.
M. P. Mnxlth as Grand Treasurer and
I*. C. P. Harry Wilson as G. Scribe.
The Installation was open to members
and lady. Supper was served at 6
with a dance afterward, music by tho
Mldmighters. Good time, as usual.

According to the testimony of the
multiplied thousands who have triad
it there Is nothing so thoroughly
adapted to the needs uf a rundown
system as Karnak. Among the well
known Maine citizens who have real
ized the amazing reconstructive pow
ers of this great oew health building
medicine is Mr. Rolando A. Kent, 12
I'arrls street. Portland, who relates
hi.- remarkable experience as follows:
Karnak has not only rid me of a
bid case of Indigestion and constipa
tion but has actually made me feel
as fine as I did ten years ago,” says
Mr. Kent. “Three years ago I had
pneumonia and since then, until I got
MATINICUS
Karnak, my stomach has given me all
kinds of trouble. Everything I ate
Arvests Jane Young
gave ine cramps amt pains that just
Arvesta Jane Young was born at
doubled me up. I would bloat lip Mutlnlcus. Nov. 8. ISfil, the daughter
with gas until It seemed like my of Seth R. and Hlsle A. (Burgess)
heart would stop beating. Nights I Condon. On July 6, 1881, she was
just couldn't sleep on account of mv married to Fred L. Young of the
suffering, and a few weeks ago my same place and Jan. 17, 1825, she
tjndltlon became so bad 1 Just had to departed this life. Although she hail
give up my work.
been In falling health for some time,
"I read so much about Karnak I the end came suddenly, and some
stalled taking the medicine myself, what unexpectedly. Of a patient
and In two days' time I could feel a and gentle disposition, a devoted
soothing sensation In my stomach. wife and kitidly neighbor, she will
I kept Improving rapidly and now, af be sadly missed by her husband an3
ter taking three bottles, I can eat a large circle of friends. She is sur
vegetables and meats that 1 hadn't vived by one sister, Mrs. James T.
dared touch In a long, long time. I Hall of Rocklatfil.
feel fine from head to foot, every bit
as good as I did ten years ago. and I
LITTLE DEER ISLE
don’t miss a chance to tell my friends
about this wonderful Karnak."
Try Karnak yourself! And. re
The men in this vicinity are busy
member—Karnak Pills are an essen hauling their season's firewood.
tial and vitally Important part of the
Lloyd Billings of Rockland Is the
Karntik treatment, especially If con guest of relatives here this week.
stipated.
There wiH be a sociable In the
Karnak Is sold In Rockland exclu- schoolhouse Friday night. Ice cream,
give'y by the Corner Drug Store; in candy and hot dogs will be on sale.
Thumaxton by McDonald's Rexall
Walter Billings met with a painful
Sto-e; In Union by Gordon-Lovejoy [accident recently when he fell Into
Co.' and by the leading druggist In a planer cutting his thumb quite
every city.
badly.

B.

Our canneries are just big’
kitchens where we cook the
finest foods for^ou cheaper
than you can do thernyourself.

^,ll)anting the best is getting
the best when you insist on.

HATCHET BRAND
CANNED FOODS
Over 150 Kinds -

Strictly a Floor Paint

Made to Walk On
Floors always become worn quicker
than any other surface in the home.
A paint brush and a little

Shewvin-Williams
Inside Floor Paint
will always make floors fresh, ft tractive and
durable. It is made to withstand the constant
scuffing of heels and the hard wear to which
floors are subjected.
Inside Floor Paint is easily ap
plied and dries over night with a
good gloss. It is prepared in all
popular colors.

W. H. Glover Co.
Distributors
ROCKLAND, ME.

OUR WANT ADVERTISEMENTS

WORK WONDERS

Every Other-Day
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In Everybody’s Column

CAMDEN

THOMASTON

Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Simpsthi
The Thursday evening service nt
Advertisements in thlg column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents,
were in Auburn for the weekend,
Baptist vestry will be conducted by
3 times for 50 cents
Additional lines 5
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Hoopthe Beta Alpha Club. All are invit
cents each for one time, 10 cents 3 times.
jer, Miss Virginia Simpson, a student
ed to bring a clipping.
Six wordfc make a line._______
at Gorham Normal school, was also
Philip Xewbert is able to be out—IX THE—
Lost and Found
a guest.
of-doors and have a slide by him
The Friends in Council wil) meet
self. ‘This makes him happy and his
FOUND—Rosary, last week on street. Ap
this afternoon with Mrs. A. YV; Rich.
ply at COURIER-GAZETTE
15-17
friends pleased.
There wP'l he a Masonic Assembly
Mrs. Marie E. Singer and son have
LOST—Bunch of keys between Broadway
Thursday evening of this week.
and Ma n s-treets Reward. TEL. COl’RIBRreturned from Boston. The boy is
GAZKTTB. 770.
15-17
The Congregational Iaidies Circle
doing finely.
A Gripping Picturization of the Famous Tale by Bret Harte,
will meet Wednesday afternoon as
FOUND—Gauntlet gloves Sunday on Park
Mrs. Fred Butler who has been
“Tenessee’s Pardner.” All the Lure of the Days of ’49.—all the
street near Broadway. TEL 770.
15-It
At the close of our year’s buiness we wish to express our appreciation for
usual. At 6.30 the ladies will serve
caring for Mrs. Fred Swift for the
Fascination of Adventure and Danger is in This Photoplay the
supper to the members of tlie Circle
LOST—Brown pocketbook containing sum of
past three weeks has returned home.
money between Trainer’s restaurant and 18
Greatest Picture Carey Ever Made.
the generous patronage which we-have enjoyed. Our business for the past
and their families.
The Baptist Mission Circle meets
Gay Bt.
Finder please return to DAMRI.
The .Methodist Iaulies Aid will
this afternoon at 2 o’clock with Mrs.
('OLE. 18 Gay St.
Reward.
14’1»*
year
has
been
most
favorable
and
we
thank
you
heartily,
trusting
at
the
same
Sumner
meet
with
.Mrs.
Davis,
A. D. Davis. The choir meets for
"CARTCCN COMEDY’
PATHE NEWS’
LOST—Tire chain 32x4’/i.
TRAINER’S
Mountain street.
rehearsal at the vestry at 7 o’clock.
BAKERY
13*15
time that we have served you well, so that we may expect your continued
Miss Georgia Robinson entertained
the Relief Corps Monday afternoon
Wanted
patronage.
ROCKPORT
and evening. Supper was served at
TOWN HALL, UNION, THURSDAY, FEB. 5
WANTED—Table girl nt TlIOIiXDIKK H4I
6 o’clock.
TEL
15.,f
Before taking inventory we are going to reduce our stock as much as pos
Mrs. Benjamin H. Paul left MonThe Indies Aid of the M. E. church
WANTED—Man and wife for work in pri
WATTS
HALL,
THOMASTON,
FRI.,
FEB.
6
i
day
for
Springvale
where
she
will
he
will meet at the vestry Wednes
vate family. Would prefer an experienced
sible. To do this we are going to make BIG REDUCTIONS in prices, some
I the guest of her daughter, Mrs Elhouseman and cook.
A ply Mrs W. It
day morning at 9.30 lor an all-day
PHILIaEl’S, The Laurie, Rockland.
15-17
!
liott
Merrifield
for
two
weeks.
session. Picnic dinner at noon.
CLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., FEB. 7
of them more than half, but substantial reductions in every line. In this way
SALESMEN WANTED—To sell Men’s Tl
Lewis Richards is at the Knox
Mrs. Cora Currier entertained the
NIT-SOL Shoes (Patented) direr! to wearer,
we can display, before you, the same fresh and up-to-date stock that we have
, Hospital Rockland where he will unFive Hundred club Saturday night.
no delivery or collections.
Part or full
NEXT WEEK
id ergo an operation for appendicitis.
time men write to HE.RSHEY SHOE Co , 93
The high scores were made by Mrs.
in
the
past.
We
are
listing
below
a
few
of
the
many
BARGAINS
which
we
Federal
street,
Room
301,
Boston,
Mass.
s
The Twentieth Century Club will
E>1 a Dunn and Mrs. Cora Currier.
15»lt
/
J. B. Warren in “TREASURE CANYON’
• have on open meeting Friday evenGeorge Morse and daughter, Mrs.
offer you.
WANTED— Position as housckeeiier.
('all
I ing at the home of Miss Marion
Anzalone accompanied Alton Morse
at 59 lilRK ST , or TEL 125 I.
H-16
I Weidman.
The program will begin
upon his return to Chapperall, On
WANTED—WE WANT A REPRESENTA
at 7.30. Each member is entitled to
tario.
Our Entire Line of
TJVB in this ttrritory. to look after our busi
bring a guest.
Basket-ball at Rockland, Friday:
ness.
Spare or full time.
(Jet established
PRISCILLA AND ROYAL SOCIETY
Mrs. Ernest Torrey was the guest
in a good paying business
Wrile-5)AKLAND
Boys, Thomaston IS, Rockland 17;
including
Luncheon
Sets,
Scarfs,
NURSERIES,
Manchester,
Conn
, for full par
'
RUBY'S SHOP UNIQUE
of Mrs. Ida Fpham in Camden Sat
Girls—-Rockland, 22, Thomaston, 5.
ticulars
13 15
Aprons, Dresses, Etc.
urday.
Russell Davis received a call Sat
RELIABLE MAN WITH GOOD REFER
The second concert for the bene
urday for an undertakers job in
F.NTES with or without sales experience,
Did you know that I am opening a Shop
Will be sold at
Will Be Marked
fit of the new Town Hall will be giv
North Whitefield.
A snowmobile
(Married preferred,, can make profitable c«m- •
nectlon with us.
Write F for interview,
en Thursday evening Feb. 5. Those
enabled him to accept the work.
Unique at my home, 21 Main St., Thomaston,
(are
fX,FRIER-GAZETTE. I
13 15
who attended the one given last
Maurice Hall of Boston was a
WANTED—A 240 or 3tM egg rapacity In
on February 5th.
month, will not want to miss this, as
stop-over in Thomaston Sunday.
cubator. < filter Buffalo or Buckeye
F. M
the program wifi be of the same high
Clarence Henry was down from ;
TURNER, Thomaston.
Tel. 26-11
13-15
SEE the special offers on our 25c and 50c BARGAIN COUNTERS
order and will include such artists
Nashua, N. H., for the weekend.*
I
I hope you mill come and see my brasses,
WANTED 2 men to lake over eslabJisbeil
as Dr. Itichan. Mr. and Mrs. WiUUim
Donald Hanley was here from Glen 1
sales route and call on customers in Wis
crystals, pearls, needlework, toys and other
Tibbetts. Miss Gladys Jones of Rock
casset, Waldoboro, Damariscotta, BoothhaV
Falls. X. V., for the weekend.
of YARNS, many formerly selling for as much
and Bath.
Write F. care COURIER GA
land. Miss Ruth Thomas, Miss Mar
•Marion I piskell was taken to Sils- J
ZETTE
13-15
choice
articles
for
prizes,
etc.,
even
if
you
do
ion Knowlton. Mrs. Laura Matthews
by Hospital Sunday with a compli- i
as 65c per ball; this sale for............................................
and
Mrs.
Anna
Grinnell
of
Camden.
cation of disease^.
not care to purchase.
For Sale
There will also he violin solos by
Some local interest is being shown
FOR
SALE
—
Knox
Marine Gas Engine, 4^j
Miss
Cross
of
Rockland
and
a
male
in the sale of the real estate of the
Homemade candy will be on sale and tea
H. P , and 15 gal. gas tank. Engine 4n good
quartette from Camden. It is also
Atlantic (’oast Co. used by them in
<-ondltion, and has jn«t had new bronze
expected that Robert McIntosh of
(tearings.
Pri«-e $25.
Florence Automatic
will he served.
on HAND EMBROIDERED TOWELS
the last war for a shipyard. The
on WHITE LINEN HUCK
Oil stove. 3 hunters and oven. Good condi
Rockland will appear on the pro
sale is to take place today at Port
tion
Price
$12.
White
Mt. Jce (ream
Many tasty designs to choose from
All other Linens at greatly reduced prices
gram.
land. s
Freezer, 2 gal. capacity, Price $5. K. S
My prices will surprise you.
.IORDAN,
151
pleasant
street.
15*13
Miss Helen Bennett and Miss Wa
Mrs. W. P. Strong who went to
terman of Camden were guests at
Boston from Waterville a few days
BIG REDUCTIONS in Laces, Edgings, Insertions, etc., HAND MADE NOV
FOR SALE—Five Maltese shag cats, 9
mouths old
LOUIS ROBINSON, Anglers
Cordially yours,
Zadoc Knight’s Sunday.
ago came down to Thomaston and
Farm, Union.
15-17
ELTIES, BEADS, Etc. YOU WILL FIND many wonderful BARGAINS
The
Xitsuinsosum
Club
was
stayed at her home oVer Sunday.
FOR SALE -Glen Heights, the beautiful,
pleasantly entertained Monday even
RUBY CARTER PEABODY.
Mrs. Strong left'for Waterville Mon
which we have not listed, which wf will have (|isplayed in the store.
an ideal resort for a summer home or sum
ing at the home of Mrs. Marion
day where she is expecting to re
mer hoarding house, locate! between Rockland
Richards.
A picnic supper was
main six weeks. She has gained in
and ('aniden within 3 minutes <»f tjie troHey
Original
ideas
carried
out.
3
Days
Only
TAKE
ADVANTAGE
of
this
SALE
3
Days
Only
cars, on fine Slate road." There is a good '
served at which their husbands were
health perceptibly.
2*/k story house
29 rootiKs, and capacity for
guests of honor.
The storm caused a change in the
the more, built Jn strict compliance with the
Wednesday evening, Feb. 4 at the
Unusual gifts ordered for you.
plans of the Seniors to hold a social
desires of a Radical sea captain.
There
is also a 99jnure farm containing orchard,
Y. M. C. A. the Camden boys and
and dance Monday night at the
lijuber
and
feld.
a
big
barns,
cattle
shed
13-1"
girls basketball teams will play the
gym. Notice will be given fitter of
.‘.tore and hen houses, etc.
As large or as
Rockport boys and girls teams. This
new plans.
.‘tnall a part of this acreage as desired will
Ik- sold, with a right of way to the Iteautiful
is the first home game of the Knox
Next Sunday evening at the Baptist
Uhiek*»wauki.e Lake nearby.
Apply for the
and Lincoln League. The game is
vestry there will be a special patrio Lee Morse,
exceedingly reasonable selling price and terms
William
Henderson.
called
at
8
o
’
clock.
to
L
w
W.
BENNER.
Real
Estate
Agent, 2
WALDOBORO
tic lecture with pictures.
Clarence Johnson and Charles Mc
North Main Street, R<nkland.
14-16
George Lewis has moved his res
CAMDEN, MAINE
TEL 219-11
Feb. 10 and entertainment will be Donald. Mrs. Morse is stlrvived TTy
20 MAIN STREET
FOR SALE—Sleigh In go«xl condition
Ingiven by the Beta Alpha Club in her three sons. Alton of ChapptraL
Germania Lodge, I. O. O. F., and taurant and fish market from ‘(he
luire after 6 p. in. at 14 BROAD ST.
TEL.
Baptist vestry for benefit of the or Ontario: Harry S. of Portland and Good Luck Rebekah Lodge held a McLaughlin building to his home on
907 M.
H*16
chestra. The program consists of Leroy of Brunswick and a daugh joint installation *ln Odd Fellows hall Union street where he will cQntinue
FOR SALE—Carriage house 15x30 feet on
a pantomime play “Love Will Find ter, Mrs. Nicholas J. Anzalone of Wednesday evening. The officers of to serve his patrons in the* same
premises of MRS. JOHN K WALKER. Thom
courteous manner.
aston, Me.
Tel. 152-11
14-16
A Way;’’ Charles Starrett, Gladys Thomaston.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge were
At the regular meeting of the to the wife and children, pareirs and
DEER ISLE
Doherty, Mrs. Hollis Young, Edward
SWAN’S ISLAND
first installed by D. D. Clemmie Rob
FOR SALE—Dry hard fitted wood delivered
Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps, No. sisters.
,
$15 cord
CHARLES BELIN, Rockville,
Burgess, Miss Harriett Burgess and
Insure today, tomorrow may be too bins with Mrs. Fuller I). D. G. M..
13 24
Earle Drinkwater has been transFrederick
Sawyer;
action song, late. New York Life Insurance Co.. Hattie Creamer. N. G.; Gertrude 26 last Friday evening two candi
Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Stinson of Tel. 352-21.______
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Conary who
FOR SALE—Light driving harness new—
“Four Little Maids at Lea,” Ruth E. F. Woodcock, local agent.
Benner, V. G.; (dive Crowell, R. S.; dates were initiated. At the next fered to (’oast Guard boat 191 and is have been visiting their daughters in Sohth Deer Isle spent Sunday with never
on a horse
S B HASKELL, ('ammeeting degrees will he conferred up at present at the Portsmouth Navy l‘ortland have returned home and George M. Dodge.
Mossman, Rachel Wyllie, Elizabeth
Luella Mason, F. S.; Carrie Palmer,
den.
Tel 238-11 Camden or Tel. 289-YV
on four candidates. A baked bedn yard.
Creighton; skit, “School Days,’’ Mrs.
The
annual
roll
call
of
Sunset
were
accompanied
by
their
daughter
Rockland
12-tf
treasurer; Blanche Morse, warden;
H. R. Waldron was a business Jean, who will spend a few days at church was held on Tuesday evening
WARREN
N. IAndrt v.s, Mra. T. W. Pei -•
Francis Achorn. conductor;
Ella supper will be served after the meet
FOR SALE—Player Piano Q. R. S. music
ing. Members are requested to take visitor in Rockland Saturday.
Mrs. O. H. Crie, ?.r
i
at the vestry.
There was a good rolls, wide range of choice. While they last
the Island.
Achorn, conductor: Ella Benner,
Miss Estelle Caddy attended the 1.
Mrs. George Gardiner was cajled to chaplain; Jennie Creamer, I. G.; E. cake or pie. Meeting will begin ht
Miss Edna Hilt, Miss Harriett Wil
Word has reached here that the number present to respond to the only 25 refits each V. F STUDLEY, INC .
y-tf
O. O. F. installation at Tenant’s Har- ; cottage of Miss Elizabeth Peterson, calling of the roll and letters were Music Department.
________
liams, Miss- Jennie Moody and Miss Augusta last week by the illness of j
Afiiler, O. G.; Nellie Overlook 7,5 .
bor and was the guest of her aunt, at the eastern end of Gott’s Island, read from absent members, also
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at 5
! j» s
Christine McFarland; comedy mon her mother. Mrs. H. W. Hunt.
X. G.: Theresa Burnes. L. S.
Lisle St.
Apply to MRS F. H SANBORN,
Mrs. R. R. Pierson.
Lester Dolham left Monday for y G. Laila Galagher, R. S. V. G.;
ologue, “A Telephone
Romance,’’
was destroyed by fire last Thurs cheering letters came from former Kit Ph a
' ' \\
| if
UNION
Mrs. Annie Burton and Mrs. D. W day, and that Miss Peterson, an el- pastors, Revs. Collinfe, Guptill and
Mrs. H. S. Kilbora. Music will he Somerville, Mass., where he will vis Martha Benner. L. S. Y*G. The of
FOR SALE—Residence of the late (’apt
Mann spent Friday with Mrs. C. P. dei \v lady from Philadelphia, who Snyder. Refreshments were served Charles
furnished bj^the orchestra ami piano. it his daughter, Mrs. Elliot Feyler.
E. Hail. Middle St Heights
AR
ficers of Germania Lodge were in
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jones of stalled by I,. D. G. M. A. L. Hilt,
THUR L. ORNE, 417 Main St.. Rockland.
Dean’s Camden Orchestra is giv
Ix*t us hope the snowstorms of the Morrill making patchwork for the has for a number of years made her after which games weie played.
I tf
ing a dance in Watts hall tonight. Thomaston were guests Sunday of with Fred Mathews as Grand Mar week will not interfere with the circle."
home at Gott’s Island, staying sum
The class parts of the High School
Mrs. N. P. Hall has a very pretty mers ami winters at her cottage, and seniors have been assigned. The
FOR SALE—3 second hand upright pi
Cars run to Rockland after the Mr. and Mrs. Charles Libhv.
shal, C. H. Young. Grand Warden, Thursday night pictures at Town
; 1 Brunswick cabinet phonograph; 1
Neighbors and • friends gathered Thomas Benner as Grand Recording Ha'il. as manager Prescott has se window box which is a mass of who has been alone at the cottage four honor parts^^were as follows: ■nos
dance.
music cabinet; 1 Victor; 1 flat back man
geranium foliage with a few flowers, all this winter, was nowhere to be Valedictory, Christine Jaifkin, 94.08: dolin.
V F. BTUDLEY INC.. Music Dept
Miss Bertha McDaniel of Dover, X. I| last Thursday evening at the home Secretary. E. W. Perkins Grand cured what is considered the greatest
over four feet and seven inches from found, and it is feared that she per saluiatory, Eiwyn G. Sylvester. 92.57;
1-tf
11.. who has been the guest of her I of Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Jiorne- Trea-uror rid J. G. Winchenbaugb pit ture Harry Carey has ever tpade,
the
earth
to
top
and
m
my
.leaves
be

rnan
to
help
in
a
surprise
celebration
Made from
history,
Sheldon
Conary,
91.07;
FOR SALE—y-rouiu nouse; hot water heat,
ished in the fire.
•
friend Mrs. William Richards, th»* j
as Grand Chaplain—W. E. Kaler. N “The Flaming Forties
tween‘five and six inches across.
It is learned that the three-mast prophecy, James Robbins, 88.52. The cement cellar; modern Improvements; large
past week, left this noon for Portland of Mr: Boriu man’s 60th birthday. ; G
E. Davis, V. G.; M. L. Palm Brete Harte’s famous poem "Tenn
garden.
New grocery business well stocked
Capt. Freeman Elwell. H. F. York.
Xlr. Borneman had spent the day
1-tf
for a fe\v days’ visit.
er. R. S.; Clarence Benner^ F. S.; essee's Pardner,” and contains all Raymoml Rackliff. l^eslie Thompson ed schooner, Frances Parson,’ of temaining parts were assigned by M G. GURNEY. 3 Park St , (’aniden.
helping Mr. Creamer of North War- | John
the lure and fascination of the days
vote
as
follows;
presentation
of
Parrsboiti.
N.
S..
which
went
ashore
Palmer,
treasurer;
Alfred
FOR SALE—Hard wood fitted and in junks,
“The Flaming Forties,” is the title ten with his ice cutting and while
ami
I
’
.
T.
Ware
are
great
15
”
•
njoying
nea^ Southwest harbor during the gifts, Fannie Conary and Lloyd Con- quiet
delivery
Tel. 169 4 Thomastou
Milton Creamer, of ’41). Tlie usual comedy and news their radios.
of Friday night’s picture at Watts doing bis barn work a little late, Davis, warden;
features are included.
last gab*, is but little damaged and ar.v; address to undergraduates, or write K. J. CQGAN, Thomaston, Maine.
Hall. Said to he the greatest pic ample time was given his friends to conductor; Guy McQuaidee, chaplaift;
•
150*16
William
Carr
of
Chefieague
came
At the annual installation of
that the crew remained aboard, and Katherine Black; class will, Muriel
ture Harry Carey ever made, l’ie- assemble without his suspecting a C. I*. Jones, R. S. N. G.; George
to visit his parents Wednesday, re that she will be easily salvaged.
FOR SALE—We have a parlor, library anu
Hardy;
poem,
Josephin^f'ole;
ode
Orient
Chapter,
O.
E.
s.
the
follow*
bed room set, including mattress and spring.
turizing Brete Harte’s poem “Ten thing. These friends came provided Gent'nner, L. H. N. G.; Percy Moody,
ing officers were inst. led by O. A. turning to Portland Friday, where
Weather c^hditions were excellent Ethelvn
Eaton;
essay,
Kenneth Best quality of used modern furniture which
nessee’s Pardner.” All the lure of with substantial refreshments, also R. S. N. G.; Verbe Acorn. L. S.
he expected his wife to meet him. for observing the eclipse here; not Greenlaw.
we will sell or exchange for antique furni
Conductress
Gertrude
McTeer
of
the days of ’49, all the fascination of i line birthday cake supporting 60 V. G.; Ralph Benner. R. 8. 8.;
H5 if
They planned to visit Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Cora L. Torrey has closed her ture. COBB A DAVIS.
Genthner,
L.
S. ZS.; Wischsset assisted by Cassie Ames Charles Carr at Fisher Island, N. Y. a < loud marred the seepe till after
adventure and danger of those mem red. white and blue candles, made by George
/ FOR SALE—uouse at Atlantic, (Swan's
as
Grand
.Marshal
and
Margaret
the
event
was
over
and
through
store,
and
Ls
spending
the
winter
orable days. The usual comedy car Mrs. Mansfield Robinson, and a most Alfred A. Wellman, I. G.; William
'Island,) 6 rooms, oak finish, well bulU ; sightly
Miss Gertruda Wells left Friday to
G. Kennedy, O. G. After the instal Pond as grand chaplain: Worthy 'Ma go to Bangor to be with her father. smoked glass many' of the residents with her brother, George L. Beck.
location close by shore
Garage and out
toon and news feature.
luscious tfeep custard pie by Mrs.
tron. Ariel l.eonard. Worthy Patron
viewed the rare phenomenon. While
Deer Isle friends of Rev. Orville J. buildings, water In house
Acre and half
lation
a
fine
collation
was
served
in
Judson Putnam of South Thomas the sun was behind the moon’s shad Guptill, now preaching in Concord, of land. Fine place for summer home. At
The annual installation of Grace Wii'bur Spear, these last two in esClarence
l.eonard;
A.
M.,
Ethel
the
dining
hall.
bargain.
Address DR. I. B GAGE, At
Chapter, G. E. S., was held Wednes pecial honor of Mr. Borneman. Ir
conductress,
Florence ton vh-ited his daughter Mrs. Samuel ow the mercury in the thermome N. H. will he interested to know that alantic.
Mis- Ethel Overlock is at home Creighton:
Me
67*tf
day evening, ami was private. At ville Spear in well chosen words pre
Calderwood: A. C., Geneva Prescott; T. Jackson and granddaughter Es ter supplied by the Knox County he has accepted the position of Mis
from
Norwood.
Mass.
She
will
not
6 o’clock the members with a few sented the neighborhood gift of an
telle recently.
treasurer,
Itaiph
Williams;
sec..
Motor
Sales
Company,
a
mighty
sionary
pastor,
with
duties
on
the
Mrs. C. P. Morrill was a business good thermometer, too, dropped from islands of the coast on the route of
Miscellaneous
visitors from neighboring chapters electric lantern, also gifts of hand resume teaching until fall.
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon spent Clara Light: Adah. Alice Bobbins; visitor to R( ckland recently.
enjoyed a delicious supper. At the kerchiefs from friends who could not
seven above zero down to two below the “(Sunbeam.” ’ He will begin bis
Ruth, Euda Lermond; Esther. Hen
MAMMOTH HYACINTHS ill I.lid. ('
the
weekend
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
B.
close of the business meeting Past he present and a large box of home
rietta Harding; Martha. Grace Wil >. Mrs. E. V. She» entertained at zero, and alter the shadow had work on April 1.
Mr. Guptill was THOMAS. Maverick Sq Tel 22 . M. U.-1T
Grand Matrdn, Edith A. Lenfest made randy. A joke gift was also Stahl.
liams. Electa. Xan Bums; chaplain, home Thursday afternoon; refresh passed the mercury climbed to 20 formerly pastor of the Congregation
STORMS A CLOUGH-I’ra t eal J’ain
’
M
r.
and
Mrs.
W.
E.
Black
of
Among the above. During the ylipse the neigh- al church here and was for a time at and Taper Hangers. TEL. 87-G, KockpfM
very efficiently installed the officers, presented that caused much merri
Calrie Aines: Warder. Xancy Ayer; ments were served.
guests were Mesdames Godfrey, Mann l>ors” cats were very frisky and Ellsworth Falls. He has held im*
ably assisted by Past Matron Alida ment and at this time humorous apd Hammondtown, N. J., have been re sentinel, Charles Lermond.
Hyler as Grand Marshal and (Edna appropriate verses, composed by a cent guests at Alfred Storer’s.
(10.000.000 COMPANY wants man to sell
The regular monthly meeting of and Morrill.
raced .all over the houses, and the portant parishes and done excellent
Shirley Gross of Vinalhaven has
Walter and Lyle Drinkwater, Dar dog seemed uneasy and wanted us to work in building up the organization Warklns Home Necessities in Rockland. More
1 lilt as Grand Chaplain. Officers for near neighbor were read. Those
the Woman’s Missionary Union of
than 159 used daily. Income $35-$-59 week
been
a
visitor
of
Mrs.
Cora
Nash.
rell Mann. Alt n Wall and Mr. and
1925 are as follows:—YV. M„ Mrs. present included Mrs. Mansfield Rob
in his several pastorates. The Sun ly. Expevience umus’essary Write Depl. B6
Stanley Bailey has been at home thi- Congregational t hurch will be Mrs. Leslie Thompson walked to go out of doors with him.
J R
WATKINS (OMI'ANY. 61 X.
Alice Lermond; W. I’.. Arthur YV. inson. Miss Helen Robinson, ('halies
held at the parsonage on Thursday
Notiis s have been sent to all the beam is now tied up in Islesford and THE
from
the
Fnivereity
of
Maine
the
Washing'ton St.. Boston. Mass.
15*It
Rockland
Saturday
and
to
say
it
was
Hatch: secretary Miss Edith A. Len Nichols. Mrs. William Dobbin^ Mr.
afternoon at 2.30. All the members
stockholders of the Span’s Island the news that she will be on duty
past
week.
a tired bunch when they arrived home Telephone and Telegmph Co. of the again with a missionary pastor
NOTICE —Ls hereby given of the loss of de
fest: treasurer, Mrs. Mary C. Crie; and Mrs. Charles Saunders and son
are
requested
to
he
present
and
the
George W. Poore has returned from
posit Itook nunri>erc<l 2666 and the owner of
conductress, Mrs. Cora M. Knight: (’arl. Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Spear,
ladies of the parish are also cordial is puffing it mildly.
annual stockholders’ meeting to be aboiM'd is welcome, not only for the
book asks for duplicate in accordance
Frank Re.bbins gi»f Rockland is held at the office of Morse and Son directors of the work but also to the said
Associate Conductress. Mrs. Wini Irville Spear, Kathleen Spear, Mr. New Bedford. Mass, where he has ly invited.
with the provisions of the state Jaw.
HKworking
for
M.
F.
Posit.
(
’
URITY
CO . by Elmer C Davis.
fred Slader: chaplain. Miss Edna Hilt; and Mrs. Bryan Robinson. Mrs. been spending several weeks.
at Swan’s Island on Tuesday 3rd. of island people of the coast of Maine. Treasurer,TRUST
James L. Griffin has bought a new
Rockland. Jan. 27. 1925
12 T>IK
‘ North of 36” was easily one of the
Rev,
H.
R.
Win<
henbaugh
gave
a
Marshal, Miss Hazel Mitchell: Or Harry Chapman, Mr. and
Mrs.
“Gray" grain separator for his
February .it 7 p. m. The c^ble has Rev. C. YV. Turner, who Mr. Guptill
LET ME QUOTE PRICES TO YOU <m Dia
ganist. Miss Jessie K. Crawford Clarence Spear and Willard Boggs. best pictures ever shown in town threshing machine and next season stereopticon lecture, “The Life of !>een a
boon to the people of the succeeds, was obliged to resign on mond
Tires and Tubes. Weed Chains and
before one of the largest audiences.
Christ
”
Sunday
evening
which
was
Adah. Mrs. Blanche Vose;
Ruth
Several others who very much
will
he
leady
to
do
even
a
better
island
during
the
interrupted
steam

account
of
ill
health
>vhicli
necessi

Spark
Plugs; also five used cars from $85
much enjoyed.
Mrs. Leona Reed; Esther. Mrs. Mary wished to be present were detained Enthusiastic applause greeted each job at his mill than he has this.
Up o $399
JOSEPH E
CLOUGU. 174
boat
sei
vice,
and
delayed
mail,
tates
his
living
away
from
the
sea.
Mrs.
D.
W.
Mann
is
spending
a
Pleasant
St.. Rockland
Salesman for Knox
Bunker: Martha. Mrs. Ethelda C. by illness and the inclement weath- climax in the plot showing how
Mrs. Lulie J. I’fford lias been concaused by the ice in bays and har
Motor Sales. C.
14-tf
closely the picture was being w’atchfew
days
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
James
Matthews; Electa. Mrs. Dora Maxey; er.
bors.
.
Eggs and Chicks
ed. With all the grand spectacular lined to her Ixoi for several days the Gihchrest. of St. George.
ROOM AND BOARD—Anyone wanting room
warder. Mrs. Maud GrAfton, Sentinel
past week by Illness.
At Mackerel Cove ice has covered
and hoard call at 31 Tlcean Street, or tele
effects of “The Covered Wagon” it
William (’. Lenfest. Past Matron.
the water to and beyond the islands
John C. Creighton was called to
idione 618 W
MRS MINNIE MILES
TENANT’S HARBOR
surpassed it in dramatic plot and in
Mrs. Clara E. Watts of Golden Rod
14 IP
Portland Saturday 24tli by the death
and far into Bluehill bay. Placentia
terest.
Jack
Holt.
Ernest
Torrance,
WEST
ROCKPORT
kindly assisted and installed the sec
of his wife's mother Mrs. McKay
Sound has remained clear.
Old
SOME HIGH SCHOOL GIRL can secure a
Naomi
Chapter,
O.
E.
S.,
held
its
Noah
Beery
and
Lois
Wilson
made
a
retary. At the close of the cere
good home and partial hoard by staying nights
Harbor has been frozen over, and the
who was well known, loved and re
The Indies’ Mission Circle met
with a Northcnd woman
Apply MRS.
monies W. M. Mrs. Alice Lermond. annual installation last Friday even quartette of players that will not spected by a host of Union friends,
l'ien< hboro mail had to land at the
GLADYS DUNCAN, Turner Center Store, City.
ing.
with
Mrs.
Josephine
Tab-butt,
soon
be
forgotten.
Tonight
comes
with
Mrs.
Robert
Hculd
on
Thursday
in behalf of the chapter, presented
eastern side9of the inland and was
who
extend
their
heartfelt
sympa

j
_____
________________
_____
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__
Miss I^enfest with a beautiful foun past matmp. as installing olfie-i; that great favorite. Thomas Meighan thy to the bereaved ones. Mrs. Mc afternoon.
brought overland.
HARD WOOD—Now Is the time to order
Mrs.
Mimred
Slingsby,
as
marshal,
Laurent
e
Hannon
is
able
to
be
out
In
“
Tongues
of
Flame.
”
This
pic

tain pen and Miss Hyler with a hand
your hard wood; $1(1 cord delivered.
Gooxl
!Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sager have
Kay's body was brought to this
full measure.
L B. SMITH. South Thom
painted china mayonnaise bowl after and Granville Bachelder as chaplain ture adapted from Peter Clark Mac- place for burial, funeral services be again after a severe attack of rheu closed the Casino at Atlantic, dis
ast(»n
Tel. 598-M
13-18
matism.
in
the
absence
of
Mrs.
Olive
Sheerer.
Farlane
’
s
last
novel
deals
with
the
which the officers held a short re
ing held at her late home in Port
John Mills is boarding in R< ckland posal of thtir property and plan to
NOTICE—After this date 1 shall pay no hills
ception and a social hour was en The ceremony was performed in the conspiracy on the part of a grasping land, where the love «ind symiiathy
return to their old home in Canada.
BABY CHIX—Wyllie’, R. <’ Red, raised contracted In my nanw* unless the same are
and
continuing his work for Armdur>.
usual
impressive
manner.
The
of

capitalist
to
swindle
a
tribe
of
In

on frde range, trap nested and hred for t>jK‘ approved by me in pers<»n.
joyed. Associate matron elect, Mrs.
■Capt.
Ertiery
and
Mrs.
Joyce
of
CHARLES A.
of
sorrowing
friends
was
silently
exFtobert Ilea Id hSs bought a new set
color
State accredited for white diarr MIT('HELL. Rockland. Jan. 27. 1925
13*15
Florence 11. Gardiner, being absent ficers installed were: Fannie Morris, dians out of their valuable reserva- pressed in the beautiful floral offer
Atlantic are visiting Capt. Barbour, and
hoea
Price 22 cents each, jMtttpaid. Safe
of
Lteel
belts
for
his
»nnwmobile
and
worthy
matron;
Charles
Kalloch,
i
tion.
Tom
has
the
part
of
“
Hell
on account of illness in her family,
RADIO BATTERIES—FOR $1.25 we will
ings. wl:
surrounded her casket. thinks them a great improvement formerly of iSwan’s Island, at Ab arrival guaranteed F H WYLLIE. Thom
worthy
patron;
Mary
Trask,
associ

Fire
”
Harrington
lately
returned
pick up your battery, leave a loan and de
aston, Me., Rt. 1. Tel. 199-6.
15*29-79
will he installed later. The chapter
ington, Mass.
llayino’ ,1 Pinkham, wine, lias been over the canvas belts.
liver yours back to you fully charged.
ate matron; Alice Wheeler, secre from the World War and is the
membership is 158.
Radio reception has in general been
HOUSE SHERMAN. INC, Rockland.
Tel
Mrs. Emma Leach was in Rockland
tary: Blanche Simmons, treasurer; finest type of American in modern at work in Massachusetts is visiting
remarkably good on the island, and
721-M JExide Service Station.
12-tf
his sister. Mrs. Everett Prescott.
Mrs. George S. Morse
Monday.
Daisy Toney, conductress; Lillian fiction In -this role Tom does the
to
the
many
families
equipped
with
Mrs. Hastings of South Hope who'
George Parker with Stewart Orhe$2000 (IS OFFERED for a U. S printed
(Mrs. Laurilla Morse, wife of Philbrook, chaplain; Martha Bach- best work of his career.
Bessie
LET—5 or " room tenement with elec
has Just returned from the Knox ton’s truck and Charles Rhodes rf receiving sets, the nightly concerts tricTOIhtits
booklet free listing this and old ma
ud toilet at 15 Rockland St.
I) item.
George S. Morse, died Wednesday at eklcr, marshal; Harriet Rawley, or Love and Eileen Percy are in the
terial
w.Yited—broadsides, panqdilets. stamps,
and
lectures
have
been
a
big
ad

Hospital
is
staying
with
her
sisterSHAFTER.
12-tf
Rockport with his touring car made
Mary
Monaghan, Adah; cast of the great Famous Forty pro
her home on Wadsworth street. She ganist;
prints, die
G. A JACKSON. 195 6 Pem
in-law. Mrs. }|. L. Robbins.
vantage
during
the
long,
winter
TO LET—Small tenement on Union afreet. berton Bldg.. Boston.
the trip between here and Rockport
19*21
was the daughter of Albert Marshall Ethel Au Id, Ruth: Nina Leach. duction.
evenings. Reception from distances Inquire of MRS. C. F SIMMDNS, 21 Middle ' MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, pi. >t edge,
village
Saturday.
and Adeline Detnutb Marshall and Esther; Ifiizabeth Harris. Martha;
The Waldoboro voters may well
Ht.
G-»f
up
to
2,000
miles
or
more
has
been
covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOLThe Farm Bureau is holding a pub
was a native of Cushing. At the Nannie Allen. Electa; Bessie Foster, feel tbit the Richmond' Chamber of
TO LET—Two tenementa on Otis street; MAN MORSE. X59 Malo St Tel. 868 M
SPRUCE HEAD
lic meeting at the Grange ball today. good, and from Cuba and balmy each
age of 18, site married George S. warder; Fred Foster, sentinel. The Commerce is adding insult to injury
has 6 rooms and bath.
Apply to F. P
1-lf
Miami
Beach
to
Regina
in
cold
Sas

Charles Rhodew of Rockport was
Morse of Thomaston, making her worthy matron presented the instal when they’receive letters as they
katchewan we have been able to KNIGHT. Windsor House. Tel 614 W. 5-tf
TRUCKING.
MOVING
AND
Eh«
the
weekend
guest
of
friends
here.
home with him at the eastern Mead ling officer and marshal with gold have the past week asking for sup
In the Rale of Thursday night
(in anywhere
C o
LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St , done promptly,
Kenneth lleald spent the weekend i listen to the goings-on over a large allTOmodern
ows in Thomaston. There they es pieces in behalf of Naomi Chapter. port for the Richmond Bridge propo many of ihe hunts drugged their
conveniences.
P. L. HAVENER AKKX _Tel._ l'.C, M nr 1:2:1 I,
area of country.
in
Camden.
Tel.
792-R.
14G-tf
tablished a home and raisc^i fam Music was furnished by Marston’s sition. The fi tter assures them that moorings by .being caught in the ice.
LABIE.B— Reliable stuck nf hair gu<
The last rnowstorrn has put an
Ihe ll>|ckland Hair Store. 3: 6 Main St
ily of three sons and one daugh Orchestra, and a program was pre Bie road will “leave out Wiscasset, Fortunately none were damaged.
ond. temporarily, to automobiling, as
orders
aoHclled.
HELEN C. KHOIII
ter, Whose subseqm nt lives have sented consisting of solos, quartets Boothhay
Harbor,
Damariscotta,
Mrs. i>. W. Mann is again out after
GOOD SJZED OXEN
only horse-drawn teams and snow
been an honor to their parents. Mrs. and readings.
Yobleboro and Waldoboro.”
Why being eontlned to the houae by illmobiles can navigate the heavily
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672 R ,|.,e« all hi
Morse was busily employed in the
| should Wa^oboro people support a nesR.
Truuklhir and Murine
A yoke of oxen of record size crusted drifts.
firdle of the home and among her
; project which would only he a detri
The Community Circle met last
M’a Ivin Stockbridge and family
W. P. STRONG
neighbors ever lending a ready GLASSES TO FIT YOUR ment to the town? The appealing week with the president. Mrs. C. P. was recently ^hipped by A. p. Corey from Old Harbor are visiting at’the
Used Cars
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
hand. The busiest life must < ease
letter from the Richmond Chamber Morrill. Refreshments were served of Cumberland Center to the stock- | Atlantic poBtoffice.
Fo
f
SALE
—
Reo Totirlnx hi A 1 cnndlEYES,
$3.45
when disease lays its hand upon it.
WALL PAPER
»f Commeicc fails to give a reason. after th<* business meeting. This yards at Brighton, ‘Mass. These
! tion I Price $3-»(>. Address P. 0 BOX 113
Funeral services were held at the
Will call at your house.
Brunfwlck.
«>*17
We befieve Prohibition is a good
week it meets with Mrs. 1'i ec-man weighed -1210 poutids, and each bad a
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
Congregational church .Sunday afterthing. YVe want to see it remain the
Elwell with a comforter to lie tacked.
1921 AMERICAN SIX, just overhaulet
girth
of
eight
feet.
They
were
fat

SUPPLIES
H. LEVY
Inlaid Linoleums at only $1.50 per
law of the land.—YV. E. Guack. Sunoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. J. W. Sfront
Friends here of Willis Rradhury. a
In flit class condition tires practically
—A >rgain If sold at once. BERT AN
THOMA8TON, MAINE!
conducted the services. The bearers 2J6 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND •quare yard this week at Studley’s. former resident, were sorry to l,iarn tened for the market by Charles . perintendent Service Dept. the Car
GruyMGull Restaurant, Liuieruck St,
t n I in.
13-tf
TuAS-tf
—adv.
were James Diamond, Ernest Nichols
boruudum Company.
of his death. Sympathy is extended 1 • i , t'C.kl 1 t, r
landf

a

HARRY CAREY

Ji Anniversary Sale^t

FLAMING FORTIES”

February 5th, 6th, 7th

ALL FINISHED MODELS

PACKAGE GOODS

ONE-HALF PRICE

ODD LOT

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

ONE-HALF PRICE

1
Atl

10 PER CENT DISCOUNT

THE HANDICRAFT SHOP

I

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

Every-Other-Da?

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 3, 1925.

Socidl Circles ^ormer Rockland Folks

1 fiirtWayS»le |

Mrs. Dorothy Bird George returned
yesterday to Boston to resume her
vocal studies at the New England
Conservatory.

Sale Continues All This Week
With Greater Values

J. S. Black, the well known granite
* man, was a Vinalhaven visitor in
the city yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike of
Masonic street entertained the mem
bers of the Tango and Seeing Clubs
in honor of their 36th wedding anni’ versary Friday evening. A turkey
• supper of the brand for which the
hostess is famous was served, after
which the 20 members of the party
spent a most congenial PVening with
cards and sewing. Mr. and Mrs.
Beading fr»m left to right the
Thorndike were presented! With a members of this quartet are. t*yrus
I pedestal and jardiniere, done in old
W. Hills, his daughter Miss Freda
Ivory with blue trimmings.
Hills; his mother-in-law. Alva. Cora
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chilles and flrockett: and his wife, Mrs. Edith
Owen Shea, of Vinalhaven were in Hills. The family Once resided in
the city yesterday on their wav to Rockland, where Mr. Hill* wa^Zpro
Montreal where they will attend the prietor of the drug store now owned
annual winter carnival.
by VV. A. Johnston, at, the cOTjer of
Main and Spring streets. Leaving
Mr. and Mrs. E. Carl Moran are in this city in quest of new fields, Mr.
Boston for a few days.
Hills turned Southward, ami fur a
while was located in X it(West
Miss Bertha McDaniel of Dover, Virginia. Shortly after the ,war Mr.
N. H., who has been the guest of* Hills hit the Western trail, ami found
friends in Thomaston $m<l Itoekland in Casper, Wyoming, a place so.much
the past week left this noon for a
few days visit in Portland before re
-Master Kenneth Hooper h/is re
turning home.
turned to his home in Martinsville
Mrs. W. O. Fuller •went yesterday after visiting his aunt, Mrs. Elmer
Benner, for two weeks.
to Boston for a visit of a few days.

to their liking that they have re
mained there ever since. Casper,
you will remember was quite promi
nently mentioned in the Wyoming
letter recently published in these
columns, and which, to many per
sons, shed new light on the products
and prospects of that great State.
Mr. Hills is still in the drug busi
ness, manager and part owner of a
thriving* store. And he’s the same
genial "Cy,” well liked by everybody ,
as he was here. He will be vastly
surprised when he sees this picture,
which was snapped while the family
was seated on the doorstep of his
Western home.
There wild be a circle supper at
the I ’ni versa list church Wednesday.
The housekeepers are ^rs. Kather- ,
ine Veazie, Mrs. Katherine Diamond,
Mrs. Rida Fuller, Mrs. Ella Crie, !
Mrs. O. E. Ripley, Mrs. Ethel Gonia,
Mrs. Mary Perry, Miss Ada Perry,
Miss Flora Wise, Miss Edna Payson,
Miss Hope Greenhalgh ami Miss
Margaret Stahl.
Supper will be
served at the usual time, 6.30.
----•
Mrs. Felicia Parsons, who has been
ill from ptomaine poisoning, has so
far recovered as to he able to be out
again.

Daniel Doherty returned Cli the
late train Saturday from Boston,
where he and his graml-dalighter.
Miss Shirley have been visiting rel
atives for several weeks. Miss Do
herty returned a week earlier be
cause of opening her school on Clark
George W. Leadbetter, clerk to the Island. On her return she stopped
Governor and Council, spent the one day in Brunswick, the guest of
weekend at his former Itoekland Conrad Howard.
home. In Bath Friday he was the
dinner guest of Charles Jl. Cahill,
.Miss Audrey Black ington, Who
former mayor, and member of the has been confined to her home the
Mi. s. s Annie and Vlttriei Carini
Sea and Shore Fisheries Commis past five weeks with a severe cold, leave next Monday for New York,
sion.
resumed her duties at Moray’s In where they will be guests of their
sister, Miss Elizabeth Carini.
surance office yesterday.
Miss Emily Morris of Long Cove
has been confined to the house by
illness. She is now convalescent.

Mrs. Lillian B. Mortlaml left today
enroute to New York, whence she is
to sail for Naples Feb. 17 by the
French liner Patrla and will make an
extended visit at Mediterranean re
sorts.

The Browne Club will meet with
Miss Edith Bicknell, 12 Knox street
Friday evening. Blouse don’t forget
material for the patchwork. Bring
square 12x12 inches, thread i^nd
scissors.
Mrs. Cecil Hopkins of Boston is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Austin Huntley, of Limerock street for a few

I

weeks.

•

Miss Shirley Doherty and Miss
Nellie Edwards of Clark Island spent
the weekend in the city.

The Parent-Teacher Association
ladies and chairmen of the ParentTeacher booth for the seven nights
of Community Fair are asked to
meet at 4 o’clock this afternoon at
Mclailn School to dbrtuss plans.

Miss Gladys.Barter who has been
confined to the house with a severe
cold is greatly improving.

The GarlaHd Class has been invited
to spend a social evening with Mis.
Martha Koster. Broad street, Thurs
day, members to take the IT work, pre
pared for a Jolly time.

The Opportunity Class will hold a
business meeting Thursday evening
with Mrs. Walter Greenlaw, 136 Tal
bot avenue. Mem*b<4*s will go from
the waiting room at 7 o'clock.

Mrs. Suella Sheldon will entertain
the Methebeaec Club at her home on
Masonic street Friday afternoon at
2.30. The leaders will he Mrs. Laura
Maxey and Miss Caroline Stanley.
The ladies of the Dorcas Club were
hostesses Saturday evening at a sup
per given in honor of the birthday of
one of the club’s members, Mrs. \V. O.
Fuller. The occasion jgas featured as
a surprise at the home of iis honor
guest and oo cleverly managed as to
see the supper guests gathered at the
table‘before the successful moment of
revelation.
A ILunchenn and business meeting

FEBRUARY 12
CAMDEN OPERA

HOUSE

STRICTLY COSTUME AFFAIR
$1.00 per couple
Confetti. Serpentine Streamers, Good Music,
111.

Refreshments
Prizes Given For Best Costumes
Cars to Rockland After the Dance

CAMDEN

COAST

ARTILLERY

J 5-19

$2.98

98c

DRESSES

at

at

$j0°°

$ 8-oo $13.00

q3°®

$38.oo

That formerly sold from
$18 to $65, including all
fur trimmed and all sizes,
16 to 52.
1 large lot of

SKIRTS,

$2*98

$5.00 value

$18-00

Includes all sizes, 16 to 48
and all material, silk flan
nels, wool.
A large lot of

COATS
SUITS
DRESSES
SKIRTS

each

at

$r 00
J

Some sold as high as $50.
While they last . .. $5.00

SALE CONTINUES ALL THIS WEEK

CUTLER-COOK COMPANY
Cor. Main & Elm
ROCKLAND

Mail Orders
Filled

Hundreds of letters are being put
! out this week through the office of
the Chamber of Commerce in the
ticket selling campaign of Communit>
Fair. The system has been carefully
systematized with the list of former
students anti alumni of Rockland
High School as a basis. Two season
tickets are mailed to each with the
following sales letter:

Dear Friend of Rockland High School:
Are you interested in seeing Rock
land's tine new High School Building
properly equipped? We naturally as
sume that you are, being a Tormer
student and graduate there.
The
building is rapidly approaching com
pletion and readiness for the instal
lation of equipment and it is the aim
of Community Fair to do its full share
in paying for that equipment. Not
i ore dollar of the Fair proceeds goes
| to private individuals—every penn>
I lias been devoted to « public project
I —first the tine Broadway Athle'.ir
Field and this year—High School

WE SHALL CONTINUE OUR

BARK DGWN SALE
—OF—

MEN’S AND BOYS’ SUITS

Equipment.

AT 25 PERCENT DISCOUNT
Under Regular prices until FEBRUARY 1 5

THE SAME DISCOUNT ON

MEN’S ULSTERS, MACKINAWS AND
SHEEP LINED COATS
We Shall Offer at the Same Discount until

APRIL FIRST

NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING, I10USt
T-

The Ovvaisa Camp Fire Girls held
a ceremonial last Thursday ♦ and
completed arrangements for the sale
of candy and for a supper to be held
tomorrow night in the Baptist par
lors. The proceeds qf these effort,
will lte used in buying equipment
that the group may be aide to fur
ther its work in church ami com
munity.

1-2 Price Sale! 1-2 Price Sale!

K. H. Cassens was home from Colby
College for the weekend.

Stock consists of

EVERYTHING TO BE SOLD AT

HALF-PRICE
SHOES, CLOTHING, RUBBER GOODS,

GENTS’ FURNISHINGS, ARMY AND
NAVY GOODS

ROCKLAND CLOTHING (0.
266 MAIN ST., COR. MYRTLE, ROCKLAND
13-tf

Consequently the management feels
that your interest is deep enough to
help carry on this big work by accept
ing the two enclosed tickets and re
turning the $4.00 to W. H. Rhodes
ticket-tAasurer, at the Rockland &
Rockport Lime Corp, office, Rockland.
Please make the return as soon as
possible and not later thunjfeb. 10.
lor we are planning a personal check
up on all tickets sent out.
It Is the aim of Community Fair to
assist in every possible way the
equipping and welfare of the High
School. Are you willing to help pro. vide for the 425 hoys and girls at
tending the school today those educa
tional necessities you were not forlunate enough to have during your
school days? The new building is a
splendid, modern structure, accom
modating 1128 pupils and let's get
shotUder to shoulder and make it the
i finest school in Maine. Send your
check todny and pot this project over
With a Bang. Sincerely yours.
E. W. MacDonald, H,C. Hull, W. H.
Rhodes. Committee on Tickets.
• • • •

An extraordinary bargain in a stock pattern inlaid Hnoleum lot of I 5 rolls
is made at the same time.
Square yard .................................................... $1.50

Bathroom Rugs (Colonial rag) in handsome design to the number of 50—
27x54 inches; will.be sold at........................ .............................................. $1.00

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

$2200

It is impossible to list all our Birthday offerings;
a personal inspection will convince you

Will Benefit From Ticket
Sale Now Being Pushed
For* Community Fair.

We have on hand today 95 REMNANTS of FELT-BASE FLOOR COV
ERING and INLAID LINOLEUM. They cumber up our floor space and to
move them we will sell at prices that will make your hair curl—50 PER
CENT and even less. They may be see n in our northern window—and will
be moved at once.
\

ROCKLAND, MAINE

$18°° $22-0°
$29-°o

REMNANTS

Regular values to $2.75.

COATS

• « • .

6.30 at the B. & P. VV. (dub rooms.
Members are asked to take sand
wiches or pastry.

»

1 counter of Furnishings

OUR BOYS AND GIRLS

Is scheduled for tomorrow’ night at

Thursday’s party at the Country
Club will be unique in the season of
social events, featuring in the after
noon a thimble party for the ladies,
with a chicken supper at 6.30 for both
men and women. This will he fol
lowed by a very attractive (‘veiling
program, during which the club will
be privileged to hear Mrs. Pitcher,
who is so deservedly popular with
Rockland audiences. The committee
in charge consists of Mesdames E.
D. Spear. R. W. Bickford. A. E. Keyes,
E. F. Glover, K. B. Crie. (’. 11. Duff.
R C. Duff. A. P. Blaisdell. Charles
Sheldon.w II. I. Hicks, W. S. Bounds
and Miss Maud Pratt.

1 lot of $500 Sweaters

BIG COSTUME CARNIVAL

The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial church will meet with Mrs.
Clarence Gray, Camden street, Wed
nesday evening.
Twenty-five members of the Shake
speare Society braved the storm last
night and enjoyed a delicious chicken
supper at the Country Club.
A
Shakespearean Tross word puzzle
proved interesting and Mrs. Ellingwood read “The Dark Ludy < f the
Sonnet,” by Bernard Shaw.

x

FIRST

Is addtlonal to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, the department es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings* parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
h» ®a.u or telephone will be gladly received
TELEPHONE............................................770

t
i‘

Cutler-Cook Co.

Cutler-Cook Co.

Page Seven

/FOR THE NEXT

TEN DAYS
There will be a 20 discount on all
new Machines, both stand ma
chines and Portable Electrics of
which we have a full line. Why
not come to our store and see
what you are buying and see them
demonstrated and save the sales
man’s profit—remember it costs
money to sell goods. Cash or easy
payment plan.

A Versatile Frock
Tea lias
become a
recognized
American in
stitution, and
the smart
woman in
cludes in her
wardrobe a
few dresses
that are ver
satile enough
to serve for
shopping and
the tea hour.

The sketch
shows such a
frock, a re
cent import
from Mar-1
jorie Manjon’s Paris
establish
ment, and one
that is bound
to find favor
with the American woman, it is made
of moahecn, a fine weave of mohair,
in dark blue, with dainty lingerie frills.
The mosheen is light, dust-shedding,
and beautifully lustrous, and the frills
are feminine enough to relieve its tai
lored simplicity and make it quite suit
able for appearing at any smart restau
rant during the tea ^hour,

MRS. RHETA C. DORR

TODAY

“EAST OF SUEZ”
COMEDY

NEWS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Dark Swan
—With—

MARIE PROVOST
MONTE BLUE
HELENE CHADWICK
Ernest Pascal’s startling book in brilliant photoplay form.
The Dark Swan is a starting atcry—the lure—the danger of
mere skin deep’Wauty.

SUNSHINE COMEDY—CHILDREN WANTED
FABLES

"FIRE PATROL” with ANNA NILSSON

EMPIRE

STRAND

THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

Last Time Today

Today and Wednesday
The famous stage success—

"Why Get Married?”

“HE WHO GETS
SLAPPED”

SINGER
SEWING MACHINE CO.

WOMAN’S EDUCATIONAL

POLA NEGRI

LAST TIME

FRI.-SAT.:

Remember the old stand—613
Main street; Tel. 477-M.

H. L. HERRICK, Mgr.

THREE SHOWS—2:00. 6:45, 8:30

NEWS

Wo have about 20 used ma
chines left that will be sold at 30,
40 and 50 per cent discount and
some as low as $25. We also carry
Parts and Repairs for all makes of
machines and a repair man always
ready to answer a call. Remem
ber, to take advantage of this sale
ycu must call at the store or phone
Mr. Herrick. We will take this
time to say that all open accounts
that will send in their February
payments before the 15th will re
ceive 5% discount. Open evenings.

I

.SPARKS

Mrs. Rheta Childe Dorr, who has
been on the battlefields of the late
World war as war correspondent,
and at the front in Russia with the
famous women’s
“Battalion of
Death," and nearly all her life has
been to the front in more diversi
fied battles staged on the field of
humanity and progress than any
other fighter of her sex in thia gen.
eration. For the past twenty years
Mrs. Dorr has fought for woman’s
rights, and is keeping up the work.

Franklin Dana Cummings, of Pbrtland, next speaker of the Woman’s
I'd u cat tonal Club is a talker of re
markable power with a remarkable
voice, and a remarkable message.
His subject is “Maine’s Water Powt rs. and Who Own Them.” and “The
Primary Law and Who Don't Want
EMP1RETHEATRE
It.” Mr. Cummings was born on a
Andree
Lafayette, declared to be
farm in Oxford county, educated in
the public schools and the University the most beautiful woman of France,
of Life. The latter institution is one is the star of “Why Get Married?”
in which each student eflects to fol which will be shown for the last time
low whatever course attracts him. today.
“Why Get Married?” is a story
one, through reading, study, thought
an unusual theme and Mile.
and observation, added to the in with
Lafa^fette has a role in which she
struction of that somewhat hard
acquits herself with pronounced skill
taskmaster, Experience, profits as the
days go by, while others choose what and credit. In the cast all so appears
seems to them a more attractive Helen Ferguson, Jack Perrin, Max
Course. From this University none Constant, Bernard Randall, William
The record is so arranged that the
‘ who is worthy ever ceases to learn, H. Turner, Orpha Alba and I*\lwin
whereabouts of each ticket is known and from it none graduates until his B. Tilton.
and the returns can 'be checked by diploma is handed him at death.
“A Self-Made Failure,” which is
name and number. A followup cam
The penalties for improper use of to be shown Wednesday and Thurs
paign by a 10-teain organization is
<>ne’t time are self-in life ted through day at the Empire theatre, has been
iu readiness with a mod'lflcation of ihe operation of the law of cause ami pronounced by many of the film
the old “groups of five's plan of po i effect.
Mr. ’Cummings was for 30 critics as the best farce comedy of
litical repute The business and resi years engaged in the fruit and pro the year. The picture includes ev
dential districts will be thoroughly duce business, principally in the ex ery ingredient which has made mo
canvassed.
port trade. Always greatly interest tion pictures a popular entertain
Probably the most amazing thing ed in public affairs, but until recent- ment. The director, William Beauabout thi« year's fair is the cordiality : ly too busy to even consider the dine, has not missed a chance. Most
i of spirit manifested toward it on holding of a political office, he is now of the tears in it come from con
every side. There is axgeneral recog serving his second term in the Leg vulsive laughter but some will come
nition of the honesty of the public islature from the city of Portland. from soih<1w' and deepest tragedy
service rendered by the Fair and of Mr. Cummings is a member yC D,e that have been intermixed with a
the singleness of purpose and sin “American Academy of Political and plot that is'Margely iti the nature of
cerity of the promoters of the big Social Science,’’ the National Popular a farce.—adv*.
event that has made its appeal t# Government. league," and the “Pub
WINTER SONG OF THE SEA
the light thinking men and women of lic Ownership League of America.’’
I the city who came forward with the
(For The Courier-Gazette]
word “Wihat can I do to help?-’
PAYING THE FIDDLER
Sing me a song of the ocean.
A
song
that Is full of glee ;
Right now the big stunt is to get
While I sit alone in the firelight
Declaring that a $7 admission fee
I lie ticket sale over right. A splendid
Sing me a song of the sea
program is in the making; every inch is too much for any college dance.
I long to hear of the mermaids—
of floor space planned for booths has Ihe University of Maine committee
Tell me. where do they go
been sold and provision is being made on social affairs has refused to ap
When sui,imer’s warm days are over,
for an overflow, food and other prove arrangements for the junior
And cold winds of winter blow?
i samples and flashes in unbelievable promenade, one of
important
I vtonder now are they sleeping.
quantity and quality, and the t'cket social affairs of the year. I'nlrss
Down on the sands of. tin* sea.
drive isi on. If the advance sale of the entire class votes approval of the
Ur waltzing away to gay ptusic,
In some cabaret, maybe. '
tickets falls, all the other work is in plans as made, other arrangements <
danger-, so "Now is the time when will be inuxle.
And so. while in the firelight.
all good friends of the old High
While the glass outside runs low,
Oh. sing me a song of the ocean.
School should spring Io the aid of
Inlaid’ Linoleums at.only $1.50 per!
I’ll hear It by radio.
Iheir Alma Mater and buy a couple squ ire yard this wet W at StuHley’s.
Nankey Lee
—adv.
1 The Cuckolds. _________ _____
of season tickets.''
.

—With—

An All Star Cast

Starring LON CHANEY, NORMA
SHEARER, JOHN GILBERT and
TULLY MARSHALL.
Here, against tlie liaekgraund of
a French circus, is one of the most
unufual and colorful stories of
modern times. It’s about the love
ly Consuelo and the handsome
reckless Bezano, the daredevil
bareback riders of the circus
troupe; the dissolute Count Man
cini, the fat and spidery Baron
Begnard. and especially about
''He," the tragic scientist, who be
comes a cirrus clown—“He Who
Bets Slapped.’’

—Also—

“TEN SCARS
MAKE A MAN”
Chapter Seven

Wednesday-Thursday

“A SELF MADE
FAILURE”
—With—

BEN ALEXANDER
Thursday-Friday

—And—

Helene Chadwck
Maurice Costello

LLOYD HAMILTON
Some Cast !
Some Laughs !

—In—

Some Picture !
Some Thrills !

COMEDY

“LOVE OF
WOMEN”

NEWS

FRIDAY: “THE FAST WORKER”

An exceedingly human story, beau
tifully screened.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

COXDEVSED STATEMENT

regulation size with
NAME ANO ADDRESS OF
MAKER A"D NET WEIGHT. IN
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
UAW

COMMONWEALTH CASUALTY CO.
Philadelphia. Pa.

ASSETS. I>»•(•. ::i. |«»24
, Mortgage Loaus ..........................$
Stocks and Ronds ......................
Cash in Office and Bank ............
Agents' Balances ..........................
i Interest and Kents .............. ,.r.
All other Assets ..........................

34,900
7oj.G7.ti

7.2*480
,230,OKI
9,0.91
21.0S7.

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets

Gross Assets .............................. $1,048.0(17 21
Deduct Items not admitted ....
12,7.40 70
Admitted Assets ........................ $1
LIABILITIES IK. 31. 1
Net Unpaid Losses ...................... $
In earned Premiums ..................
All other Liabilities
.............
(’ash Capital .................................
Surplus over all Liabilities ....

- I5.4M M
173.654
420.18V
61,713
300,1100
70,000

2°
61
16
00
2»5

Total Liabilities and Surplus ...$1,033 Hili 7.1
15 T 21

THE MOURNER

Frederick was crying, when Billy
came along and asked what was the
matter.
“Oh. I feel so bad ’cause Collie’s
dead L” sobbed Frederick.
“Shucks!” aakl Billy. “My grand
mother’s been dead a week and you
don’t catch me crying.”
Frederick gave his eyes and nose
a swipe and, looking up, sobbed de
spairingly:
“Yes but you didn’t raise your
grandmother from a pup.”—From
Everybody’s Magazine for Februaj

For Pound Six*
Postago 13 Conta Additional

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 Conta Additional

For each additional 1000 sheets
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000, 14.00 and 16
cents postage for each 1000.

$4.C0 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound Sirs
Postage 10 Conta Additional

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 Cents Additional

For each additional 1000 aneets
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first lOon. ii 50 and 10
cents postage for each 1000.

THE
COURIER.
GAZETTE
Rockland, Maine

xJ

\
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Page Eight
YOUR INCOME TAX

A FARM I- ORECAS1

Nutshell Information That
Will Help You In Prepar
ing Returns.

Bigger Poultry Profits

income of $1,000 or more or gross
income of $5,000 or more, and mar
ried couples who had net income of
$2,500 or more or gross income of
$5,000 or more must file returns.
WHEN? The filing period is from
January 1 to March 15. 1925.
WHERE? Collector of internal revnue for the district in which the
person lives or has his principal
place of business.
HOW? Instructions on Form 1040a
and Form 1040; also the law ano
regulations.
WHAT? Two per cent normal lav
on the first $4,000 of net income it.
excess of the personal exemptions
and credits. Four per cent norma,
tax on the next $4,000.
Six pei
cent on the balance of net income
Surtax on net income in excess <»
$10,000.
• • • •

MOTHER!
Clean Child’s Bowels
"California

Fig

Syrup"

is

Dependable Laxative for

Sick Children

x:

c

□

Few people realize just how large the poultry business has grown during
the last twenty-five years.

Here are some of the figures for 1923, completed by the U. S. Govern
ment. Value of all poultry products, not including city and village flocks
was $1,047,000,000.
It exceeded the value of the wheat crop by
$300,000,000. It was seven times greater than the value of the sugar crop.
Improved methods of hatching and raising chickens has brought about
this wonderful increase.
The Buckeye Hot Water Incubator and the Buckeye Colony Brooder
are leaders all over the world. We have been supplying them to a great many
Knox Cov^ity poultrymen for several years, and are now ready for spring
business. Come in and see them and get advertising matter.

Rockland Hardware Co.
TESTING FLOCKS
Poultry Owners Beginning
To See Value of This Pro
position.

Good Appetiti .1
:!iould mean good digestion, steady
nerve;, cheerful disposition, energy and
strength. But to be as hungry as a bear,
and then have your stomach go wrong
after eating, to suffer distress, gas
pains, acid fermentation, belching, per
haps drowsiness, is wrong, and such a
condition should be overcome at once.
■•L. F.” ATWOOD’S Medicine in
small doses will quickly relieve these un
pleasant symptoms, and assist Nature
to function normally. It acts on the in
testinal tract, is mildly laxative in its eff xt, and taken before meals in small
loses, creates a healthy appetite, aids
digestion, and keeps the bowels moving
freely and normally. 5of, all dealers. (
1 cent a dote

A PENNSYLVANIA COW
Breaks The World’s Record in The
Production of Butter Fat.
After breaking the world's record
for the production of butter fat in
ten months as a junior three-year
old a little more than a year ago,
Lyons Sarcastic Korndvke, a pure
bred Holstein-Friesian cow, has
just completed a ten months’ test
with a butter-fat
record which
makes her the world’s leading junior
four-year old over all breeds. Her
305-day record was 24,062.3 pounds
milk and 854.Ss pounds butterfat
(2,068.6 pounds butter).
She gave birth to a bull calf
weighing 130 pounds, carried lor 200
days of the test period.
The new champion is on the farm
of Abner S. Deysher, near Reading,
Pa. A ration consisting of homemixed gntins. including oil meal, cmcoanut meal, molasses ami beet pulp,
with considerable quantities of good
corn silage and alfalfa hay, was fed.

Although for a number of years
there *ha« been a high mortality
unions chickens due to while diarr
hea there 1 as been no method of
making the test in Maine until
four years ago. In 1921 the co-op
eration <>f the Agricultural Exten
sion Service of the University of
Maine and the Department of Bac
teriology and Veterinary Science ar
rangements were made to make the
tests of the Bacteriological Labora
tory of the College of Agriculture.
Poultrymen very readily availed
themselves of the opportunity to
clean up their flocks from this dis L F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
, ease. ’J he aim in doing this work is
to accredit flocks which are found
AND WHY NOT?
free < f the disease by consecutive
I believe that in a few years the
non-reacting tests. During the spring
In the seconn edition of the map of great majority of our citizens will
of 1924. 24 flocks were on the ac
credited list and it is gratifying to the United States to be published by : congratu'ate then: selves that the
know that most of these flocks are (be National Highway Association of ‘ United States ha- prohibited in its
again on the accredited list this year. the Automobile Club of America, the • fundamental law the sal cf harm,-.
liqm: s EdwarfJ
Thus fur this year more than 14000 face of Maine will be stamped with 1 fu’, intoxicating
hens have been tested by the Depart this phrase: “The Playground of Am i Ellery, Dean of the Faculty Unlo.ri
I College.
ment of Bacteriology and Veterinary erica.”
Science and several thousand more
| will be tested during the next few
; w eeks.
Because of the number of disease
free flocks in Maine a satisf ictory
day old chick business is being de
veloped. Poultrymen who are sell
ing day j/.d chickens fully understand
the importance and valpe of selling
chickens which ard free from disease
and many of them are putting out}
qhickens which they can guarantee
When at times we sit and ponder
from this standpoint. Because of the
cost involved in having the stock
On the lessons life has taught.
tested it is usually necessary to
When
we pause to count the blessings
charge more for accredited chicks
than for those r.ot tested but for the
That experience has brought,
purchaser it is usually much cheap
There’s a certain joyful moment
er to buy chickens which he can de
That we always shall recall
pend on as being free from the dis
ease than to take a chance on un
With delightful recollection
tested chickens.
As the happiest of all.
Among those who have already
had th^ir flocks accredited for this
year are F. H. Willey, Thomaston,
Since that day the skies are brighter;
Foster D. Jameson. Waldoboro, F. M.
Music has a finer tone;
=Piper. dockland and W. H. Cruser,
Flowers breathe a sweeter fragrance;";;
Waldoboro—all Rhode Island Reds.

0. Lawrence Hawthorne —>

MARTINSVILLE

Hurry Mother! Even a fretful,
feverish, bilious or constipated child
loves the pleasant taste of “California
Fig Syrup” and it never fails to
sweeten the stomach and open the
bowels. A teaspoonful today may pre
vent a sick child tomorrow. It doesn't
cramp or overact. Contains no nar
cotics or soothing drugs.
Ask your druggist for genuine “Cali
fornia Fig Syrup” which has directions
for babies and children of all ages
printed on bottle. Mother! You must
say “California” or you may get an
imitation fig syrup.

The Ladies Circle was entertained
Thursday at the home of Mrs. G. N
Bachelder. All day session with a
delicious
picnic
dinner.
Absent
members missed a good time.
Mrs. Alice Jones and little granddr. ugh ter of Port Clyde spent a day
recently witli Mrs. William Harris.
Sirs. William Cook, who was op
erated on ten days ago is still suf
fering much pain. Mrs. George Rawley of Windsorville is caring for her.
Friday, the very cold day, while
working on the ice at Glenmere Pond
Harold Hupper was overcome by the
cold and several others got their fac
es frozen.
Kenneth Hooper is visiting his sis
ter and cousin at Rockland.
Farrington Hart and Edward Har
iris are busy hauling out their win
ter’s wood.

Love since then has richer grown.
Gates that lead to realms of rapture
On that day were opened wide; r>
When our little home was paid for, ,
AH the world seemed glorified! $

<36.

-ill
W;

• O LAVUNCt K.VTH0LV}

HERE LITTLE MAH LOAN

That Heat and Cold Do Not Affect

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO

KINGMAN and
•HEARTY—

Ct/P WILL YOU

INC.
20 No. Side
Faneuil Hall Market

BOSTON
MASS.
T-M-tt

I FEEL HONORED TO DRR1K

I WOULDNT DRINK

OUT OF THAT
CUP IF IWSRF

SERVICE

Four-Wheel Brakes

-by-MB-

‘DR'NKirifj

Directory

Conditions throughout the entire
world were so upset by the World
CALL
HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS
War that we have hail 10 years of
erratic prices and are likely to have
OILS AND GREASES
CHEVROLET GARAGE
at least as many more years before
.jnything like stability is attained.
Call 12?
Call 837-M
The Violent
and
erratic price
THURSTON OIL CO.
changes have made an enormous
SEA VIEW GARAGE
demand for price forecasts, and in
Wholesale and Retail
Chevrolet Cara, Parta and
numerable agencies are forecasting
Oils for All Purposes
Service
Station.
Auto
Ac

prices. Unfortunately the very con
ditions that have led to the demand
cessories.
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
for forecasts also make forecasting
I Corner Park and Broad Ste.
689 Main St., Rockland
difficult. Some things can be said
with considerable certainty, but
GARAGE
while it is comparatively easy to tell
LAUNDRY WORK
whether prices will rise or fall, it is
Call 170
Call 124
very difficult to Tore tell the date and
Ihe amount of any price change.
Dyer
’
s
Garage, Inc.
People
’
s
Laundry
Last year wheat was exceedingly
17 Limerock Street
REPAIRING, STORAGE
cheap. It was certain that it coukl
We do all kinds of Laundry
not remain so permanently, yet had
AND SUPPLIES
MRS. MARGARET BOLTON
Work. Family Washing a
the weather been favorable this year,
Specialty.
Wet
Wash.
Rough
Agent for
Trenton, N. J.—"I have never found
it might again have been cheap.
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
DODGE BROS. CARS
The weather was so very unfavorable any medicine to equal Dr. Pierce’s
' Shirts, Collars.
that the world crop was 12 per cent Favorite Prescription for weak women
ess than last year. Considering this or those who are in a nervous state.
MONUMENTS
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
enormous drop in production, the I Buffered for some time with weakness
present price is quite as cheap as was brought on thru motherhood. I got
Telephone Connactien
wheat last year. Since there is lit very weak, my nerves gave way and I
Telephone 205
tle likelihood of any year being so un had severe backaches and bearing
Gilchrest
HORSE SHOES
favorable as last year, the expecta pains. 1 got to a point where 1 had
tion is that the world crop next year no comfort at ell—was miserable,when,
Regular and Drive Calk
Monumental
Works
will be considerably larger than this thru a friend, I learned of Dr. Pierce’s
HORSE NAILS
Main Street
year and the prices will not be as Favorite Prescription and decided to
give it a trial. I have never taken a
Thomaston, Maine
high as this year.
medicine that worked such wonders.
H. H. Crie & Co.
The corn crop was the poorest in
ARTISTIC
MEMORIALS
All my feminine (rouble disappeared,
456 Main Street, Rockland
many years. Here again, the present my nerves were restored, ana I got
prices are a direct result of the well and strong. I would advise all
weather. The prices are not especi women who suffer as I did to give this
ally high for such a short crop.
medicine of Dr. Pierce’s a trial.”—Mrs.
For several years potato prices Margaret Bolton, 35 Sheridan Ave.
have been low when compared with
Sold by all druggists, in liquid or
the size cf the crops. This is doubt tablet form, or send 10c for trial sam
less due to the fact that wages are ple to Dr. Pierce’s Invalids’ Hotel,
approximately double pre-war, while 665 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y., and
lood at retail lias been about 50 per write for free medical advice.
cent above pre-war prices. Before
1920 there was a series of years
when food was high relative to ed in 1913. For the fanners in the
wages. This led to fairly high po eastern states, this situation is imtato prices and led to too great an l.orwnt because horses are usually
purchased. The wise procedure at
expansion in the potato acreage.
Now that food is so cheap and wages the present time Is to dispose of the
so high, consumers prefer the choicer old horses and buy good young
kinds cf food. It seems probable that horses which can now be purchased
’he potato acreage of the United cheaply and that will dive until they
States is a little too high considering will become valuable.
the high wage rates. The weather.
Since wages are double pre-war
' however, is so dominating that in and foods are cheap, consumers have
any particular year the price may be desired unusual quantities of poul
high or low depending upon the ?**»- try and eggs just as they did follow
• on.
ing the Civil War. This, going along
Since I860 hogs have had 11 periods with cheap feed, has made very good
of high prices and 11 periods of low business for poultrymen.
It ia of
’ prices. On the average, hogs rise in course, too much to hope such con
price for about three years and fall ditions ran continue, for feed cannot
for about the same length of time permanently remain so cheap and it
They recently fell in price for three is rot probable that poultry and eggs
years and are new rising. Presum will permanently remain so high al
F-H-27-*
ably hog will be materially higher in though the demand is likely to con
price by next summer or fall and will tinue strong for a number of years!
probably remain high at least until
the. late fall of 1926. The highLABOR BANK GOOD
priced corn has caused hoi& to be
marketed rather light and may ac
Since the Brotherhood of Locontocentuate the shortage
that will
■-lve
Engineers established the first
• later occur.
It takes a very long time to pro abjr bank in Cleveland. 29 additionduce beef cattle if it ceases to be il labor banks have been formed,
profitable.* Since 18S0 there have ■even are In process of formation
been three periods of high prices and i..o preliminary organization Meps
Buick mechanical 4-Wheel Brakes fiinc
‘hree periods of low prices. Brices
usually rise for about eight years lave been taken for 69 more, acnon properly and safely. They are
and fall for about an equal length of rording to Frederick J. Baskin, in
designed for winter driving as well as
time. When compared with prices ha El Paso Herald.
When labor banks were first or
of other tilings beef cattle have been
summer.
Their operation is not
declining ever since 1915. and the en ganized. it was predicted that their
esources would be |>ooied and the
tire beef cattle industry is in a seraltered by extremes of heat and cold.
lous condition.
Whenever a live hanks would fight Capital as repre
Buick is engineered to be immune
stock industry has a period of hard sented by the employers of labor.
times, the breeders of the choicei Persons said the labor banks would
to
temperature changes.
cattle are particularly hit because he utv-d to finance strikes and other
such cattle become practically un ndustrlal controversies.
As a matter of fact, nothing of the
salable. Any breeder of purebred
beef cattle who has made any money <ind has happened. When a labor
in the last-half-dozen years has beer, sink is opened, it makes itself liable
o its depositors to safeguard their
exceedingly ,fortunate
Presumably
the shortage of beef cattle will soot money and return it to them when
57 PARK STREET
hey ask for it. This being the case,
occur and we may expect prices t(
______
h oflicers and directors find that
rise for a series of years.
When
better
automobiles
are
built, Buick will build them
hey bate assumed a tremendous rePrices of beef cattle are very im
ponslbillty and that, instead of airportant to dairymen. When bee.
ng their own views or following
cattle are high, dairy cows sell ex
ceedingly well as. beef. This make: •heir own hobbies, they must conit possible for dairymen to cull hit iuct their bar.k along well recogherd very closely without extrem* tized business lines which safeguard
losses. When beef cattle are very their investment* and deposits.
Nothing wiil so quickly destroy
cheap nobody is anxious for beel
from dairy cattle and it becomes im adical ideas in the labor world as the
cn
possible to obtain any appreciable starting of ial>or banks and the as
suming of business responsibility by
price for discarded dairy cofvs.
The most striking price situation labor leaders. They soon find that a
Where
fn tlie whole range of agriculture U “labor” l*ank is not so much differ
the price of horses. Horses ordi
ent front a “capitalist" bank. Both
naiily rf-» in price for 10 to 12 year* banks are responsible to the law and
the trade
ar.d are low for about an equal length the penitentiary waits for the man
of time. A period of over-production who unlawfully jeopardizes the inter
APPLES
L.egan at about the time when au est of dejwjsi.ors in either institution.
tomobiles.
tractors,
and
trucks
Capital and Labor are synonomous
were rapidly being introduced. These terms—one cannot exist without the
finds
machines did not bring on the low other.
price of horses but accentuated the
low price. Those who have raised
HER FAVORITE BIBLE STORY
horses in the last 10 years have suf
fered so severely that it will be a
Mother had been reading a Bible
long time before they will undertake story to Marjory every night before
We also sell other produce which you raise, such
the raising of horses again. Now bedtime.
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips
One night she asked. "Weil Mar
thet we have gasoline machinery we
do not need as many horses as for jory, what e'.ory shall I read to
merly, but whatever number we night?”
Best Prices
Quick Returns
“Oh, mother." Marjory answered.
need we may be sure that that num
ber will, in the near future, not be “I want you to road me that one
available. Jpecause the raising of about the ten girls who went out to
colts is at such a low ebb. The num
meet the bridegroom and ran out
ber of stallions enrolled in 1924 is cf gasoline !”—From
Everybody’;!
about one-fourth the number enroll- Magazine for February.

THE JUDGE-- A Distasteful Oc’cur’ence
[AE

T elephone
LIVE BUSINESS

WHO? Single persons who had net

Plans of individual education v.ill
be diBCitswd at a joint conference of
the Bureau of Education cf the In
terior Department and the School if
Education. I'niversity of Pennsyl
vania. March 2t. One session will
lie devoted to a discussion of indi
vidual instruction as applied in two
of the large high schools cf Phila
delphia and another session to dis
cussion of the plan as applied to the
small high school.

| Speaks to Nervous Women |

Prof. G. F. Warren of Cornell
Predicts Agricultural Con
ditions For 1925.

[Twelve brief articles covering essential
points of Income tax laws.
Begun in Jan
13 issue ]

Number 10
A debt discovered to be worthless
and charged off the books of the
taxpayer for the year 1924 may be
deducted from the gross income in
computing net income for that year.
The return must show the worthless
ness of the debt was discovered and
that ordinary ahd h-gal means for
its collection have been or would be
unavailing.
Bad debts may he deducted in
whole or in part. When deducted,
the taxpayer must be able to show
with a reasonable degree of cer
tainty the amount uncolleetable.
Partial deductions are allowed with
respect to specific debts only.
A valid debt proved to be worth
less may not always lie a proper de
duction.
For
example,
unpaid
amounts representing wages, rentals,
or similar items are not allowed as
deductions unless included us gross
income in the creditor's return for
the year in which tlie deduction is
sought or in a previous year. The
fart that expected income was not
received does not reduce the amount
of taxable income of the credit r.
Unpaid loans made to needy rela
tives or friends with little or no ex
pectation that they would be repaid
are not deductible, but are regarded
as gifts.

Every-Other-Day

CUT OF TE5SIE S CUP.

WHY NOTj

I

suppose •bessiejsvow? LITTLE
SISTER

U3E

'You

Incubators

We Repeat
USE

VuOtK £
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Incubators

The Percentage is all in
your favor'for

Big Hatches and
Keeping ’em Alive
Queen Booklets and Catalog spe
cifically state the proof "a hundred
times over.”
They are interesting reading for
every person interested in chick
raising.

Write, right now for your copies.

KENDALL & WHITNEY

Portland

Maine

